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ABSTRACT
The accuracy of sub-coulomb (d,p) reaction tensor analysing 
powers, calculated using the conventional DWBA theory, is investigated.
Two outstanding uncertainties in the DWBA method, relating to a) break­
up of the deuteron in the coulomb field of the target nucleus, and b) 
the presence of T^ tensor interactions in the deuteron target system, 
are studied quantitatively. Particular emphasis is placed upon the 
reaction 208Pb(d,p)209Pb, at E^ = 9 MeV and E^ = 7 MeV, and its applica­
bility to the measurement of the parameter D^ of Johnson and Santos.
Coulomb break up is treated in dipole approximation using perturbation 
theory and an adiabatic prescription. Special attention is paid to the 
use of a realistic state dependent interaction in the P-wave n-p continuum. 
Coulomb and strong tensor T^ terms, obtained from both elastic scattering 
and break up models, are discussed and are included through a generalization 
of the conventional, Local Energy Approximation, DWBA stripping formalism.
The resulting coupled differential equations are solved numerically.
Results of calculations show that both effects studied must be 
accounted for in any analysis of precision experimental data at 9 MeV and/ 
or 7 MeV. Theoretical uncertainties in the strong interaction contribution 
to the T^ potential, to which calculations at 9 MeV are sensitive, are found 
to be unimportant at an energy of 7 MeV. The effects of singlet (JS ) break­
up of the deuteron are also shown to be completely negligible.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Information from the (d,p) reaction
The detailed study of nuclear reaction processes is responsible 
for our present knowledge of nuclear structure and nuclear interactions.
The deuteron, the simplest composite nucleus, is an obvious probe for 
experimental reaction studies and a wealth of accumulated reaction data 
has resulted in a continued active theoretical interest in deuteron 
initiated reactions.
In this thesis we shall deal exclusively with the deuteron stripping 
reaction A(d,p)B, and in particular reactions in which deuterons are 
incident at energies below the Coulomb barrier of the target nucleus A.
At such an energy the process is amenable to semiclassical interpretation 
and such simple models (Le 62, Vi 73, Kn 74) have enjoyed much success.
In the simplest model the deuteron, treated as a rigid elementary particle, 
follows an assumed classical trajectory, attaining its minimum velocity at 
the classical distance of closest approach of the d-A system. There 
results a finite probability of the neutron being captured, from the deuteron, 
about target A (assumed unexcited) with a particular value of orbital 
angular momentum (and associated total angular momentum jn = ± £)•
While such models are instructive, extracting nuclear structure 
information from experimental reaction data requires a careful comparison 
of data with the predictions of a realistic reaction theory. The Distorted 
Waves Born Approximation, or DWBA (see for e.g. To 61, Sa 66, Au 70, Le 73,
G1 75), is now used almost universally in the study of the (d,p) reaction,
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treating the process as a direct one-step transfer between states 
describing the elastic scattering of the incident and outgoing projectiles. 
Agreement between experiment and the DWBA is sufficiently good qualita­
tively, that the (d,p) reaction proves a most useful tool for nuclear 
spectroscopy, as systematic and j dependences of the reaction data 
(Bu 51, Bu 59, 7^e 64a, Le 64b, Jo 71) are understood.
With the advent of high intensity polarized deuteron beams (Ha 67) in the 
last ten years, the spectroscopic usefulness of the reaction has increased 
(e.g. Yu 68, Br 71, Sa 76, Ab 77). In addition, considerable interest has 
been stimulated (see for e.g. Ba 71, Gr 76) as to the spin dependence of 
the reaction mechanism. With a reaction initiated by a polarized deuteron 
beam (Ha 74a) , not.only is the outgoing proton angular distribution measurable 
but also its sensitivity to the incident beam polarization. This results 
in new and independent reaction information in the form of the vector C^ ^ ) 
and tensor ’^ 21 ,^ 22^ analys;i-tlg powers (He 71). The result is that the
reaction theory must reproduce not one but five angular distributions and 
has resulted in a more sophisticated treatment of the DWBA stripping 
amplitude.
In particular, as shown in the theoretical investigation of Johnson 
(Jo 67), and as has since been confirmed by explicit calculation (e.g.
Br 71, Kn 73, Jo 73, Ro 73, Kn 75, Kn 75a), in order to get even qualit­
ative agreement with experimental (d,p) tensor analysing powers, T , then
2q
the 3D j or D-state component of the deuteron wavefunction must be taken 
into account. In fact the T in sub-coulomb reactions are completely 
(Kn 74, Kn 77) dominated by the D-state and thus provide a rather direct 
experimental observation of the 3D^ component which remains quantitatively 
poorly understood (Sp 75, Th 77). This prompts the question: can we learn
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anything about the deuteron from a study of (d,p) tensor analysing 
powers?
Predictions of the DWBA are, in general, not accurate in a quantit­
ative sense. However, much work has previously been done in numerical 
investigations of the accuracy of a DWBA at sub-coulomb energies (e.g. Go 65, 
Sm 65, Go 67) with a view to obtaining accurate spectroscopic factors.
We conclude that the theory is most accurate when applied at incident 
deuteron energies well below the Coulomb barrier, to (d,p) transitions 
with Q values near zero. It is precisely in this energy regime that 
Knutson and Haeberli (Kn 75) have suggested that measured T ■ be used to 
determine the parameter D^ of Johnson and Santos (Jo 71). In the 
Johnson/Santos finite range treatment of D-state effects, the single para­
meter D^ carries all information concerning the D-state. Thus, given that 
the T 'at sub-coulomb energies (and Q ^ 0) scale nearly linearly with D^, 
the D^ ’measurement1 requires fitting the absolute magnitude of the 
experimental tensor analysing powers.
The present investigation is prompted by-the observation of Knutson
and Haeberli that the presently available.T^ data is ’best fitted' by a
D2 value which is significantly smaller than that calculated from existing
theoretical, and phenomenological, nucleon-nucleon potentials. This
.  iconclusion is however based upon the results of a conventional DWBA
Calculations in (Kn 75, Kn 77) were performed using the program 
DWCODE (Ha 70) of Harvey, Santos and Johnson.
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stripping calculation and is therefore subject to the uncertainties 
inherent in the DWBA theory, and those due to the approximate 
evaluation of the DWBA amplitude. In this thesis we shall approach 
two such uncertainties, present in these previous calculations, which 
might be expected to alter considerably the calculated and
consequently the Tmeasuredf D^ value. We shall
i) relax the DWBA constraint that the deuteron internal, wave-
function is unchanged in passing through the interaction field 
of nucleus A, allowing the target Coulomb field to stretch the 
deuteron, and
ii) include in the deuteron target interaction a rank-2 tensor 
interaction of the type (Sa 60), known (De 69, De 70) to 
be of importance in T calculations. We shall also comment 
briefly upon the effects of -allowing the deuteron to break up 
into a relative 1S state (Ha 70a, Ha 74) previously studied 
by Wales (Wa 77).
It has been suggested that a low energy experiment might eventually 
yield D2 to an accuracy of 3-4% (Kn 75), thus, the present investigation 
looks not only at the presently available data, but also at the suitability 
of such a proposed experiment to an improved determination of D^.
In the following section we shall summarize the presently available 
knowledge of D2, and, in the remainder of the chapter introduce the formal 
theoretical aspects of the (d,p) reaction and its DWBA description.
208Pb(d,p)209Pb at incident laboratory energy of 7 MeV, rather than 
the presently available 9 MeV data.
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1.2 The Parameter D2
As is well known (see for e.g. B1 52), the deuteron is the only 
bound state of the two-nucleon system and exists, not in a pure 3Sj state, 
but an admixture of 3S^  and 3D^  relative n-p configurations. While the 
deuteron is rather well understood qualitatively, as pointed out in two 
recent review articles (Sp 75, Th 77) the D-state component remains poorly 
determined quantitatively. No model independent description of the 3Dl 
deuteron component exists to date.
In the notation of Johnson (Jo 67) we define the deuteron wavefunction 
al T ai
<f>s (r,p,n) =  I i , (£,P,n) , (1.1)
1 L=0,2 11
where Ug(r), u^(r) are respectively the S and D-wave radial components of 
the wavefunction and is the spin-angle function
Mtot ■ (r,p,n) - I (LAs’a1 |s a )iHL (r)x J(p,n) . (1.2)
O L S lsl 1 1 1 1  L si
In equation (1.2), x i1 is an eigenfunction of the total intrinsic n-p spin
S l A
and the Spherical Harmonic functions YL and angular momentum coupling
coefficients are defined according to the convention of Brink and Satchler
(Br 62). It is understood that Sj =■ sj = 1 in the 3Sl - 3D1 deuteron ground
state.
With the adopted phase convention of equation (1.1), outside the range 
of the n-p interaction
uQ(r) = N e ar/r
(1.3)
u (r) = Nqe ar/r{l + 3/ar + 3/(ar)2} ,
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where Ti2w2/2y (p the n-p reduced mass) is the deuteron binding energy, 
ed, and q the asymptotic D-state to S-state ratio. The overall 
normalization constant N is determined by the deuteron effective range
p(- e^ , - e )^ (= 1.764 ± .006 fm (No 72)) through the relation,
N2 = 2a/(1 - ap(- ed, - ed)) . (1.4)
Conventionally the D-state component is quantified through a single
parameter P^, the D-state probability
PD dr r2[u£(r)]2 . (1.5)
Recently however, Amado et al. (Am 78) have advocated that one should use 
not Pp but q as a model independent measure of the D-state. They suggest 
that q, not usually considered an observable property of the deuteron, is 
capable of being measured directly from high precision elastic p-d tensor 
polarization data. In deuteron stripping reactions, then according to the 
finite range treatment of Johnson and Santos (Jo 71), the natural measure 
of D-state effects is the parameter D^, defined'in configuration space 
through
. fOO
dr rl+u2(r)
= 1/15. — --- :--------  . (1.6)
Z  /*oo
dr r2uQ(r)
0
We shall introduce D^ formally in the following chapter; important for the 
present discussion however is that D2 is closely related to q (Jo 71) and, 
typically to an accuracy of 1% (Kn 75) for presently available models of 
the n-p interaction, satisfies the relation
»2 £ n/a2 • (1.7)
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"t* •It is therefore possible, to a very good approximation , to consider 
a D2 measurement as an n determination.
In table 1.1 we summarize the presently available knowledge of 
and n from existing models of the neutron-proton interaction, V ( 3S j - 3D1) 
Interactions which tend at large r to the one pion exchange potential (Sa 67)
ir2 ”xfz 9 eV (OPEP) = - yc2 ---  <1 + Snp y 4tt  ^ x 1 np
3 31 + + _£
x o x '
where y(x = ycr/h) is the pion mass, §n the usual tensor operator
S = 3(a *r)(a *r) - (a «a ) (1.8)np . ~n - ~p ~ ~n ~py
and f2/4it the effective one pion coupling constant (conventionally taken 
(G1 62) as 0.08), are labelled with an asterisk. The other model values 
presented are for information only and we shall assume that the correct 
meson theoretic OPEP tail behaviour is a necessary constraint upon a 
realistic physical interaction. D2 values for this group of potentials 
span the range of values .456 < D2 <.540, however, several presented 
entries require qualification.
Of note are the investigations of Glendenning and Kramer (G1 62) and 
of Iwadare et al. (Iw 56). In the latter analysis the correct OPEP tail 
was assumed in the region r > pion Compton wavelength C^(^  1.4 f.m) , and in
the absence of a detailed knowledge of V for r < % the deuteron wave­
function given a simple polynomial form. In this model Iwadare finds that
i Assuming no, presently unknown, long range components in V which would
alter the validity of equation (1.3) at large but finite r.
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Table 1.1 P^, r\ and D2 values for several n-p interaction models
Model PD(%) U D2(fm2) Notes/D source
Hamada-Johns to n (Ha 62) 6.90 .0264 .487 * (Kn 75, Sp 75)
Holinde et al. (Ho 72) 5.70 .0245 e .456 * (Kn 75)
Knutson 'Measured1 (Kn 75) - .0232 e .432
Kermode Local (Ke 78) 6.40 - .530
Reid Soft Core (Re 68) 6.47 .0262 .484 * (Kn 75)
Hulthen-Sugawara (Hu 57) 3.00 .0294 .532 (Kn 75)
Hulthen-Sugawara (Hu 57) 5.00 .0252 .466 (Kn 75)
Glendenning-Kramer (G! 62) 5.6 .0265 .494 e JL
Yamaguchi (Ya 54) 4.0 .0280 .524 (Jo 71)
Wong (Wo 59) - .0290 .540 e *
de Tourreil SSC (To 73) 5.45 .0255 .475 e * (Sp 75)
Yale Potential (La 62) 6.96 .0252 .476 e * (Sp 75)
Iwadare et al. (Iw 56) 6.7 .0255 .476 e *
An e beside a presented p or Devalue indicates that the result is 
estimated using equation (1.7).
n is almost completely determined by the deuteron quadrupole moment Qd and
effective range p(- - e^), as shown in Figure 1.1. Using the presently
accepted experimental values, Qd = 0.2860 fm2 (Re 75) and p’(-'ed, - ed) = 1.764 fn
(No 72), we estimate the value q = 0.0255, of Table 1.1. Glendenning and
Kramer also assume that for r > % the form of V is fixed as OPEP, but searchnp ’
upon the interaction for r < % to fit the deuteron and low energy n—p data.
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Eight acceptable local interactions are found with n values in the range 
.0256 < q < .0271, or using equation (1.7), ;478 < D2 < .506. The values 
in table 1.1 correspond to potential 8 of G1 62. Thus, a local interaction 
which fits determines n rather accurately.
Kermode, Mines and Mustafa (Ke 76) suggest that for a non-local 
there is no significant relation between and n and obtain consider­
able variation of Q^(|AQ^| 40%) with different phase equivalent OPEP
tailed n-p interactions. Allen et al. (Al 78) however, have attributed 
the large effects found by Kermode et al. to their having effected 
relatively large changes in the deuteron wavefunction in the region r > 2 
fermis. This is regarded as undesirable in a region where the interaction 
is dominantly OPE. Allen et al. find that only relatively small changes 
in Qd(|AQd | ^ 4% with an upper bound of ^ 10%) may be obtained by variation 
of the wavefunction for r < 1.5 fm.
The smallest D2 value of table 1.1, that of Holinde et al. is obtained 
from a wavefunction which predicts = 0.27 fm2 and p(- - e^ ) = 1.82 fm;
these values are plotted as H in Figure 1.1. The r\ value obtained from 
Figure 1.1 and that estimated from D2 via equation (1.7) are in general 
agreement and thus tend to indicate that the rather small D2 value is a 
result of the rather poor fit to and p. The model independent but 
approximate n value of Wong (Wo 59) places a convenient upper limit upon 
the presented values, however, its accuracy has not been assessed.
In conclusion therefore, we feel that the limits placed upon D (in 
table 1.1) by an OPEP tailed V , namely .456 :< D2 < .540 are generous, in 
particular at the smaller value. Most interactions tend to a value in the 
region of 0.48. This is of significance as Knutson and Haeberli (Kn 75)
-  1 0  -
1.6
1.4
Knutson 
M easured’ D2
1.2
fm:
1.0
1.5 exp
f ( ~ £d ~ Ed) f m-
Figure 1.1 Loci of ,p(-e^,-e^) and n values predicted by the deuteron
wavefunction when the OPE Potential is assumed for r > ft, in
the presence of hard core radii r = .57 fm and r = 0 fm , pc
is obtained from the parameter 3 on the curves by p = .01986 .3* 
The wavefunction for r < X is assumed quadratic in r.
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ana lysing presently available (d,p) data, obtain a value
= 0.432 ± .032 fm2 or p ^ .0232. This value (see Figure 1.1) is 
difficult to reconcile with the picture of a local OPEP tailed interaction. 
Clearly knowledge of D2 or p to an accuracy of 3-4% (Kn 75) would place 
a powerful, and at present absent, constraint upon an acceptable model of 
Vnp(3S1 - 3D1). Indeed an independent determination of p, together with 
equation (1.4), would determine the deuteron wavefunction uniquely beyond 
r > allowing for a more detailed probing of the wavefunction and the 
non-locality of the interaction at small n-p separations.
It has been reported (Gr 78) that the originally proposed method 
of p measurement of Amado et al. is not applicable to the evaluation of 
a reliable value of p. A more recent analysis, however, determines p to 
within 20% (Am 78a), and is consistent with all presented values of Table 
1.1. A measurement would provide equally useful and potentially more 
accurate (Kn 75) information.
1.3 Reaction Observables and Formal Theory
A deuteron, incident upon a target nucleus A, comprising A nucleons 
and of mass M^ , may initiate any one of a number of reaction processes 
allowed by energy conservation. In the present section, reaction observ­
ables for the stripping process
A + d -* B(= A + n) + p ,
initiated by a polarized deuteron beam are related to the formal quantum 
mechanical transition matrix. It is assumed that the residual nucleus B 
is a bound state of the n + A system.
-  1 2  -
We shall make use of the co-ordinate system of Figure 1.2, in
which R and shall be used as equivalent labels for the deuteron-target
centre of mass separation. The remaining co-ordinates, as used by
1*
Johnson (Jo 67), are self evident and explicitly 
F2 = H + Yrn ,
(1.9)
~1 = ^2 + " Y ~^n^  /2 *
Here Y = M./(M, + M ) A/(A + 1) , where M is the neutron rest mass.A A n n
The incident deuteron beam momentum is defined as direction kj, and the 
deuteron and target (A) binding energies are respectively e^ , e^ , defined 
positive. The deuteron centre of mass energy is thus
E x = fi2k-'/2|i, ,
where the y. are the channel reduced masses. If the neutron is bound to
1
A in the final state with energy e (>’0) then = ga + Gn anc* t*ie Proton 
final state energy is
E2 = fi2k|/2y2 = E2 + Q . (1.10)
To be definite we shall fix the outgoing proton momentum in direction k^, 
and the reaction Q value of equation (1.10) is
Q = E - E =e - e , . (1.11)2 1 n d
As far as possible we adhere to the convention that subscript 1 labels 
the incident deuteron channel and 2 the outgoing proton channel.
Figure 1.2
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The total hamiltonian, H, for the A + 2 body problem may be 
conveniently decomposed as follows. In the incident channel
H = (H. + H ) + K + V,A , (1.12)A np/ 1 dA *
and in the outgoing channel
H = H + K. + V + V (1.13)B 2 np p
Here. H., H„. H are the internal hamiltonians of the target, residual ’ A . B ’ np & >
nucleus and deuteron, and K_. the appropriate channel kinetic energy
operators. V is the free neutron-proton interaction and V,. - V + V ,1 np dA n p
the sum of the many body neutron and proton-target interactions V^, V .
If we define the total energy of the initial d-A system, E = . E ■ - - e^ ,
then solution of the many (A + 2)-body Schrodinger equation
H ^ +)(§,p,n) = E ^ +)(§,p,n) - (1.14)
for state would yield all information available on all open reaction
~1
channels at energy E. In equation (1.14), § represents all the internal 
degrees of freedom of the target nucleus A, and the physical asymptotic
boundary conditions of a deuteron beam incident along kj and radially
. . *outgoing waves are shown explicitly. In fact, outside of the range
of interaction of equation (1.12), the incident waves part of the 
solution of equation (1.14) is
ft
We assume for simplicity free particle boundary conditions. If 
contains a conventional d-A coulomb interaction, equation (1.15) 
should strictly have the appropriate coulomb conditions (see for e.g. 
(Ja 70)).
o A
where 6 1 is the deuteron wavefunction and $ the initial state (spin a, s aa
Y | \
projection a) of the target. Strictly, ip, should also carry subscripts
~1
a and which are understood implicitly.
Provided that one or more stripping channels are open, then
asymptotically (Me 61) , i|v+  ^ must contain outgoing spherical proton waves
~1
With an implied summation on the right hand side over all directions of 
k^, all open stripping channels, 3 and a 2, then
/ ^ \  2
K  (C,P>n)   <b$s 0 ,k |T | aos o ,k >
. 5l ' r2^» 2nK2 2 2 ~2 1 1 ~1
ik2r2 c -
“ ■—  fb g(f ,n)xs (p) , (1 .16)
. B
where r2 goes to infinity in direction k2. State $ of the residual
. . /  a2 nucleus (spin b, projection 3) is an eigenstate of H_ and X (p) is the
■ ... B S2 
intrinsic spin wavefunction of the proton. The amplitude for each out­
going wave component is given by the matrix element of the T or 
transition operator which connects the incident channel (aotSjCfjjkj) to 
the final state (b3s2a2 ,lt2). Thus, all (d,p) reaction information for a 
transition to a particular final state of B is contained within only a 
small number.of matrix elements of the complete transition operator T. We
shall rename as T(d,p), this (2b + l)(2s2 +1) by (2s^  + l)(2a + 1) matrix
f . . . -of amplitudes in the spin space of the particles involved, introduced m
• ♦ # •Clearly, with k^  fixed, T(d,p) is a function of the direction of k2.
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equation (1.16). The evaluation of these amplitudes shall comprise 
a large part of the present thesis. We shall however, prior to this 
investigation, define the reaction observables in terms of the formal 
stripping matrix T(d,p).
In a stripping reaction initiated by a polarized deuteron beam, it
is possible to measure simultaneously (Ro 73), not only the outgoing
proton cross section but its sensitivity to the incident beam polarization
namely the reaction analysing powers. To make this definition precise we
introduce the set of irreducible tensor operators (Br 62, La 55) t, (s),xq
ft
complete in the space of spin s, and for which (Ro 74),
<sa'|T, (s)|sa> = k(sakq|saT) . (1.17)
kq
In addition, the t are orthogonal in the sense that
Tr[Lq(s)V q ' (s)] = S"2V ' V  ' (1-18)
where the Hermitian conjugate satisfies (Ba 71)
V s) ■ (-)qW s) • ; (1-19)
The polarization of a beam of particles is conveniently described
using the density matrix (Fa 57) formalism. Using the completeness of 
the t^ ( s) then we may write the initial state density matrix P-^Sj) as
Pi(Sl) Iq tkq(Sl)Y q(Sl) " Tr{pl(Sl)}, (1,20)
ft * I
We shall use stat k = k = (2k + I)5
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or, upon inversion, the beam moments .^(Sj) are
^qC^) " Tr{P1(s1)\q(s1))/Tr{P1(s1)} ' • ■ (1.21)
which describe completely the polarization of the deuteron beam. The 
final state density matrix for the outgoing protons (in a fixed direction 
k ) is given (La 55) by
p2(s2) = T(d,p)p1(s1)T(d,p)+ , (1.22)
where T(d,p) has been introduced previously. The proton differential 
cross section due to the polarized beam p^(s^) is then given, with the
adopted normalization of T(d,p) (equation (1.16)) as
da
(1.23)
da
dQ 1unpol (
q
+ 7 t, (s ) T* ' 1 , (1.24)
k=l,2 1 kqj
where the analysing powers T. are defined by
xq .
Tr{T(d,p)?, (s.)T(d,p) + }
T, = ------- — S3---r------  (1.25)
q Tr{T(d,p) T(d,p) }
and the t^(Sj) are as in equation (1.21). In equation (1.24) the unpol 
cross section, that due to an unpolarized incident deuteron beam,is
da
dQ
k2 ^2^2 Tr{T(d,p)T(d,p)+}
unpol kl (2irfi2)2 a2s2
At first sight it would appear that there are eight independent (d,p) 
analysing powers. However, if one adopts the reaction co-ordinate system 
of the Madison convention (Ba 71) in which the positive z axis of a right
- 18-
handed cartesian set is directed along k^ and the y axis along kj  ^k^, 
then, provided the reaction conserves parity, we have identically (Da 71)
T. = (-)k“qT. . (1.26)kq k-q
Thus, together with the identity (Ba 71)
a *
kq  ^ ' k-q ’
only four independent analysing powers remain, three tensor analysing 
powers T^q, ^ 2 1 * ^22 are Purely real’ and the vector analysing
power T which is purely imaginary. All consist (equation (1.25)) of 
ratios of x^eighted bilinear combinations of the matrix elements of T(d,p)( 
which shall be reduced in the follox^ ing section to a numerically 
calculable form via the DWBA.
1,4 The Distorted Waves Theory
The formal (d,p) stripping or transition amplitude T(d,p) of the 
preceding section may be written in the post form (Au 70), as
T(d,p) = <4>k I (Vnp + Vp) , (1.27)
where is the exact many body w aye function of equation (1.14). This
~1
function, with the incident boundary condition
~1
> of equationme
(1.15), is solved subject to the physical boundary condition of radially 
outgoing waves in the asymptotic region. Thus in the notation of 
section 1.3,
>
me
where the Miller operator £2^ (E) is
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fi^(E) = 1 + (E - H + iE)”1(V + V ) .n p
The final state function , like ip. , carries implied target and
~ 2 -1
projectile spin projection labels and
<f>k. (§,P»n)'= <r2,p|k2a2> 4^ (§,n) , (1.28)
~  2
where
As yet no mention has been made of the physical requirement that 
the collection of n + p + A(= N + Z) fermions be described, in the 
absence of isospin labels, by wavefunctions antisymmetrized individually 
in the neutron and proton co-ordinates (Go 64) . In fact T(d,p), defined 
by equation (1.16) and to this point referred to as the exact transition 
matrix has been formulated assuming.the incident n-p pair are distinguish­
able from their counterparts in target A, and does not have the required 
symmetry. The correctly symmetrized stripping matrix Tg^m(d,p) is (Au 70)
Tsym(d,p) W M  + HTCd.p) + Z T’e^d.p) } \  (1.29)
where T(d,p) is given by equation (1.27) in which it is now assumed that 
B Atarget states $ , $ are correctly symmetrized. The 'exchange amplitude',
T , corresponds to processes in which the outgoing proton originates from 
6X
the target and not the incident deuteron whereas the 'direct amplitude' 
T(d,p) describes the more usual picture of the d,p process in which the 
proton of the deuteron remains in the continuum.
-  2 0  -
In the present work we make the usual approximation 
TSym(d,p) = »V+ 1 T(d,p), which results from antisymmetrizing in the 
neutron co-ordinates alone.
Equation (1,27) for T(d,p) may be written in many alternative, 
but exact, forms using the Gell-Mann, Goldberger transformation (Ge 53) 
For an arbitrary proton-core interaction , then
T(d,p) = <X1(_)(V ) |V + (V - V )|^+)> (1.30)k2 p 1 np p p |Ykj
where (Ro 67), | X^  ^(V )> is generated according to 
~2 p
|Xr )CV)> = ^ )(E)lK> > <1-31>
P -2
fi(-)(E) = 1 + (E - ie - H_ - K ' - VT)"1Vt . . (1.32)B i p p
Clearly,if we replace V by a one body p-B interaction , then we
obtain the factorization
lx£>(V ? “ 'lxv 2 (k-2)" * w (5'n)' • (1-33)
Here the p-B relative wave function or distorted wave
lXs"a (-2}> = U  + (E2 " i£ " K2 ~ up)-lup}h 2 V  ’ (1'34)
We continue to use the amplitude T(d,p). When antisymmetrization is
included, the conventional procedure (Au 70) is to multiply the
reaction cross section of section 1.3 by N + 1 and then symmetrize 
A Bthe states $ , $ , within T(d,p).
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and therefore (exactly),
T(d,p) = <X^ )(Up)|Vnp + (Vp - Up)|j,«> . (1.35)
This expression is the conventional starting point for the discussion of 
the DWBA, which proceeds through three approximations.
1) It is assumed that in the proton final state, generates only 
weak coupling to neighbouring excited states of target B. The dominant 
process is therefore the p-B (in state b3) elastic channel, in which case 
if Up is chosen to fit the observed elastic scattering data, it is argued 
that considerable cancellation between and in equation (1.35) occurs 
In the DWBA, is chosen as a phenomenological optical model potential, 
which through its imaginary part (Ho 63) describes the overall loss of 
proton flux to open inelastic channels.
2) A similar weak coupling situation is assumed in the incident 
deuteron channel. In this case the situation is more complex as a result 
of the internal structure of the deuteron. If it is assumed that target 
A remains in its initial state throughout the’reaction process then we 
may factorize,
^k+^ ~ ’P,n) = ^k+^ ~ ’~l^ac/^ * (1.36)
(+)Here, ip, (r,r ) is the projection of the many body wavefunction ^(C>P>n) 
~1
onto the ground state (a,a) of the target nucleus, and describes exactly 
all open reaction channels in which the target nucleus remains in its 
ground state. The three body (n + p + A) function therefore contains, 
asymptotically, outgoing waves describing deuteron-elastic scattering, 
deuteron breakup and certain stripping channels. Approximations 1 and 2 
give the simplified amplitude
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DWBA,, v (—) /, N . B | | A ,(+)/■' s /i
T (d’p) = ■ (1-37)
in which we allow for the fact that, at the time at which the neutron is 
captured, the n-p pair, as a result of the weak deuteron binding energy, 
may no longer look like a deuteron: in fact the deuteron may be internally 
distorted or broken up prior to stripping.
From the nuclear structure point of view, the importance of equation
(1.37) is that -V is independent of the internal co-ordinates, £, of A.
The reaction is assumed therefore to take place from initial to final
state by simple capture of a neutron about A, and can proceed only via
Bthat component of $ in which A nucleons are in the same state of motion 
A
as <k . This neutron form factor (integrating over £)
. ^ 5  •*> !<,<■«> ■ O n)* • (i-38)
or structure matrix element, can therefore provide direct spectroscopic
ABinformation on the structure of nucleus B. The exact evaluation of F (n) 
is in practice an impossible many body problem (Pi 65, Be 65).
The final approximation of the DWBA is:
3) It is assumed that the three-body nature of the deuteron target
system is unimportant, arguing that the elastic component of ^ +^(r,r.) is
■ ~1
the dominant contribution to amplitude (1.37). The three-body function 
is thus replaced by the product form
i
= I I (k ,r )<f> ^(rjp.n) = (k ,p,n) , (1.39)i a, a 1a 1 -1 -1 ~ s 1a 1 -1
of the deuteron internal wavefunction, and a phenomenological deuteron
( + )optical model wavefunction, x (k^r^), which reproduces the observed d-A 
elastic scattering. The deuteron is thereby treated as a rigid elementary
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particle, throughout its passage of the target field, all loss of flux 
from the elastic channel being indiscriminantly taken into account 
through the absorptive optical model term. We obtain the conventional 
DWBA amplitude, via the indicated approximations, namely
TDWBA(d,p) = < X ^ 2(k2 ,p)Ffg(n)|Vnp| x ^ i(k1,P,n)> . (1.40)
ABthe remaining incalculable element of which is -F (n).
ABF , a function of the captured neutron co-ordinates only, may be 
expanded (Pi 65), exactly, in states of definite angular momentum 
transfer j , as
F^(n) = I (aajm|b3)^(n) (1.41)
jm
which comprise the wavefunction of the captured neutron. It is standard 
practice in most DWBA calculations to assume that
= {S(n«.j;AB)/N + (jn) . O'-42)
m . . . . ■[■ .
where ^n£j 1S a normalized single-particle wave function with, for a fixed
j ,£ = j ± \ fixed by the parity of nucleus B: or parity change IT._ ' =■ (-)^
AJ5
in the reaction. In equation (1.42), N is the number of target neutrons
and S(n£j;AB), the spectroscopic factor for the transition to state n£j,
Bmeasures the probability that state $ has a parentage based on the ground 
state of target A with a single neutron in the shell model state j•
i • • • .Subscript n on the single particle function refers to the principal
quantum number of the state.
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Theoretically this procedure is really only justified for a closed 
shell target A where the interaction of the neutron with the complete 
shells gives rise to a Hartree-Fock type one-body interaction (Le 73).
In practice,equation (1.42) is used in most calculations. The
are calculated here in a single particle Wood-Saxon shaped
potential, with shape parameters obtained from the neutron optical
potential in the limit (Ma 77) of zero bombarding energy. The well depth
however, is varied to produce an eigenfunction with the correct experimental
binding e . In general only one value of j, and hence I , enter the form- 
ABfactor F (n), and we shall assume that
FaB(n) = Z - CaotJm lb3)- ot^ ? ^-(fn) , (1.43)
m J J
where the principal quantum number, n, is no longer shown explicitly
i
and the factor {S(£j,AB)/(N + l)}5 has been rewritten for convenience as
AB
a£j-
_In the present section the approximations inherent in the conventional 
DWBA have been introduced without discussion of their probable accuracy.
In the following chapter we shall assess these approximations in the 
sub-coulomb stripping regime and obtain an approximate expression for the 
amplitude T^^^(d,p) when the deuteron .D-state component is accounted for 
in the approximate finite range treatment of Johnson and Santos (Jo 71).
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CHAPTER 2
THE STRIPPING AMPLITUDE
In the previous chapter the many body (d,p) transition matrix
has been simplified, through the DWBA. The resulting amplitudes
comprise matrix elements of the free n-p interaction, V , between two
body scattering states which reproduce the observed elastic scattering
in the initial and final states. Nevertheless, the nuclear rearrangement
of the particles involved means that the resultant amplitude is a six
dimensional integral. Traditionally this problem has been overcome
either by using Butler theory (Bu 51), in which the deuteron and proton
motions are replaced by plane wave states, or by assuming that V has
zero range (To 61). More recently however, methods have been developed
which take account of the finite range of V , and will be referred to
nP
as finite range (F.R.) stripping treatments.
Both exact and approximate F.R. calculations have been performed, 
for a deuteron, using the proposed methods.of Austern et al. (Au 64) 
and of Buttle and Goldfarb (Bu 64, Be 64), respectively. The latter 
approximate procedure which has been shown (Di 65, Mi 66) to reproduce 
rather accurately, in most cases, the exact results has been used 
extensively as a result of its simplicity and computational efficiency. 
However, since Johnson’s observation (Jo 67) that (d,p) reaction tensor 
analysing powers should receive a sizable contribution from the 3DJ 
deuteron component, the two procedures outlined above have been extended 
to include the deuteron D-state.Exact F.R. (S + D) state calculations 
have been reported by Delic and Robson (De 70, De 74) and the approximate
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procedure of Buttle and Goldfarb, commonly known as the local energy 
approximation (LEA), has been generalized by Johnson and Santos (Jo 71). 
Although the capability of performing exact F.R. calculations is of 
great importance, their complexity and large computer time requirements 
have resulted in the use of the LEA method (Ha 70) for the routine 
analysis of experimental (d,p) and (p,d) data (Ro 73, .Kn 73, Br 71).
In one such analysis, Knutson and Haeberli (Kn 75) suggest that it 
may be possible to obtain quantitative information about the deuteron 
from a study of sub-coulomb (d,p) reaction tensor analysing power data; 
in particular the number D^. However, enters as a parameter in 
stripping theory only through the Johnson-Santos LEA treatment of finite 
range effects. Thus any measurement of D„ necessarily assumes that the 
approximate LEA amplitude accurately represents the exact DWBA calculation, 
and in turn that the DWBA provides a good description of the reaction 
process.
In this chapter, we shall discuss briefly the accuracy of the DWBA 
approximations in the sub-coulomb regime. The-LEA treatment of the 
stripping amplitude shall then be introduced, and finally we shall comment 
upon its accuracy in sub-coulomb reactions.
2,1 The DWBA at Sub-coulomb Energies
Consider a (d,p) transition, with Q value near zero, initiated by a 
deuteron with bombarding energy less than the target coulomb barrier height. 
In this limit, the emergent proton is also sub-coulomb, and the reaction 
takes place predominantly (Go 66, Le 62), far from the nuclear surface.
In fact, the dominant contribution to the stripping amplitude is from the
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region of the mean classical distance of closest approach (Go 67, Bu 71) 
of the projectile-target systems. Within this radius, both deuteron and 
proton distorted waves decay exponentially and are extremely small in 
magnitude within the nuclear volume, there being little probability of 
the projectiles penetrating the coulomb barrier.
Thus, in the amplitude T m (equation (1.29)), contributions from the 
nuclear interior are almost totally suppressed, and many uncertainties of 
the DWBA, present at higher energies and which relate to the treatment of 
the nuclear interior, (Gl 75, Go 66) disappear. We revisit briefly the 
approximations of section 1.4, namely the DWBA.
a) Neglect of the exchange amplitude T
6X
If exchange processes are to take place, good overlap is required 
(Au 70) between both the proton and deuteron distorted waves and the 
nuclear states respectively. This term is therefore small in the
sub-coulomb limit.
b) The weak coupling approximation
The small overlap of distorted and target nuclear wavefunctions,
means the probability of target excitation in both initial and final
states is small. In the final state, the incomplete cancellation of the
interaction V - U , responsible for the excitation of the residual 
P P
nucleus, is non zero only within the nuclear volume and thus will not 
contribute to the stripping amplitude. Therefore , which generates 
the correct elastic phase shifts, accurately represents the proton motion 
everywhere outside of the nuclear surface.
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c) The neutron form factor
ABBeyond the nuclear surface, F (n) is determined, but for an 
overall normalization, by the spin, parity and binding energy'of the 
residual nucleus Thus, apart from a multiplicative constant, the
single particle state iK . of section 1.4, has the correct functionalX/J
form in the important tail region.
d) Ignoring three body effects
The replacement of the three body function (r,r, ) by a deuteron
~ 1
elastic scattering function is the most difficult step of the DWBA to 
justify. The loosly bound deuteron, even if it does not penetrate the 
region of the nuclear interactions V^ , V , may yet be broken up by the 
long ranged p-A coulomb force. We shall discuss this problem in the 
following chapters, however, assuming that elastic scattering is the 
dominant process, the deuteron distorted wave is again fixed beyond the 
nuclear surface by the elastic phase shifts.
In conclusion, the approximations of the. DWBA are at their most
accurate in sub-coulomb, Q ^ 0, transitions. In this limit, each of the
functions entering the stripping amplitude is required only outside of
the nucleus. Here, all are insensitive to the geometry of the potential
tfrom which they were generated, their form being rather precisely
i . . . .Here we are particularly interested in tensor analysing, powers. These
are (see equation (1.25)) ratios of bilinear combinations of amplitudes, 
and the asymptotic normalization uncertainty in ip. . is unimportant. .
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determined by the observed elastic scattering, and properties of the 
residual nucleus B, formed in the reaction. The process is therefore 
insensitive (Kn 77, Go 65) to the short ranged nuclear optical potentials, 
and in particular small spin-dependent terms. In the following sections 
the LEA will be introduced without the added complication of spin 
dependence; the inclusion of which shall be the subject of chapter 5.
2.2 The Distorted Waves
respectively, then the corresponding distorted waves in the above, satisfy 
the Schrbdinger equations .
where H is the deuteron internal hamiltonian, and the U. are supposed np i rr
to contain the usual projectile-target centre of mass coulomb interaction. 
So, in general we have
The left hand side carries the indices cr^ B, c^a, implicitly throughout.
We take as starting point for the LEA discussion,'
T,DWBA (2.1)
If the deuteron and proton optical potentials are designated , U2 =^ p^^
[K, + U (r ) + H (r) - E + e1 1~1 np- i (k, ,p,n) = 0
(2.2)
(2.3)
11 a T 11 l
(2.4)
and where time reversal invariance requires (Sa 64) that
(”)* \ _ ' / Ncr-a’ (+) , .
X^ t ^ ( ) X_Q I _g 5 f ) • (2.6)
We shall assume at present that the U. are central (U. = U^^), thus
1 1 c
Xgtg an<3 Xgi^ are diagonal in their respective spin spaces, and 
1 1 2  2
Xajai ^ Cl • 6(Jia’iX ^ ~ 1’~1  ^ *
(2.7)
Xa~a = 6a a >r2) *
2 2 2 2
(2.8)
Performing a partial wave expansion of-these functions in eigenstates 
of the projectile-target relative orbital angular momentum £^(i = 1,2), 
then
X(+)(ki>ri) I i " \ i(ki)AY^(r.)x,.(k.)r.) . (2.9)
i .SL. A . 1 1 1l i .
Here the radial functions » are solutions of the differential equations
i
In' fa2 £iu i+1)i
2y. ''dr? r
l l
2 J + uci)(ri> - F- i K (ki’rd  ■ 0 > (2-10)
and, defining
A. A.
= X,j_(k.,r.)Y^(f.)/r. , (2.11)
equation (2.6) gives, using Y^(- k) = (-O'hrhk) ■ ■ ;
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With the adopted normalization of equation (2.9), asymptotically the 
radial functions go as
X£(k »r)
1CJ£
= 1Vkr) + Wkr) + iF^(kr)l- • (2-13)
r->°°
Here F^, are respectively, the regular and irregular coulomb functions
(Ab 65), the usual coulomb phase shift, and . C 'the elastic amplitudes,
are related to the conventional S matrix partial wave amplitude S^(Ro 67), 
according to
Cj, = l/2i.(Sx - 1) . (2.14)
The amplitudes , are experimental inputs to the stripping 
i
calculation via the observed elastic scattering and optical potentials.
The distorted waves describing the relative" motion of the projectile- 
target systems carry, in the DWBA, all information relating to the 
dynamics of the reaction process.
2;3 The Reaction Form Factor
The transition amplitude of equation (2.1) may be rewritten using the 
results of equations (2.4-8), corresponding to no spin-dependent distortion,
as
tdwba (d,p) = dr
 ^ ( —) k . - (-f)
^ 2 ^ 2) <S2a2b3 'Vnp'Siaiaa>X
(2.15)
The closed bra-ket in the above is known as the reaction form factor, and 
in the notation of the previous chapter
where £ denotes summation over the neutron and proton spin variables 
f np
and d^ all co-ordinates internal to target A.
This form factor contains all information on the nuclear structure 
of the target nuclei and projectiles in the amplitude (2.15). In section
1.4 we have already discussed the target nuclei overlap
o » > " -
and, from equation (1.43), we approximate
O n) “ (aaV ^ be)af j  • (2‘17)nJn nJn
Here & ,jn’-are the orbital and total angular mortienta of the captured neutron,
spin Sg, and
m m
*tnj (&  “ Rj l ^ y i  “j (V n) ’ (2>18)nJn Jn n n 3Jn
C3where, if y (n) is the intrinsic spin function of the neutron, then 
S 3
m  ^ Z A a
M  n . (r ,n) = Y (Z X s a |j m )i nY n(r )y (n) . (2.19)J  Z s.j ~n’ n n 3 3|Jn n Z ~n As„^  n 3Jn a0A n 33 n
The remaining terms in equation (2.16) contain the structure of the
projectiles, and in particular the deuteron wavefunction. With the
. al . . . . .deuteron wave function, <f> , defined in equations (1,1-2), the explicit
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appearance of V^Cr) can be removed from equation (2.16) using the 
Schrodinger equation for the deuteron. Therefore,
Vnp(E)<f,s)(S ’P ’n) = ^  v| "
J (2 VL(r)yLs:s.(H.p,n) , (2 .20)
11
where y is the reduced mass of the n-p system, is the gradient
operator in the relative n-p co-ordinate, r, and the radial functions 
v (r) are (Jo 67)
(  ^ *L/^2 
vl = 1 m
d2 + 2 d_ _ L(L+1)
2 r dr 2 Ldr^ r ~ edfVr) (2 .21)
Collecting the results of equations (2.16-21), together with
I °1 •
equation (1.2) for Ls's * we °btain, using the relation (Br 62)
YA(r)* = (-)AY'A(r) ,
and the triplet n-p spin eigenfunction
X*(P.n) = [ (s2c.2s3cr3|s1<J1)xs2(p)xs3(n) ,
°2°3
(2.22)
the result that:
£ j L-£
<s2a2bS|Vnp|sIa1aa> = \ g  n " ( ^ e ^ a ^ L - A ) !  , n(-)A
LAA_n
(2.23)
Rj t (rn)vL(r)|Y£n n KJn n  ^ n
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where
£ j
^  n n(a26 ;a1a,AnL-A) = aAB  ^ (aajnmJbB)AB 
nJn
(2.24)
x T  , (V n s3CT3hnV (L"Asl0lls1°1)(s2P2S3a3|s;a;) . 
a 3°l ' ■
It should be pointed out that the present formalism (i.e. no spin
dependent distortion in either channel), will predict identically zero
•j*
reaction tensor analysing powers (Go 60, Jo 67), T , unless the
2<1
deuteron D-state (L = 2) component is included in equation (2.23). Thus
if V (r) is assumed central, then np ~
al -i a l
vnp(r)^s = 2vo^r^Xs1 P^,n^
and (Go 60) T^ = 0, for k > 2 s T h i s  demonstrates- rather clearly the 
importance of the deuteron D-state in sub-coulomb T calculations.
1 2q
2.4 The LEA Method
Using the explicit expressions for the projectile distorted waves 
(equations(2.9- 12)) and reaction form factor (equation (2.23)), the partial 
wave decomposition of equation (2.15), for TB^BA(d,p), is
The efficiency tensors of Goldfarb and Johnson (Go 60), are
related to the T^ of the Madison Convention (Me 71) according to • 
— I k
Tkq “ ■ (3) kq •
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T\T 7"D A Z\-Z0-Z A ’ , A !  .
DWBA,, v // \2 V • Hv r \ 5'v * f-c \T (d,p) = (4tt) I 1 Tf (k.) Y , (k )
X-2 -2 x-j -1
•(a23;a1a,AnL-A)iL(-)AF ^  , (2.25)
with summation over A , L, A, £’, A’ £ , A' . T h e  Jacobian for.then 1 1 2 2
transformation from co-ordinates (r ,r) to (r ,r) is unity and therefore~1 ~ ~n* ~ ■ j ■
LA
12
A’ A
dr drx0 (yr + r)R. , (r )Y n(r ) ~n ~A£ ' ~n ~ i £ n £ ~n
2 n n n
A»
x vL(r)Y^(r) X z l ( r n  + \  r) » (2.26)
A.
where only the LA labels are shown explicitly upon F , and yp are given12 36 #
1
by equation (2.11).
As outlined earlier, the approximate LEA treatment, by Buttle and
Goldfarb (Bu 64), of finite range (F.R.) effects for a 3S deuteron, is
known to be a good approximation (Di 65) to exact F.R. calculations. This
led Johnson and Santos (Jo 71, Sa 68), to generalize the method to include
2Athe deuteron D-state components F 12« Following the Buttle-Goldfarb
A •
procedure we make a Taylor expansion of the functions y > thus
"£,i
A’ 1 ■ l -’ X'i
V  (Hn + 2 rJ  = exp(2
1 1
A2 A2
X£ Y^rn + = exP(Y 1r*v2^xp (YHn) » (2.27)
2 2
where V , V are gradient operators with respect to r , with the proviso
1 A' A' *“ '•
1 2that they operate on y^ , and y , respectively.
1 2
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Formally we may rewrite, exactly (Jo 71)
r-LA ^ /2F12 = (2tt) d5n<-> \-A(V2 + 52>X*2(TEh)
2
n,- 1
X Rj A (rn>Y£ <*„> X,,.(rn) , (2 .28)
■ n n n 1
where
- 3/2 f A
^L A ^  = 2^lT^ I d~ 6 vj (r)Y^(r) (2.29)
and
i K : = V1 , iK2 = V2/y . (2.30)
The angular integration in equation (2.29) can be performed analytically, 
and, using the definition
h  a ~
(2n) <f>LA(K) = 4irVL(K)YL(K) (2.31)
for the functions V (K), then clearly
Vl(K) = iL | dr r2jL(Kr)vL(r) . (2.32)
0
However, using the definition of the v (r) of equation (2.21), then (Jo 71)
Vl(K) = - ii2/2y(K2 + «2)ul(K) (2.33)
where the u^(K) are the deuteron S(L = 0) and D(L = 2) state radial 
functions in momentum space, i.e.
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ul(k) 88 dr r2jL(Kr)uL(r) (2.34)
and a = ft 1(2y£,)s = .2316 fm d
The basic idea of the LEA to replace the function by a simple
functional form, and in particular by a low order polynomial in K. The 
complex differential operator $^(2 Kq + K2) i-n equation (2.28), is then
replaced by an approximate form, involving only low order derivatives of
Ai LAthe functions I reducing the amplitude to a calculable form. For
i
a Hulthen wavefunction (Hu 57)
, , f -ar
U0 = H [e " e
“V
/ r , (2.35)
where £ 60, and is a measure of the range of V , then (Bu 64)
*0 009 « B2/(B2 + k2) ,
which falls off rapidly for K > 8Q. Thus, if equation (2.28) were rewritten 
in momentum space, the contributions to <^> Q Q C K) from K << gQ, would be 
expected to dominate the amplitude.
The Buttle-Goldfarb prescription for the deuteron S-state, is to 
replace qq by a polynomial which is an accurate representation of the 
function for small K. Consider now the small K expansion of the Bessel 
function j^(Kr) appearing in equation (2.32), namely (Ab 65)
jT (Kr) = (Kr)L \ CmL(-)m (Kr)
m=0
(2.36)
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where
C T = (m + L)!2L/{m!(2m + 2L + 1)!} . (2.37)
mL
Substituting in equation (2.32) then gives (Sa 73, Sa 74)
Vl(K) = I (-)mCmLKL+2mdmL (2.38)
m=0
where
dmL 1 0
or using equation (2.33)
j L+2m+2 , \ •L /odr r v l (r)1 , (2.39)
Vt(K) = - fi2/2y(K2 + a2) V (-)mC _KL+2md (2.40)
L u mL mLm
where
dmL
, L+2m+2 , .dr r u (r) . ' (2.41)
0
In fact the Buttle-Goldfarb S-state treatment retains only the first two 
terms of equation (2.40), and following the notation of Johnson and 
Santos, the approximation is written .
(2tt) foQ(K) = Dq{1 - K2/(32) , (2.42)
and therefore the LEA approximation to is
VbEA(K) = (4tt) ^D^{1 - K2/32} . (2.43)
Comparison with equation (2.40) shows that
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D„ = - 1i2/2P(4*)h(K2 + «2)u0(K) }K=0 = (47i)^VQ(0)
£d(^ doo = (4l,)idoo (2-A4)
and from equation (2.38), we obtain (Sa 73)
> _1 { d i o /6doo} i
= {d10/6d00 - a-2}5 , (2.44b)
thus 3 ” 1 is a measure of the range of V and if u„(r) is the Hulthennp 0
wavefunction, equation ( 2 . 2 5 ) ,  then 3  =  3 q . In all calculations to be 
presented in this thesis the values of the parameters DQ and 3 are taken 
to be (Kn 77):
DQ = - 1.251(fi2/2y){87rct}2 ,
. (2.45)
3 = 1.341 fm-1 ,
the values predicted by the Reid Soft-Core deuteron wavefunction. (Re 68).
On the basis of the success of the S-state approximation, Johnson 
and Santos suggest a corresponding approximation to > accurate for
K << 3 *  In this case (Jo 71), retaining the first term of.V ,■ then
3/p i a -
(2tt) *2A(K) = (47t)2D0D2K2YA(K) (2.46) .
to the same order in K as the S-state component of equation (2.42), there­
fore
V2EA(K) = D0D2(47t)_2K2 (2.47)
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where D2 , the parameter introduced in section 1.2 , is
i>2 = m/i5)d02/d00}
= LimK_>o{V2(K)/(K2V0(K)} , (2.48)
and contains all the quantitative and model dependent deuteron D-state 
information in the approximate We shall investigate the accuracy
of the LEA treatment to sub-coulomb reactions in the following section,
Meanwhile,equations (2.42) and (2,28) give the S-state amplitude
A ’ A
“ D 0 I drn (l - K2/82}X,2(Yrn)Rj , ( r ^ r /  
j 9 Jn n
>•;
* X^,(rn) , • .. (2.49)
I n n
where K = \ Kj + K2; with Kj, K2 given by equation (2.30). As R.
3i
vanishes for r Green’s Theorem can be used to show that in equation
(2.49), we may make the replacement (Sa 68)
K2 = ajK2 + a2K2 + a3K2 , (2.50)
(by analogy with equation (2.30), iK3 = V3, is the gradient operator withi
respect to r^ , operating only upon R. ) and
Jn n
a2 = ~(2 - y)/4Y , a2 = (2 - y ) / 2 , a3 = 1/2Y . (2.51)
Therefore, using the Schrbdinger equations for the functions appearing in 
equation (2.49) , for example
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A * A 1
= (2P1/fi2)[E1 - Uc1)(rn)]xJl'<:Hn) = 0  (2'52)
then equations (2.49-50) give
a: a -a ’
F?o =12 0 dEnA12(rn)5< £,(^ n )Rj £ 'l*r? ’
2 Jn n n 1
where the multiplicative factor Al2 is (Bu 64)
A12(rn) = i - (a2/62cd){U^(rn) -U< 2)(Yrn) -U (t,) - > / .
n n
Here U. is the potential used to generate the neutron bound state J x> 
n n
function R. 0 (Appendix F).
1 A/Jn n■ .
Use of the addition theorem for the Spherical Harmonics (Br 62),
namely
m. m _ |  ^ x " '
(?)Y (r) = (Air)-2 [ W 7  I V 3>
1 2 3ni:i
m3
X WjO£20|£30)Y£ (r) . (2.55)
3
gives finally, the S-state amplitude
F?2 = X_1D0(4Tr) lS ^ 2^ 1(2k;)l2A h V n ) a iM 20 h n0)
x F(£j£2jn£n) , (2.56)
where F is the radial integral
oo
F a lA2jn V  “ f dr A12(r)>:£ (k2 ’Yr)Rj £ (r)X£'{kl’r) 'J U 2 Jn n i
(2.53)
(2.54)
(2.57)
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The evaluation of the D-state terms F2A of equation (2,28), because 
of the directional dependence of <f>2 (^K) , as given by equations (2.31) and 
(2.46), is somewhat more complex. It should be noted however, that the 
approximation introduced, namely
3/£ i A ^
(271) *2A(K) = (47t)2D0D2K2Y2(K) , (2.58)
treats the angular dependence of <j>'  ^exactly. The operator identity of
equation (2.50), can be generalized (Sa 68), to any homogeneous quadratic 
HD
(HQ) function, <^(*0 > oF tke components of vector K(= Kj/2 + K2) 
appearing in the integral of equation (2.28), therefore
3
O ®  = I ^  = 1> 2> 3> (2.59)
i=l
with the a_£ given by equation (2.51).* This is true in particular for the 
approximation to $ ^ of equation (2.58): therefore (dropping now the n 
subscript upon r^),
F2A = (4*)^., | dr(-)A{ I  ^ ^ ( K p l x ^ h y r )
Xn * Xi
x R £ (r)Y£ (r) X;,(v) • (2.60)
n n n 1
For an arbitrary operator 1"C , such that ifC = V,
A ^
K  Y i C KI ) = (3/4tt) 2 KT, = - i(3/47t)2V (2.61)
where V^(^) are the spherical components (Br 62) of the gradient ( )
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operator. Repeated use of the gradient formula (Br 62)
V^CiOY^Cr) = J  ^ (£mlp|£'m')(£0i0|£'0) H '- 1g£l£<t(r)Y£l (§) ,
I ' m '
where the operators g^,^, acting upon (}>(r) , are
(2.62)
r = —  - il o —  + idLL (2 63)
’£+!£ dr r ’ g£-l£ dr r * > * J
can be used to show that (Sa 73)
Kr2Y2ClC )4>Cr>Y?CF> = - (5/4tt)J l (£m2A | £'m')
£'m'
X (20£'o|«.0)Y£', (r)0£,£<t>(r) , (2.64)
where the second derivative radial operators, 0 ,^^ , are
A A A
^£1 £ ~ §£ * £"^£n£ (2.65)
and J,’ = £ - 2(£M = £ - 1) , £.(£" = £ ± 1) or £ + 2(£" = £ + 1 )
Equation (2.60) and (2.64) give therefore for F^,
3
F12 “ “ Y_1(5/4jt) 2DqD2 J  a . F ^  , (2.66)
i=l
and, using the addition theorem of equation (2 .55)
= V (1 *
F2A' J  J M. °A (Li'Mp F12L| (2-67)
i i
where the ara defined by
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nj^(Lj,Mj) = (-)A (£{A{2 - A.|L{M{)(20L{o |£{0)
x (L;0£20 |£n0)(L;M’£2A^|£nAn)Lj£2£“ 1 , (2 .68)
^ 2)(L^,M’) = (-)A(£.2A^2 - a!l^)( 20L'0 |£20)
X  (£’01/0 I £ 0)'(£ 1A’L'M1 |£ A )£,L’£“ 1 , (2.69)
1 2 1 n 7 M  1 2 2 1 n i 2 n
^ 3)(L^,Mp = U nAn2A|L'Mp (201^ 01^ 0)
x (£J0£20|L^0)(£{Aj£2A^|L^M’)£j£2L’"1 , (2.70)
and the radial integrals, Fj2l!* are
i
F(1) -
12Li J 1 ; 0
dr r X£ ^k2 ,Yr^Ri £ (rH 0 L »£t (X£ » (kj >r)/r) } , (2.71)
2 Jn n 1 1 1
(2) = y J .dr r{0 , (x«. (k ,yr)/yr)}R. ■ (r)xp,(k ,r) (2.72)
M 9L; in S V  Z  ^n n 112 2 J o 2 2 2 Jn 1
and
f(3)
12L' J drx2 (k2,Yr)f°L'£ Rj ft (r)}xit'(kl ,r) (2.73)3 J 0 2 3 n Jn n 1
(in equation (2.72) , 0T ,0 operates upon the argument yr) .
2 2
The overlap integrals (2.71-73) remain numerically clumsy, as the
0^,^ contain second order derivatives. As outlined for the S-state component,
these can be removed using the radial Shrodinger equations satisfied by x0 >
2
X0» and R. . This gives (cf. equation (2.66))X/1 I X/
1 n n
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F2A = - + a2F2(3) + G2A} , (2.7A)
where ^  = 2  ^ are oktained from the -F^^» upon making the replacement
a a a # 9 . r ^ j #
of 0-^ T^ t by (OlI£i ~ ^£'£f' ln tke rac^ al integrals, F^^t of equations 
i i _ i i i i 1
(2.71-72). G2A is given by
G2A =' I nA3)(L3*M3)G19T' ’ ■ (2‘75)
L3M3 3
(3)
where is as per equation (2.70), and
G12L' drXJl,(k2’Yr)X)t!(kl’r){a3(6L'ft ~ 6 l » > 
2 1 3 n n n
+ g2(A12(r) - 1)}R. ^ (r) ; (2.76)
n n
A12, is the S-state finite range correction factor of equation (2.54).
2.5 .The LEA at Sub-coulomb Energies
T^he accuracy of the LEA treatment of the'finite range of has
recently been studied by Knutson (Kn 77), using the method due to Goldfarb 
and Parry (Go 68), The argument is that in a sub-coulomb reaction with 
Q 0 the product of the distorted waves, and x^  ^(k2 »r2) of
equations (2.7-8), is slowly varying in the region of the classical distance 
of closest approach (see for e.g. Figures 4 and 6 of (Bu 71)), from which 
the dominant contributions to the stripping amplitude arise.
On the other hand, the short range of V favours contributions to7 np
the amplitude from small r and it is supposed that the product of the 
projectile distorted waves is accurately represented by
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x(  ^ds2 »r2 9^CX^+  ^(ki »Ti) % x^  ^0t2,p)*x^ (kj ,p) , (2. 77)
where Che true arguments have been replaced by their mean value (see equation 
(1.9))
P = \  {^ i + r2) = r2 - ^  r , (2.78)
and we have assumed that y = 1. It is supposed therefore, that the product 
(2.77) varies little over the range of V '. Clearly this picture is 
consistent with the LEA procedure of replacing the differential operator 
^LA^R1^ 2 + ecluatiori (2.29), by one involving only low order
derivatives of the distorted waves. These approximate expressions with
. . (±) 
low derivatives are expected to determine rather well the x > within
the range of V , if the functions are slowly varying.
If now we assume that in the important' large p stripping region the
m
neutron bound state function, \pp . takes on its asymptotic form, that is
V n
R. . (r ) £ N(H j )h.(1)(i F  r ) , (2.79)j £ n nJn £ vn n *n n n
where h^^ is the spherical Hankel function (Sc 68a), N an overall norma-
n
lization, c A + Q = fi2K 2/(2yn) = the neutron separation energy and yi
the n-A reduced mass (y ^ M, the nucleon mass). Under these two physically 
reasonable assumptions Knutson has shown (Kn 77) that the transition 
amplitude (of equation (2.25)) takes the form
TDWBA(d,p) - I V (3/4i K n)F (a,m ;o.) , (2.80)
L=0,2 L n L 2 n 1
with
[fn “ Ti-1{2M(ed + Q)P (2.81)
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where VjXK) is the radial part of ^^(K), defined by equations (2.32-33).
So the stripping amplitude in the sub-coulomb limit depends on the
through the numbers V^(3/4i K) n) which multiply the S and D-state
parts of. the amplitude. In this approximation therefore, the accuracy
of the LEA depends only upon the accuracy with which the numbers 
~LEA . .p
V. (3/4 i r\, ) obtained via the LEA approximation, agree with the exacti-» n
values Vt (3/4 i are given by equations (2.43) and (2.47),Li n u z
respectively. For the momentum space wavefunction of Yamaguchi (Ya 54), then 
(Sa 68)
Vq(K) = Ny/(32 + K2) (2.82)
V2(K) = NyK2t/(y2 + K2)2 , (2.83)
where is an overall normalization constant and, given that
3 = 5.759 a, y = 6.771 a, t = 1.784,
equation (2,48) gives D2 = 0.5248 fm2 = t82/yt+. So for the ratio's
fL(K) = !v[-KA(K)/Vl(K)) , (2.84)
corresponding to a reaction of zero Q value ( I / '  = .3277 fm-1), then
1 vn
f0(3/4i K/n) = .999, f2(3/4ilC n) = .952 . (2.85)
Thus, as (d,p) tensor analysing powers are predominantly linear in the
deuteron D-state amplitude (Jo 67),{a point seen particularly well in
available sub-coulomb (Kn 75) calculations in which the T scale very nearly
2q
linearly with the assumed value of D2), Knutson estimates that the convent­
ional LEA is expected to underestimate by about 5% the calculated T when
2q
compared with the results of an exact finite range calculation.
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CHAPTER 3
COULOMB POLARIZABILITY IN STRIPPING REACTIONS
Stripping reactions in which the energy of the incident deuteron is 
below the target coulomb barrier are of special interest. For transitions 
with Q value near zero, quantitative nuclear structure information may be 
extracted (Go 65) from the reaction through the detailed testing of 
experimental data against the predictions of a reaction theory. However, 
if the extracted number is to be considered a 'measurement’, the testing 
must investigate small corrections neglected in the usual theoretical 
treatment.
In the previous chapter formalism has been presented for the 
calculation of the (d,p) stripping amplitude within the DWBA framework.
A fundamental assumption of the DWBA is that the integrity of the deuteron 
is maintained, throughout its traverse of the interaction field of the 
target A. In the present chapter this constraint is relaxed to the extent 
that the target coulomb field, acting only upon the proton within the 
deuteron, may stretch or distort the n-p internal wavefunction from that of 
an isolated deuteron.
In conventional DWBA calculations, (d,p) tensor analysing powers 
arise almost exclusively from the deuteron D-state (Jo 67) , or non spherical 
component of the wavefunction (Kn 74). The dominant effect of coulomb 
polarizability, or stretching, is to introduce additional non-spherical 
terms into the n-p relative wavefunction; in particular relative P-states .
(Dr 66, Cl 65). Further, the effect of polarizability upon the spin
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dependence of the n-p centre of mass motion, in light (De 69 , De 70) of 
the sensitivity of calculated tensor analysing powers to the presence of 
rank 2 tensor interactions, is of great importance.
The quality of fits to experimental data in the sub-coulomb regime, 
obtained, in the conventional DWBA (Kn 77, Go 65), strongly suggests the 
polarizability corrections may be handled in a perturbative manner. Clearly 
however, an accurate quantitative estimate of these effects is essential 
to the interpretation of a fit to tensor analysing power data as a 
measurement.
3.1 Three Body Aspects
As was pointed out in Chapter 1, in the limit in which coupling
between the target initial and excited states and the residual nucleus
bound and excited states is weak, the many body d-A system reduces to an
equivalent (e.g. Ju 67, Au 68, Ju 69) three body model. In this model the
neutron and proton, comprising the deuteron, interact mutually and with the
target core A, assumedj", inert . The neutron may be captured about A, into a 
ABbound state F (n) leaving the proton in the continuum to reach the detector 
in direction k ^ say. Within this model, in which the passive co-ordinates of 
target A have been integrated out, the stripping amplitude may be written 
(see e.g. equation (1,37)) in the post form,and using the co-ordinate system 
of Figure 1.2 as
T(d,p) = < k / B(n)|Vp ♦ Vnp| ^ >
(3.1)
= <X<' h k 2 ,p)FAB(n) |Vnph ^  •
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In line with previously stated assumptions, the proton distorted 
wave ^(k ,p) is generated by an optical potential which reproduces the 
observed elastic scattering of the proton from the residual nucleus 
B (= A + n) .
Formally i|^ +^(r,R) is the three body n + p + A wavefunction, the 
~1
exact solution for which describes all reaction processes in which target A
remains in its ground state. The philosophy of the present approach however,
like many previous 3-body stripping models (see e.g. Gi 66, Jo 70, Fa 76),
is to calculate in an approximate way the function which is, on physical
*$1
grounds*deemed a good approximation to the exact 3-body state. This 
approximate solution need accurately represent the exact function, only 
within the limited important region of configuration space contributing 
to the stripping amplitude; indeed asymptotically (R ->■ °°) , the approximate 
solution need not in fact support stripping channels (Jo 70, Gi 66, Fa 76).
Calculation of the stripping amplitude thus proceeds via equation
(3.1), replacing the usual DWBA product form of equation (1.39), i.e.
(kr ,R)(f> V r ^ n )
~1 . S1
by an improved but manageable approximation to the exact three body function.
3.2 Sub-Coulomb Considerations
For sub-coulomb incident deuteron energies the proposed 3-body 
stripping model is most appropriate. In a low Q value transition upon a 
heavy target nucleus both deuteron and proton have values for the coulomb 
parameter
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n- = Ze2y./fi2k. (i = 1, 2)l i i
1* .  .m  significant excess of unity , enabling a rather clear semiclassical
description of the process. In this case the incident deuteron follows a
nearly classical hyperbolic coulomb trajectory. It is stripped of its
neutron in the region (Go 68, Bu 71) of the classical distance of closest
approach, qc, of the deuteron-target system. This point, some distance
from the nuclear surface region, is determined (Vi 73) by the reaction Q
value and scattered angle of the emergent proton. However, for all reaction
angles, stripping takes place predominantly in the tail region of . the bound 
ABstate function F (n).
The amplitude for exciting the target nucleus in this limit becomes 
negligible. Further, the incident channel is coupled strongly only to 
relatively weakly bound states of the n-A system, reducing nuclear 
rearrangement in the residual nucleus; While the preceding ideas rely upon 
the DWBA picture of a structureless deuteron, the success in fitting sub­
coulomb data, even with simple semiclassical models (Le 62, Vi 73, Kn 74),
We have in mind the reaction ^®Pb(d,p)^09pb at incident deuteron 
energy = 9 MeV, In this case, for Q £ 0, typically 
nr £ 6.1 and r\2 £ 4.4.
For deuteronsincident upon 2^®Pb at = 9 MeV,
qc > Ze2/E1 > 13,4 fm, the value for a head on collision. This
compares with a nuclear radius £ 7 fm.
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reinforces the perturbative nature of DWBA corrections in this energy 
regime.
Emphasis is to be placed therefore upon obtaining an accurate approximate
(+)form for the 3-body function ip. , in the R ^ q , large separation regionK i C
of R space. At these separations the deuteron-target interaction
VdA(~’-) = V- ~ * +Vp(~ + i r) + Ze2/|R + J r| , (3.2)
is dominated by the coulomb field of the target nucleus, assumed that of 
a point charge, and the relatively short ranged neutron and proton-core 
interactions V^, V j are expected to be of lesser importance. Austern,
Vincent and Farrell (Fa 76, Au 78) have shown that by far the dominant 
effect of including break up contributions from and into the 3-body 
wavefunction, is to modify the n-p centre of mass motion from that predicted 
by the DWBA, within the nuclear interior. As already pointed out, such 
interior contributions are strongly supressed in the sub-coulomb limit 
and will not be considered further in the present discussion.
We take as the appropriate approximate 3’-body hamiltonian,
H = KR + Hn_(r) + Ze2/|R + { r| (3.3)
where the n-p hamiltonian H is the sum
np
H (r) = K + V (r) (3.4)np r np ~
of the relative kinetic energy and interaction operators and K (= K ) isR 1
the n-p centre of mass kinetic energy operator. We decompose H in the 
form
H = H(R) + H (r) + A V (r, R) , (3.5)
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where
H(R) = KD + Ze2/R J (3.6)K
*f* * • • ' •a purely coulomb distorting hamiltonian dominating the motion of the
n-p centre of mass. The remaining term in equation (3.5), AV(r,R), 
absent in the usual DWBA treatment, couples the relative and centre of
mass motion of the n-p pair and is known as the ’polarizing potential’;
explicitly
AV(r,R) = Ze2{1/|R + { r| - 1/R} . (3.7)
The significant region of overlap in the 3-body stripping amplitude,
T(d,p) of equation (3.1), is given by the radial values:
r < (Range of V } np
(3.8)
R £ (Distance of closest approach
for which 2R >> r. In this region of space we may expand AV in the multipole
series (Sc 68a)
CO
AV(r,R) = I' AVk(r,R) , (3.9)
k=l
Clearly any central deuteron-core optical potential term may be added 
to H(R) without complication.
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Avk(r,R) = 4iT(Ze2/R) £ k“2(- r/2R)kY^(R)*Y^(r)
q  c  ;
= I Bk(R)Yq(R)*Yq(r)rk (3.10)
q
inhere - k < q < k. Conventionally, elastic scattering calculations (Ba 77, 
Cl 62) at this point consider only the leading (k = 1), or dipole term 
of the expansion (3.9), assuming that the series is rapidly convergent, i.e.
AV(r,R) ^ AV1(r,R)
= - (Ze2/2R3)r.R ; (3.11)
this approximation has also been used by Gibson and Kerman (Gi 66) in 
stripping calculations.
We shall return to the accuracy of this approximation, to stripping, 
later in this and the following chapter. Prior to this however, ;.we -shall'■ . 
investigate rather generally the effects of AV(r,R)' without this imposed 
limitation. The effect of polarizability upon the n-p centre of mass motion 
is now studied in the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer (Ba 77) or 
Adiabatic (Te 66) approximation.
3.3 The Adiabatic Approximation
The polarizing potential AV(r,R) of equation (3.7) can be seen by 
inspection of the multipole expansion, equations (3.9-10), together with 
the corresponding series for 2R < r (Sc 68a) to satisfy the commutator
[J *R,AV(r,R)] = 0 . (3.12)
Here J is the total angular momentum operator, relative orbital + neutron 
spin + proton spin, of the n-p pair, and in the notation of chapter 2,
In addition, it is of course assumed that
^ 2,Hnp(~) ! = J^a,Hn p ^ ^  = ° * = K> Y* z> •
Consider the Schrodinger equation for the relative n-p motion (at 
a fixed centre of mass position R) in the presence of the interaction 
AV(r,R); or
{Ef (1!) - Hn o (r) - ■AV(r,R)}|^0 (R) ,R> = 0  . (3.14)
f 1 f
In equation (3.14) we have assumed, as a result of equation (3.12) that
i A
we may find solutions, | ( R ) , R >  , which are simultaneous eigenstatestof
A ■ r\ #
of both energy and J*R, although not of J . So, the inclusion of the
A
qualification R within the ket implies an eigenstate of J^, referred to a 
z axis directed along g, and explicitly
= of Uf,;f(R) • (3.15)
Asymptotically, as R -> co, then clearly '
AV(r,R) -> 0, for all finite r, 
and therefore from equation (3.14)
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where ^
°f - , ..,afJ2U f ,R> = Sf(sf + D|*fs ,R> ■ . . . (3.18)
f f
H n p ^ ^ f s f ’ 5 >  = ^ f l * f S f . 5 >  S 0 . 1 9 )
/V A
the R in the ket also indicating an eigenstate of J*R.
For the present we shall represent states of the n-p system with 
a discrete index.f, where in line with chapter 2, f = 1 labels the deuteron 
ground state; thus
a a
|6 :,R> = |({, ,R>
1S1 sl
when referred to the intrinsic R co-ordinates. The equation we actually 
must solve in the present three body model is not equation (3.14), but
{E - H (r) - AV(r,R) - H(R)}|</+)/t > = 0 , (3.20)
np ~ ~1’ 1
. . * . I (+)
where the asymptotic boundary conditions satisfied by the function |6 >
are, as AV 0 for |R|
i* I. *States | (f)^  (R) ,R> should strictly also carry a label s^ , where from
equation (3.17), s^ is the eigenvalue of total angular momentum J of
the state as R -> °°. For simplicity we do not show s^  explicitly.
* . . .For convenience we continue to use free particle boundary conditions
in the following discussion.
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< M +\  >ti>ai
a ik • R 
= U  >e 
S1R-x»
r ik ^Rsrf fr o,. fr i
+ , ’ (3'21)fs^a f f 1f f
x^ here energy conservation requires that the final state energy
Ef = E - e£ = fi2k^/2yf ,
and is the reduced mass in the final state. In equation (3.21), the 
af
I I. « A , # A6f >,xtfithout label R, are eigenstates of H (r), J^ and J referred to 
jz s  ^  *■' n p  ^  ^
a fixed reaction co-ordinate system. Throughout this thesis we have adopted 
the co-ordinate set recommended in the Madison Convention (Me 71) for the 
description of reaction We shall designate this set {Oxyz}, and so the
Of. O r
• i £ i ftXi7o sets of basis states, |<j>- > and |(f>f ,R>, can be related through the
f f ~
introduction of a rotation operator, TV.(R), which rotates co-ordinate set
„ . A sf
{R}, x^ ith z axis along R, into {Oxyz}. Using the rotation matrices cL/ ,
as defined by Brink and Satchler (Br 62), then
'R(I)lif 4> = 15)‘L & l4rf.5*
f o^’ f f f
C f /  • (3-22)
Using the fact that for each R, the solutions of equation (3.14) 
constitute a complete set in r-space, we may expand the three body function
t ..-'1 ,1. • fsfarf
I {| + I0 ,(R),R>2)J. (R))x.„ (k,.R) • (3.23)
, raf ~ faf ~ f ! ~
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Some care must be taken in interpreting this equation; at first sight 
the bracketed term (summed over ap looks like a simple rotation of 
state |<J>' >, however, inspection of equations (3.17-18), show that |c{>!> 
is an eigenstate of J2 only at infinity and the expansion (3.23) is 
purely formal. Using equations (3.17) and (3.22) however, then 
asymptotically, comparison with equation (3.21) gives
Sff
Xajo:
ik -R lkfR sff
= & ' e " ~ + -2— —  r (R) (3.24)
flof°1 sfsi R t ° f V ~
Sff
where ^  (R), of equation (3.21), is the amplitude for exciting state
, °f ~|6f > of the n-p system when a deuteron is incident in state o . 
t s ^ 1
sff
The differential equations satisfied by the x are obtained upon 
substituting equation (3.23) into the Schrodinger equation (3.20), or
I {E - H(R) - e. , (R) } [<{,> ,(R)(R=£ff (R)
fsF0f0 ’ °f t0f 0f°ff f f
(3.25)
s^f
x xa a (k^R) = 0 ,
0f 1
solution of which would yield the exact three-body function , corresponding
to the model hamiltonian of equation (3.3). Clearly operator K„, withinR
H(R), operating to the right upon the kets introduces coupling between
sff .
the x °f different f. The result is that an exact solution of equation
(3.25) would require solving an infinite set of coupled equations. Although 
such continuum coupling has been handled in an approximate manner using the 
technique of 'momentum bins' (Ra 75, Fa 76, Au 78), the enormous numerical
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commitment required in such a calculation, together with the long range 
nature of the coupling terms in equation (3.25), favour an alternative 
approach.
Rather, at this point we make the Adiabatic approximation (Cl 62,
Gi 66, Da 63), the mathematical consequence of which is to neglect all 
terms in equation (3.25) which involve derivatives of the kets (R),R>,
with respect to R. Physically, in assuming such terms are negligible 
when compared with other terms in the equation, we have implied that the 
characteristic time associated with the deuteron internal motion is small 
compared with the time taken for its centre of mass to traverse a distance 
in which the break up potential AV(r,R) has changed appreciably (Cl 62, Da 63). 
Inspection of equations (3.9-10) for AV(r,R) shows that the interaction 
varies only slowly with R (as 1/R2} about the important stripping region 
near the turning point. In addition,the local velocity of the deuteron 
centre of mass at this point is small. The deuteron internal motion,in 
which each nucleon has an average kinetic energy <K^> £ 26 MeV (Ke 70), is 
therefore fast compared to its centre of mass translation and the n-p relative 
motion can be considered as being in a fixed field (cf. equation (3.14)). 
Clearly such a treatment would be more doubtful in treating nuclear break up 
effects, as performed by Testoni and Gomes (Te 66), in which the break up 
potentials are more rapidly varying; particularly in the important nuclear 
surface region.
Upon ignoring the derivatives mentioned, and using the orthogonality 
of the kets (R),R>,
S S £
{E - efo, (R) - H(R) } l5)0f0 (R)x„£a (k,,R) = 0 , (3.26)
f of f f f 1
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sff
the x having become uncoupled. The Adiabatic approximation has there­
fore replaced the physical real deuteron break up problem by one involving 
a virtual excitation of the n-p system, the incident channel (f = 1) being 
unable to couple to broken-up states (f >1) of the n-p pair. So, just 
as an exact solution of our approximate three body equation (3.20) would 
yield no stripping channels asymptotically, there being no interaction 
present to bind the neutron to the core, in addition our approximate 
solution, obtained via the Adiabatic approximation, will contain no 
asymptotic n-p break up channels. Nevertheless the approximate solution, 
from equation (3.23):
I f |4>*..<R),ft>S)CT«0, ($> (kj.R) (3.27)
a"a' l 1 1 1 1
1 1’ ' V ' i
is expected, within the region of configuration space contributing to the 
stripping amplitude, to reproduce rather accurately the details of the 
break up contributions to
sffIn the above (equation (3.27)) we have set all x with f other than 
unity'to zero, all coupling to the incident channel having been removed.
We now see that the energy eigenvalue e.. ,(R), appears in the Schrtfdinger
Ql . Sjl
equation (3.26), for the n-p centre of mass function x » thus modifying 
its motion from that of a purely coulomb distorted deuteron.
3.4 The Deuteron-Target Interaction
Using the unitarity property of the rotation matrices d D  , namely (Br 62)
 ^ ^a» (f) = 6a»a" (3.28)
and dropping the now redundant reference to channel 1 (with the understanding
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that s = s1 = 1), we may rewrite the Schrodinger equation of the n-p 
centre mass (equation (3.26))
- \  V a ' (3 > X a * X ’B) (3.29)
We have used the relation E, = E - e, where e, = - e,, and e, is the
1 1  1 d* d
deuteron binding energy, therefore the potential matrix V, is defined by
V0llo,(R) = lJ)®a„(R)*(c0 (R) + ed)S) ^ .(ft) , (3.30)
a
and the outgoing wave boundary conditions upon the centre of mass are now. 
shown explicitly.
Thus, polarizability has introduced a spin dependent interaction V 
into the d-target system. To further simplify equation (3.30) we use the 
symmetry of the^ 3  matrices
a : / ®  - (-)a‘o"S>!0-a..(R) (3.31)
together with the additional identity (Br 62)
S  (R)5) an' = I (s - o  s a |K0)-a-a ~ ~  aa KQ
(3.32)
(s - a"saf |KQ) J) q q (R) ,
then
a-a"V „ ,(R) = I  (-) (s - a s a|K0)(e (R) + c } 
KQa a
(s - a"sa’ |KQ) J) ^  (R)
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and,using the symmetry of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients and equation 
(3.31);
■ v I, , (R) = I (-)QK2s-2(saK0|sa){£ (R) + e }
KQa . a
X (sa'K - q Iso'O^Dq qCR"1) . (3.33)
•  ^mmm "I ( A  ^ ^
The rotation R L, the inverse of R, takes the fixed reaction z axis 
of {Oxyz} into the direction R, and the Euler angles corresponding to this 
rotation are (<j)^, 0R, y) , where y is arbitrary. Angles (Qrj^r) a^e the 
usual polar angles of vector R in the fixed co-ordinates {Oxyz}, and using 
the identity, for arbitrary Euler angles (a3y)
U ) ^ 0 *(a,S,Y) = (47r)iK-1Y^(6,a) , (3.34)
then
J)Qo*(r 1) = (4ir)'R"lYK(5) • (3-35)
Making use of the properties 
tKQ ^  =
< s o " |tKq(s)|sa'> = K(sa’KQ]sa")
A
of the irreducible tensor operators T„n(s) introduced in chapter 1
kq
(equations (1.17-1.19)), together with equation (3.35) enables us to 
rewrite for V:
V0„0 ,(R) = I (47t)‘Y^(R)<scr"|TKQ+(s) |so'>Vk(R) (3.36)
KQ
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where
Vk(R) = £ V 2(S0Ko|sa){eo (R) + £d) . (3.37)
. a
So, making use of the identity (Lo 77):
Tr = (s-R)2 - 2/3 = (2/3) (2tt/5) 5 £ Y^(R) t^Cs) , (3.38)
where is Satchler's (Sa 60) rank-2 tensor operator, the K = 2 term of
equation (3.36) may be written
;(R) = 3(5/2)2V.(R)T . (3.39)~ Z K
In addition there is a central potential term
V(0)(R) = s"2 I (e0 (R) + Ed) , (3.40)
Q
while time reversal invariance of equation (3.14) dictates that e+  ^ =
and hence, K = 1 contributions to V vanish identically.
Dependent therefore upon the exact functional form of e (R) upon a, 
which in turn is entirely dependent upon what is assumed for Hamiltonian 
Hnp(r) in equation (3.14), polarizability allows for the possibility of 
long ranged tensor terms in the deuteron-target interaction. In view 
of the known sensitivity (De 70, De 69) of calculated to the presence 
of such interactions, and in particular the importance of long ranged 
interactions in the sub-coulomb regime, a knowledge of under what conditions 
these terms arise and which terms dominate, is of considerable importance. 
Before looking at this problem from a perturbation theory standpoint, an 
exact result can be stated. If ^np(l) is spin independent then clearly 
ea(R) is independent of a and a simple product solution
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<r,p,n| <^ (R) ,R> = <j>(r ,R) Xg (? >n,R) (3.41)
exists, where if s = s^ + s then
®*|Xg(p»n,R) = aXg(p,n,R) . (3.42)
In this case no tensor terms are present and
V(0)(R) = e(R) + ed .
From a perturbative approach, the change in the deuteron binding
energy, eCT(R) + ed> as a result of the polarizing potential, AV(r.R),
may be evaluated in non-degenerate perturbation theory using the set of
basis states |(f>f ,R> which are unconnected by AV. To first order in thetsf
complete interaction AV, we have
■{ea ) (R) .+ Ed). = <(|>°,R|AV(r,R) hg,R> (3 .43)
which for AV given by equations (3.9-10), gives the exact result (Ha 72)
{ea ) (R) + ed) = (3/2)QdZe2/R3(o2 - 2/3) , (3.44)
where is the deuteron quadrupole moment. Substitution into equations 
(3.39) and (3.37) gives
Vffo(B) = (3/2)QdZe2/R3XR , (3.45)
the first order T^ contribution, which is just the usual coulomb T„R J R
potential. This was first pointed out by Raynal (Ra 64) and obtained 
using the Watanabe (Wa 58) folding procedure in which the deuteron D-state is 
included. This interaction is obtained even in the absence of deuteron 
break up (Ke 73).
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Closed expressions of the form of equation (3.45) cannot be obtained 
for higher order energy corrections. Consider however the dominant dipole 
(k = 1) term in the break up potential, AV Hr ,R) of equation (3.10). To 
second order in AV1, Ramsey et al. (Ra 5 3) obtain the result that
(e^2)(R) + ed) = -  l/2(Ze/R2)2ad (3.46)
where is the deuteron static polarizability (Ba 77) and is (Ra 5 3) 
explicitly:
ad = aSS + 3aSD{(jZ " 2/3} + 9cxDD{a2 " 2 / 3 } 2 * (3.47)
The terms ^gp, are linear and quadratic in the deuteron D-state,
respectively while <<: aSD anc* *'s ne81-ectecl* Ramsey et al. calculate
that
aSD = fm3 , -
- _ (3.48)
ass = ^ra3
giving rise to the tensor and central second order contributions to V: 
namely '
° " (3/2)“sD(Ze/R2)2 ^R ’ (3.49)
Ys°o(R) = _  (l/2)ass(Ze/R2)2 ■ (3.50)
Clearly equations (3.45) and (3.49) comprise the largest Tn 
contributions to the potential V(R), any higher order contributions going 
at least as 1/R6, and arising from second order corrections due to the 
quadrupole (k = 2) term of AV, or third order dipole corrections. It 
should be noted that unless the deuteron D-state, or equivalently a tensor 
term in V , is present, there are no first or second order small contribut-
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-(2)ions to the tensor potential V . We return now to the effects of 
polarizability upon the relative n-p motion, also from a perturbative 
approach.
3.5 The Modified n-p Internal Wavefunction
Within the developed Adiabatic approximation the approximate solution 
of the three body problem is
X { |<f£i«(R) (?) *Xg» g (k1#R) ,
'!ai 1 1 1 11
(3.51)
(+)where x satisfies equation (3.29). We shall define the modified deuteron 
wavefunction at point R according to
1 a" 1 1  1
(3.52)
From equations (3.17) and (3.22), then
<l>a ,(R)>
R-Xxj - 1*!1"si
however |<|> »(R)> as given by equation (3.52) is not an eigenstate of either
A
J.R or J and the label a* denotes only the boundary condition of the state
into which |<J>af(R)> evolves as R “.
1
So equation (3.51) may be rewritten to resemble more closely the
(+)
usual DWBA expression for i/j (cf. equation (1.39)), i.e.
I h 0 .(R)>x^ (k,>5> •
' 0' 1 °101 1
(3.53)
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Exact solution of equation (3.14) for the functions [(J)' (R)/R>, is not
a l
possible, however treating the break up potential AV to first order, we 
find
U' (r ),r > k H p  * I .?>/(-7d - ef)
1 1 S f f jtl f
o o
x «ff‘ ,R|AV(r,R) 14>_ 1,R> , (3.54)
r ~ ~ ~ 1 ~
where once again we have used the fact that AV does not couple J«R basis 
states. So, using the definition of |<{>a,(R)> of equation (3.52)
<J>c r T ( R )  >  =  +  X  k f f  , R > / ( -  e d  -  e f )
1 1 sff£L f
a cr 
if
X « f .f0 ,R|AV(r,R) Us'.R^Dak.'(R) (3.55)
1 V l
where a redundant o^ sum has been introduced; or
»
-!■)>„,(?)> = |<f> *> + I_ / U ff ,R>/(- ed - ef) 
1 l ofsffjtl f
a a’
X «(.f* ,R|AV(r,R) | *> . (3.56)
f 1
Therefore using the closure relationship
we obtain finally:
where |S<J>at(R)>, the perturbation to the deuteron internal wavefunction 
due to the multipole AV (r,R) (equation (3.10)) of the polarizing
potential, is
■ K ; (5)> = n H i  (3;58)1 fsf ^ d f
Note that this is exactly the result which would have been obtained 
upon ignoring the threefold degeneracy of the deuteron ground state, the 
effects of which have been taken into account in potential V. So, 
substituting for AV* from equation (3.10) into (3.58) and using the Wigner-
Eckart theorem (Me 61),r-we define * A ^  (R). according to j
o O’
3k.(R)Y2(r)}|*s > = (s1a;kq|sfaf)Afs^(R) (3.59)
and hence
* . ( ? > > = .  I  ( S j O j k q l s f a p Y ^ R ) * ! ^  >ARs ( R ) / ( -  cd -  E f )
1 qsfOff/l f f
(3.60)
3.6 Relative Importance of the Multipoles
In section 3.3 we commented that it is conventional in both stripping 
and elastic scattering calculations, which include polarizability,to retain 
only the leading dipole term AV1 of the multipole series, equation (3.9). 
That is, the break up wavefunctions 16 of equation (3.58) , for k > 1 
are assumed small in some sense, when compared with In the stripping
amplitude, T(d,p), the |6<j)^ (R)> are operated upon from the left by V and,
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as stated previously, results, at sub-coulomb energies, in the important 
contributions to the amplitude coming from the r and R values indicated 
in equation (3.8). Therefore, ignoring for the present any state dependence
of the interaction V , the relative importance, to stripping, of the
• * i Icmultipole functions |S(f> (R)>, for k > 1, is of order
R^. £ |<r £ 0 |6<|>k(qcR)>|/|<r % o| 64.1 (qcg)> | . (3.61)
We shall assume that in equation (3.58) we may introduce, for the 
n-p continuum, plane wave states, i.e.
I |<f>fg | ^ (2tt) 3 I f dk|k s ^ x k s ^ J  , (3.62)
fs^a^ f f ai
where
a
f P,n |^Ss = exp(ik.r)xs J(p ,n) . (3.63)
So, using the identity (Ro 6 7)
(2tr)-3
exp(ik-[r-r1]) . exp(-a|r-rf |)
d k — — ----  = - ----L-I--- (3.64)
"Ed"£k ft2 4\ I r - s  I-
for the free particle Greens Function, where = fi2a2/2y, and neglecting 
the deuteron D-state component for the present magnitude estimate, then
ff exp(-a|r-r1|) )
<r,p,n|«<|£ (R)>«|J dr' ----  AV^Cr.'R) u0 (r' )f
0 1
x Xe (P»n) • (3.65)
S 1
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We shall insert, in the above, the expansion (Br 62) 
exp(-011t-r' |) (1)
—“TFH— = " 4' Lj«(i“r<)h* <iarJ'
X Y*(r')Y*(r)* (3.66)
where h P  , are the spherical Hankel and Bessel functions (Sc 68a), 
respectively and r<) r> are the lesser and greater of r and rf . Then,
<r,p,n|S<|.^ (R)>«(2R) k 1fk(r){41rk-2 lY jJ(R)*Y jJ(r)>
1 q
0 l
x  X q . Cp,n) (3.67)
- 1
where the radial function f, isk
fu(r) = ju (iar)
,00
; (1) ( • f'\ ,k+2 r | \h^ (iar )r uo(rT)
+ h^1^(iar) jv (iarT)r,k+2u (rf) . (3.68)
The angular dependent bracketed term in equation (3.67) is of order unity, 
for all k, and the importance of each multipole, k, is essentially determined
• I k.by the radial part, f^(r) , of |6<(> >. The use of the plane wave continuum
km  the calculation of |<5cf> > is expected to be a good first approximation.
The energy denominator in the Greens Function of equation (3.58), highlights 
the relative importance of low energy n-p break up configurations whereas, 
for a spin-independent Vnp, equation (3.67) shows that the k = 1 and k = 2 
wavefunctions correspond to n-p relative P and D waves, respectively. 
Scattering in P and D states, however, becomes important only at relatively 
high energies (e.g. Pr 75).
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Using a Hulthen form for UQ(^ ) (-Hu 57) , numerical evaluation of
equation (3.68) shows that, within the range of V (r 1 7 fra say),
f2(r) < 5fj(r). So, for the ratio (equation (3.61)), the relative
importance of quadrupole to dipole distortion, we obtain < 5/2qc< For
sub-coulcmb deuterons incident upon 208Pb, at 9 and 7 MeV for example, qc
takes the values'q > 13.5 fm and qc > 16.9 fm, respectively, for which
R0 < and R0 < -r .2 5 2 6
To conclude therefore, on the basis of the present rather simple 
plane wave estimate, we find that quadrupole electric break up of the 
deuteron is less important than the corresponding dipole term. This 
estimate fails however to take account of the state dependence of the
k
n-p interaction, which multiplies the |<$cf> > when inserted in the stripping 
amplitude. We shall return briefly to this problem in section 4.3 the 
following chapter.
In this chapter formalism has been developed for the treatment of
coulomb break up of the deuteron in an Adiabatic approximation. We have ,
seen that, from the point of view of tensor analysing power calculations, 
the problem divides itself rather naturally into two important parts, 
namely:
i) Polarizability introduces long ranged, coulombic tailed T_
K
tensor interactions into the deuteron target interaction, and
ii) Polarizability distorts the deuteron wavefunction, from that of 
an isolated deuteron, in the important stripping region of configuration 
space.
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Treatment of each of these aspects requires considerable effort 
and in order to investigate both their individual importance and 
structure are studied separately. In the following chapter the problem 
of the modified relative n-p wavefunction is studied quantitatively 
while a discussion of the tensor interaction problem is postponed until 
chapters 5 and 6.
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CHAPTER 4
POLARIZABILITY CORRECTIONS
Since the calculation of Oppenheimer and Phillips (Op 35) in 1935, 
several authors have tackled the problem (Cl 65, Go 65a, Da 63,Gi 66) of 
deuteron polarizability in stripping reactions at differing levels of 
sophistication. Of these, the present work follows most closely the 
approach of Gibson and Kerman (Gi 66).
It is recognized that while polarizability corrections are important, 
and hence in theory more amenable to observation when treating the (d,p) 
amplitude in the prior formalism (Cl 65, Go 65a), the difficulty then in 
treating the initial state dictates that an accurate quantitative calculation 
should proceed via the post formulation. The post form transition amplitude, 
comprising matrix elements of V , is-dominated by the relative n-p wave­
function at small separations. Polarizability however, primarily introduces 
long ranged components into the relative n-p wavefunction corresponding to
broken up states of the two nucleon system. It is argued therefore (Go 65a,
Cl 65) that polarizability corrections are small in the post treatment of 
the stripping amplitude, a view confirmed by existing (Gi 66, Da 63) (d,p) 
reaction cross section calculations. The non-spherical nature of the break 
up contributions to the n-p relative wavefunction however suggests (Kn 74) 
that stretching effects may yet be of considerable importance in the analysis 
of tensor analysing power data.
The present chapter is concerned with the numerical evaluation of the
(d,p) stripping matrix and corresponding reaction T2(jts, when the n-p 
relative function contains explicit coulomb break up components. In view
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of the suggestion (Kn 75) that it may be possible to measure D2 to an 
accuracy of 3-4%, particular attention is paid to obtaining an accurate 
quantitative estimate of the break up effects. Essential to this end 
is to treat correctly the strong state dependence (Pr 75) of the n-p 
interaction V^, whose strength multiplies the stripping amplitude.
4,1 General Observations
In the present chapter the formalism of chapters 2 and 3 is used, 
and generalized, to study the effect upon calculated (d,p) tensor 
analysing powers of deformation or stretching of the deuteron internal 
wavefunction. As was argued previously, spin dependent distortion in 
both deuteron and proton channels is ignored at present, a study of which 
shall comprise the following chapter.
In this case, the deuteron centre of mass function in the presence 
of polarizability, as given by equation (3.29), is assumed diagonal in 
deuteron spin space and can be equated to the deuteron distorted wave 
X^+^(k ,'R) of chapter 2. Hence the approximate three body function of 
equation (3.53) is now
<R|^+) > = U  (R)>x(+)(k1,R) , (4.1)
~1* 1 1
01where the deuteron ground state function |cf> > of the usual DWBA formalism
S1
(e.g. equation (1.39)) has been replaced by the modified deuteron state
This is not strictly true as equation (3.28) may yet contain the central
components V^°^(R) of potential V(R), of section 3.4.
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| <j>a (R)> of equation (3.52). In chapter 2 it was pointed out that in 
the absence of the deuteron D-state (i.e. a spin independent V ) and spin 
dependent channel distortions then the DWBA predicts that reaction tensor 
analysing powers are identically zero. An analogous exact result can be 
stated even when including polarizability of the deuteron wavefunction.
If V Is spin independent then quite generally, using equations (3,41) 
and (3.5 2) we obtain
ai
<r,p,nU (R)> = <J>(r,R)x_ (P>n) (4'.2)
1 ~ ~ ~ S1
resulting once again in identically zero T (Go 60). Hence, although 
<Kr,R) contains non S wave relative n-p states and is deformed from spherical, 
the induced deformation and deuteron spin direction are not coupled and will
not contribute to the calculated T2 . This result is also in agreement with
the semiclassical model of Knutson (Kn 74) . .
Clearly therefore, unlike differential cross section corrections,
previous calculations for which (Gi 66, Da 63) have been performed with a
function of the form of equation (4.2), a tensor analysing power calculation
requires that some care be taken over the choice of V . A non-zeronp 2q
relies upon the presence of coupling of space and spin degrees of freedom, 
dictating that a realistic spin dependent interaction be used. The inter­
action V^p, appears in the stripping amplitude through the product 
VRpI$0 ( R)>» in which Vnp appears essentially twice. Firstly, a knowledge 
of Vnp is required to calculate the function |<{>a (R)>, be it exactly through 
equations (3.14) and (3.52), or using the perturbation formulae of section 
3.5. Secondly, one must evaluate the product (R)> > and clearly
should use the interaction of the first step if unambiguous and quantitatively 
good results are to be obtained.
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This has not in fact been the practice in previous stripping
calculations. For instance, both Gibson et al. (Gi 66) and Dar et al.
(Da 63) make the assumption that | <}> (R) > may be calculated using a Vcr j ~ np
which vanishes in all but the assumed 3Sj deuteron ground state; in
which it is V (3Sj). Therefore, retaining only the dipole term AV1 of
the polarizing potential, 16(f)1 (R) > is calculated by inserting in
ai
equation (3.58), plane wave continuum n-p states, in the manner of equation 
(3.65). Calculation of Vnp | (J)^ (R)> then proceeds by multiplying the entire 
function | (f>a (R)> by ^ p C 3^ ), although the correction to the deuteron 
ground state, 16cf)1 >, comprises a 3P relative n-p configuration (see for 
example equation (3.67)) in which it is known that Vnp acts less strongly 
(Pr 75).
. "f* . . . .  •In the following treatment , the aforementioned ambiguities will be
removed by the consistent use of a realistic spin-dependent separable model
for Vnp in the calculation of the break up component |<$<f>^ (R)^ °f tlie
modified deuteron wavefunction, |(f> (R) >. Finite range effects in the break
1
up part of the stripping amplitude are included through a generalization of 
the conventional S and D state treatments of chapter 2.
4.2 The Break up Amplitude
In the previous chapter an approximate expression for (R)>> the
change in the deuteron wavefunction to first order in AV (r,R), was obtained; 
namely
*f* • « •A preliminary account of this work has been presented elsewhere (To 77).
where we have introduced a continuum index p into equation (3.58), and
the <f> > are normalized to
psf
ps. p’s
> = 6(p - p f) /p2 (4.4)
here 6(a - b) is the Dirac delta function (Me 61). No renormalization of 
the deuteron wavefunction
|<t£ (R)> = [<(, ■> + ’|i<£ (R)> ,
i S 1 °1 “
which includes multipole k break up, is performed
*
So,inclusion of the internal polarizability effects of multipole k
B y
requires that a break up amplitude T^’ (d,p) be added to the conventional
amplitude TDWBA(d,p) of equation (2.15); TB,U is obtained by replacing, in
CT1 kthe reaction form factor (equation (2.16)), Vnp|<f>s > by Vno 16 (R)>. Using
1 a
np
the Schrodinger equation for the continuum states |<f> >, we remove the
PS.
explicit appearance of Vnp, therefore
V 16(f) (R) > =np1 Yo1 ~ I S
^|?£j
dPP2(e “ R }|«f> >/(" e , - e )p r 1 psr d p'
(4.5)
&  C - I  o .
X <<f> I AV I <f> >
PSf
  .  £ ~" —  -  - - -
in which form, provided the | (f> > are calculable, there is no possibility
Psf
of inconsistent use of V . As V is assumed to conserve parity and totalnp np r j
n-p spin s(= s2 + s3), then if labels the relative n-p orbital angular
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momentum
><|tDf I = I !’S1'(£r;P'-'fs);'..f,i psf psf l v v , Sf 1 !
f f f
a,
x <4's^ (Jlf;P*fs> I > <4-6>
tf Vf l"
where (-) =. (-) = (-) , and
a Sf(+) crf
<E.P.nhSf(i|;P*£s)> = ^ ;pji„s(r)\j^sSf(r,p,n) . (4.7)
Here ^  is the spin angle function of equation (1.2) and the physical 
outgoing wave boundary conditions on the break up states, which are 
normalized to (Go 64)
f sf * sf (+) i
I dr r2i^f (r) -^» .Dt £..s"(r) = —  6(p-pf)6 „ , (4.7b)
£l J X/£5PX'£S f ^£^£
are shown explicitly.
Rewriting equation (3.59), using the functions of equation (4.7)
gives
I <<fsf ;p£fS) | rkSk (E)Y?(t) | <f> *> 
£ 1 1
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where."*" using equations (4.7), (1.1) together with the angular
momentum addition identity (Br 62)
c2efW(abcd;ef ) = £ (aabB|ec)(eed6|cy)
x (b3d6 |f (J>) (aaf <f> | cy) , (4.9)
the sum on the right over all z components, then
- vwus.or)-'
-n
I L1(Lf OkO|£’0)W(s s ’k£l; L’ sf) i
i t i-n o 1 l i t  t,L!=0,2
h +9  ^f  ^ *
dr r iK, 0„ (r)u ,(r) (4.10)
f, ^ L '
where L* (= 0,2) and s'(= 1) are the deuteron internal orbital and spin 
angular momenta of equation (1.2).
So, .
v |6<f£ (R)> = I dpp2{e - K } |<j> 1 (J,f ;pjt" s!') >/(- ed - e )
P 1 qs fa f ZJfZ’£ P f f P
x (s tflkq|s£af)Y2(K)*Ak8 ,,p(R) (4.11)
f f
"f* «Equation (4.8) shows that s = s’: For simplicity we now drop the s label
sf
upon the continuum states 0„ , with the understanding that all
V P V
functions correspond to ^(Xf) break-up states of the n-p system.
-   f .
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where
'd2 2 d V V «
V  “ (-fi2/2u) - } • (4.12)
dr‘
If we define
s *■(+) As.£"p (R) £,k r f A ' sf fP f
Z . (r,R) = I dp p2{e - K. }<,. . .„(r) ■> ■ , i
®f£f I" 1f
p £f «.f;p£'^  (_£d_e^ ) (4.13)
then equation (4.11) may be rewritten
<r,p,n|vnp|6({,R (R)> = £ (s ^  ^ q | sfaf) Y^(R) ^  & (r,R)
1 ~ f f
A„ a
I t (£fAfS'1a;|s£<Jf)Y/(f)xs,1(p,n) (4.14)
Afa’ f 1
and, using the angular momentum identity (Br 62)
£ (aabft|ee)(eed6|cy) = £ efW(abcd;ef)
£ f(j)
x (bpdfi | f<|>) (aaf$ | cy) (4.15)
together with the symmetry of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients gives
L- £^
I (SjOjkq |sfaf) (£fAfsJaJ |sfaf) = £ s^s^LC-) 
af LA
x W(£fs'1ks 1;sfL) (-)q(LAsJa’ |s (£f Afk - q |LA) . (4.16)
Finally, substituting (4.16) into equation (4.14),
where we have defined
A L-£
WRA(r,R) = I sjj'-(-) fW(£fs,1ks1;.sfL)Zg £ (r,R) 
s l sf£f f f
X T £fk,LA(^ R) ’ (4-18)
here ^  ^ (R^R^) is the bipolar harmonic (Br 62)
1 2’ 3 3
V 2,l 3a 3(5 i>52> = [ (i.1a 1l2a2|L3a;)v\ r 1)y*2(|2); (4.19)
yv ^ 2 1 ^
and the Racah coefficient in equation (4.18) restricts L to the values 0,
1 or 2,
If we compare equation (4.17) with that of the usual deuteron ground 
state expression, i.e.
<r,p,n|v = I (LAs JeJ |s1cr1){iLYA(r)vL(r)}
* 1 T A rr *1 LAo L . '.J \
obtained from equation (2.20), we see that the polarizability calculation 
has now the same structure as the conventional unperturbed problem; we 
obtain the break up amplitude, T8,U, upon replacing i^Y^vT(r) by W^A(r,R)K L L IjA ^
in equation (2.23) for the reaction form factor. So the counterpart of the 
reaction form factor of equation (2.16) for the break up component,
| k 9 0 0
|6(j) (R) >, of the modified deuteron wavefunction, which we shall
udesignate <s,,a0bp IV |6 aa>, is: b 2 2 1 np a j
, 1 j
<s a2b3 |V _|6a aa> = £ ^  n n(a 3;al0t , A LA)
up laa
n
* Rj £ W  V (rn>^LA(E.?) > (4'20)
Jn n n
B uand the break up amplitude, T^ * (d,p), is given by
T, £ j £ A.B.U/ , v r nJn, ' .. , , . n n
Tk':(d>p) = I S  (o2B!0lC‘,XnLA)BLA (k) > (4.2!)
LAAn
£^jn
whereas is given by equation (2.24).
Here we have introduced
= <X(‘)(k2>r2)r V  (rn)Y^(rn)|WkA(r>R)X(+)(k1,?)> (4.
n n n
which may be used to generalize the results of'Johnson (Appendix A of 
reference (Jo 67))to include coulomb break up effects. If we define the 
transition amplitude T ', for stripping in the presence of coulomb break up
by
00
m / j \ mbWBA B. u f NTr(d,p) = T (d,p) + I (d,p)
k=l
then equations (2.15), (2.23) and (4.21) give
Tc(d>p ) n  n(o2B;0la’XnLA)BLA n(bi"k2> :
n
here we have defined the generalization of equation (A.15) of (Jo 67)
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£ A 00 IX
BJ  n<*i.b2> ■ I bla "(k) ’k=0
and we have associated with k = 0, the unperturbed deuteron term of 
chapter 2 , i. e.
t (rn)Y^(rn)|iLvL(r)Y*(f)x(+)(k1.R)>
Jn n n
Expressions for the (d,p) cross section and polarizations are now given 
by equations (A.16-A.18) of (Jo 67).
. For the purpose of calculation we rewrite the function WR (r,R) of 
equation (4.18) using equations (4.10), (4.13), as
WkA(r,R) = I ^-kA(sf£ ^ fAfL'q){Bk(R)Y1‘?(R)}
S^ -LT A
x H£ £'k(r)Y£ (f) (4.23)
f f f
the sum over s^ , £^ , A^ , £^ , q, L* , where '
£ +£f
g - ^ A(sf£-£fAfLlq) = (4TT)“^LL,ks2(-)L i f f(L'0k0|£|0)f
(4.24)
X W(£^s jks ^ ;s £L)W(s s Jk£^;L1 s^ ) (£ ^ A^kq | LA)
and the radial function is
So, substituting in equations (4.21-22) for T^'U and using the partial 
wave expansions of equations (2,9-12), we obtain
Tk'U(-d’P  ^ = I 1 1 2 I^ n n(a2^vCIia ’XnLA)
X3‘kA(Sf)lf)lfAfL,q)Y£2(^2)\ 1(^ )*Flf f(k) (4’25)
summed over s^ , A^ , £^ , q, L', Xj, Aj, ^2 9 \i* an8 w^ere
^f^fF12 (k) , the counterpart in the P-wave break up states, of equation 
(2.26) is (with r ='R},-'
F j  f(k) | dr ffixAr ^  (1: )Y n (r )*
1 9 Jn n ■ «
sfL’ A A]
X {H ,(r)Y (r)He (R)Yq-(R)x. (?) ) , (4.27)£'£.kv 7.£ '~7 7 7 kA~7 A£.f f f 1
A.
with the x^1 defined according to equation (2,‘ll) . 
i
Finally therefore, performing the formal Taylor expansions,
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where a£ , a3 are given by equation (2.41) then, by analogy with equation 
(2.30),
iK3 = Vk , iK2 = y"1^  (4.28)
R R X2 ' V
where act only upon (x£ } and {R. £ Y£ } respectively,and, as the
2 Jn n n
notation suggests, operate upon the argument R. Therefore exactly
£fAf 3/2
F12 r(k) = (2tt)
A.
d?$£fAf(a2?2 - £ C » V (5>'
f f 2 Jn n n
A
X {p. (R)Yq(R)X. (R)> , (4.29)
where we have defined, showing only the £^ A^ _ dependence explicitly upon
, (cf. equation (2.29))
-3/2 r iK*r Sj.L* A_
$£fAf(K) = (2tt) J dr e ~ V £fk(r)Y£ (r) . (4.30)
So, performing the angular integration
<2,I> <4' 31>f f f f f
where H, the analogous radial momentum space wavefunction to VT (equations
Jj
(2.31-32)) of the unperturbed d euteron calculation, is
I dr r2it <Kr>HXk<r> • (4-32>rf J f ff
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In chapter 2 we have seen that the LEA treatment of the operator
of the form , (a0K0 “ > appearing in equation (4.29), is toiw - A . t ** Z j ** j
r r
replace the radial function H(K), of equation (4.32), by a simple poly­
nomial form, H (K), accurate for small K. The chosen approximation 
LllA t i
sfL
to H depends of course upon the detailed form of the function H , i(r)>
. . .  Z f Z fk.
which shall be evaluated, in dipole approximation (k = 1), in the 
following sections.
4.3 The Dipole Approximation
In section 3.6 we obtained, using a plane wave estimate and
completely disregarding any state dependence of V , the result that the
quadrupole break up wavefunction |6<f>2> is a factor of order 5 smaller
than the dipole term, | 6 1 >, for the reaction 208Pb(d,p) 208Pb, at
= 9 MeV. However, important in a stripping calculation is the relative 
i kstrength of V | <S<|) • (R) >, requiring a knowledge of the relative.n-p states
« * i 1cwithin | 6<f) > .
Using equations (4.10-11), then for k = 1, s^ may take the values 
Sf = 0(^” = 1), l(£f = 1), 2 (£” = 1, 3). Schematically therefore, j 6<#>1 >.
comprises an admixture of the n-p states
|-64>1> = |3Pq + 3Pj + (3P2 + 3F2)> . (4.33)
Similarly for k = 2 we have sf = l(£f = 0, 2), 2(jl” = 2), 3 ( =  2, 4), 
and therefore
6((>2> = |(3S j + 3D j) + 3D2 + (3D3 + 3G 3)> . (4.34)
It is well known that i_f V is assumed spin (s^ ) independent but Z depend-
ent, then the P-wave potential which multiplies equation (4.33) is
very small (Pr .75). In fact the early Serber (space exchange) inter­
action is identically zero in P-states. However, in section 4.1 we 
have already seen that a spin independent V will in any case produce 
identically zero stripping T , As noted there, it is precisely the spin 
dependence of the interaction which is responsible for a contribution to 
the T^,and the state dependent V acting upon the terms
|^ P^  + 3F2> are certainly not individually weak (Re 68).
In the first instance we shall consider the leading dipole term,
| 6tj)1 >, of the break up wavefunction. We have already noted the importance 
of D-state components of the deuteron wavefunction to calculated .T and 
do not suggest that quadrupole break up effects are negligible, although,
on the basis of the estimate of section 3.6, we expect that they are
certainly of the same order as the dipole contributions. The importance 
of k = 2  contributions can however only be determined by detailed calculat­
ion. We shall not consider this term further at present.
Returning to the dipole function, 'we shall make the further
approximation that we ignore the coupling between the and 3F2 states. 
That this coupling is in any case weak is indicated by the small value of 
the mixing parameter (Ma 68), and, as argued in section 3.6, F wave 
scattering will be small in the low energy n-p break up configurations of
particular importance in the integrand of equation (4.25). So, we shall
Sf (+)make use of the uncoupled radial functions ijj (r) , where
P f
sfL'
and similarly, define the function ^ (r) by
f f f f f
obtained upon substituting equation (4.35) into equation (4.25).
4.4 P-wave Finite Range Effects
In the dipole approximation of the previous section and using the
Mongan (Mo 68, Mo 69) Case I separable interaction model for .V in the
3 •continuum P states, we show in Appendices B and C that
Sf
sfL? SfL’ , . * s fL1 (+)
Hif=l,k=l(r) “ "tv- hl (iaRr) " A  h! (iaAr) (4-37)
where are defined by equations (C.3-4) of Appendix C and
by equation (4.36). a^ , a^ are s^ dependent and the values used are
tabulated in Appendix A. The A,R , which contain integrals of the 
radial functions u (r) of the deuteron ground state, in fact show little 
dependence upon the assumed deuteron interaction or wavefunction model, 
as we. shall see shortly.
If we substitute equation (4.37) into equation (4.32) for
.vSfL! -.SfL*
1 o = 0 tH , (K) , then using the integral relation (Gr 65)
Xs ■ fm Xs ri\ X/ — X/ r X/ /-K.f f f f f
dr r2j (Kr)h^(iar) = - ■---    , (4.38)
1 1  a2(K2+a2)
we obtain, exactly:
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If we now drop the redundant &f,k labels, then to the same order in K as the 
LEA S and D-state treatments of chapter 2, we write for the P-states
.s L1 s L1
”lea (k) = 1 D K ’ (4,40)
or, substituting in equation (4.31)
K . . J f v(2tt) $v,(K)-= 47riD {R Y (K)}' . (4.41)
1A ~ I ■ ~ .
So, using equation (2.61) for the bracketed term above
3/2 V2 S r-L *
(2tt) $u (R) = (12tt) D iK^ (4.42)
where K. is the spherical component X of vector K, and the constants
SfL1.
D are therefore
s.L1 AsfL' sfL’
D = " K s  / aR> > (4.43)
which completely parametrize that part of the 3P n-p break up state
Sf SfL'
which results from the L* component of the deuteron ground state. D
values obtained from several model deuteron wavefunctions are presented
in table 4.1, and show little model dependence. It is seen that, ignoring
any difference in angular momentum coupling coefficients, there is
01 * 1L *considerable cancellation between the values D J and D .i.e. the 3P
0
and 3P^  break up components, as might have been expected from the discussion 
of section 4.3. For consistency we use in the following the values 
corresponding to the Reid soft core interaction.
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If we substitute equation (4.42) into (4,29), with k = 1, then 
using equation (4.28)
FkX(1) -■ 6*-iDSfL (m)/2 J  V S  ’ (4-'A)
where the remaining 3-d integrals are
■ j (R)YXn(R)*
J V  ** TO 7-1 TO2 Jn n n
A
X (? )  . (4-. 45)
Fm  = - Y | d?xNYR){Vx(Rj , (R)YXn(R)*)}
J 2 Jn n n
A, ' .
x S j (R) Y^(R) Xjj (?) . . (4.46)
Therefore, using the gradient formula of equation (2.62) and defining the 
angular integral
M ■ M M0 M, ^ 1/n re 9 * 3 * b *
dR Y (R) Y (R) Y (R) Y (R) 
L 1 ~ 2 3 S  ~
M 2 L 1L2L 3L 4
- ( - )  [  K ^ C L j M ^  -  M2 |KQ)
K.q
x ( L 3M3L 1( M ^ I kqX L jO L ^ I k o X L jOL^o I k O)' , ( 4 . 4 7 )
then equations (4.45-46) reduce to
Fm  =T \ V21(V 2i*IV2)(Vio|l2o)
2 2
x F2a i£2jn \L2) *
(4.48)
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FL3)X ■ (->m  , I V ^ V n 1 ~ M L3A3H V 10IL30)
3 3
X << L3A31 £2X2lq^1A1>>F3(£1Jl2jn n^L3) > (4.49)
where the radial (P-state) overlap integrals F^  , F^ are
F (£ £ j £ L ) = 2 1 2 n n 2
r0
dRR{g (x£ (k ,yR)/yR)}R. £ (R)X« (kj.’-R)
2 2 2 Jn n 1
x 32(R) (4.50)
and
r
?PF^(£ £ j £ L ) = 3 1 2 n n 3
ro
dRX, (R2 >YrH £ l o Rj I (R) (kj .R) 
2 3 n n n j
X 3,(1!) (4.3!)
yS •
(in equation (4.50), g acts with respect to yR). In equations (4.50-
2 2
51), a lower limit of rQ has been placed on the integrals, as 3j(R) -»■ 00
as R“2 for R -> 0. In the sub coulomb regime this interior contribution
is completely negligible and the spurious infinity in certain partial
wave radial overlap integrals is removed by cutting off the radial
integral at r ; in the calculations of the following section r n is taken 
0 , o
B u
as 3 fm. The dipole break up amplitude (°Up) has been calculated
using equations (4.26), (4.44) and (4.50-51), without further approximat­
ion.
The accuracy of the P-state LEA description of finite range effects 
can be estimated using the procedure of section 2.5. If we make the 
approximation that, with p given by equation (2.78),
G(r2,R) = X( )(k2,r2)x(+)(k1,R)B1(R)Y^(R) % G(p,p) , (4.52)
then the accuracy of the LEA is dependent only upon the accuracy offVep Takingt z y i■]
~sfL' r ~sfL '
H (3/4ify ) ‘fry] H (3/4i fvJ ). For a reaction Q value ^ 0, we find 
lla n n
that for all s^(= 0, 1, 2) and L* (= 0, 2), the important ratio
s L 1 s L ’
fiLEA (3/4i > *90 ,
and therefore the finite range effects are adequately represented in 
the proposed P-state LEA; with an accuracy comparable to that of the 
conventional D-state treatment (Jo 71).
In the following section we summarize the results of polarizability 
calculations for the reaction 208Pb(d,p) 208Pb; that proposed by Knutson
and Haeberli (Kn 75) for the measurement of D2.
4.5 Calculations for the reaction 208Pb(d,p) 209Pb at E^ = 9 MeV and 7 MeV
The calculations of this section were performed by including the 
B u
amplitude T^ J_^ (d,p) into the computer program DWCODE (Ha 70). In Figure
4.1 we present the results of these calculations for stripping to the
j71 = 1/2 (E = 2.03 MeV, curve a), j77 = 5/2+(E = 1.57 MeV, curve b) andX X
j77 = 9/2+(E = 0.0 MeV, curve c) states of 209Pb at E , = 9 MeV. It isx d
found that polarizability effects are small, but not completely negligible.
The reaction T » T ^  data fall to zero at large centre of mass angles
(Kn 77) and changes to the T „ are visible only in the observable T& 2q J ■ 20*
which is back angle peaked.
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AT20(°/o)
+1-
180140100
-1-
- 2-
- 4 -
AT20 = T20 CS+D+P] -T2o[S+D ]
Figure 4.1 Percentage changes in the calculated angular 
distributions when including dipole electric 
break up of the deuteron. Curves a to e are 
described in the text.
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Results when including P-wave, or dipole, break up, T '[S + D + P] ,
are presented as percentage deviations, AT2Q%, from the calculated
values, T [S + D], of the conventional (S + D) state calculation. Results
• TT * •for the j = 1/2 state, at = 7 MeV are indicated by curve d. Calculations 
a to d indicate corrections due entirely to the stretching of the deuteron 
internal wavefunction, and, are calculated assuming purely coulomb distortion 
in the deuteron and proton channels. Inclusion of the central R_l+ polar­
ization potential, (R) of equation (3.50), into the deuteron centre of
so
mass motion, effected changes in the calculated values of less than 0.1%. 
Calculations were also found to be completely insensitive to the cut off 
radius, r -, introduced in equations (4.50) and (4.51), provided its value
was taken to be less than 6 fermis.
Curve e results when including dipole polarizability in the approximate 
sub-coulomb stripping model of Knutson et al. (Kn 73a, Kn 74); the calculation
. IT • + ■ . .is for the j =1/2 transition. The attractive feature of this model for
the present investigation is, apart from its simplicity, that the internal
structure of the deuteron and hence stretching effects are treated in an
accurate manner, at the expense of any detailed consideration of the channel 
distorted waves. The product of the deuteron and proton distorted waves, 
which peak at the turning point, qc, of the clasical orbits , are replaced 
by the delta function form
As Q ^ 0, qc is calculated at the mean energy of the incident and 
final projectiles.
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x (  ^ (k2 >?2^ x ^+^ !5 i »?V "  2c^ ’ (4.53)
where p is given by equation (2.78)., and which forces the stripping to take 
place at the point q^ . In fact, when including polarizability we make 
the approximation (with R .= rj)
G(r2,R) % 6(p - , (4.54)
B u.with G given by equation (4.52). The evaluation of T * (d,p) , equation 
(4.2.1) , then follows obviously upon replacing the neutron bound state 
function by its asymptotic form (Kn 73a), equation (2.79).
This method therefore bypasses the numerical treatment of finite
range effects, presented in the preceding section, and thus provides a
valuable check of both the written computer program and formalism. In
view of the simplicity of the model the results, curve e, agree remarkably
well with the more exact calculation, curve a. For = 7 MeV also, the
6-function result coincides with, curve d, for 0 > 130°, and indicates/cm ’
that the computed results are correct. More importantly however, the 
6-function model reproduces both the magnitude arid energy dependence of 
dipole break up effects and may thus prove a very useful tool in the 
quantitative investigation of higher order multipole effects.
No study has been undertaken here of effects of dipole break up upon
the observables da/dSl and iT . The previous work of Gibson and Kerman
11
(Gi 66) , while quantitatively indoubt (see section 4.1), remains qualitatively
correct and places a useful upper bound upon P-wave break up contributions
da 
dft *
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CHAPTER 5
TENSOR FORCE EFFECTS IN THE DWBA
We have seen in the previous chapter that the effect, upon (d,p) 
tensor analysing powers, of distortion of the deuteron internal wave- 
function, are small. However, one aspect of the polarizability 
investigation not yet studied is the appearance, in chapter 3, of long 
ranged (coulombic tailed) tensor Tp potential terms in the interaction 
describing the relative deuteron-target motion. In chapter 2, the 
Johnson-Santos LEA treatment of D-state effects was introduced, without 
spin dependent distortions, for clarity. In this chapter we shall 
generalize this treatment to include the usual' spin-orbit distortion 
in both channels, and also the allowed rank-2 tensor interactions (Sa 60) 
in the deuteron channel. -
Satcher has shown (Sa 60), that the deuteron target interaction
may contain, assuming parity conservation and symmetry of the scattering
« . • -' i
matrix (reciprocity), at most three rank-two 'tensor interactions of the
form:
" 2/35'Vd -
VlTl = ( W j.Sj)2 - l/2(J1.s1) - 2/3£2}V ,
and
where
v T + T V P P P P
Tp = {(Sj.P)2 - 2/3P2} .
Neglecting any target spin effects.
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Here, are deuteron-target relative position, orbital angular
momentum and linear momentum operators, S y the deuteron spin operator and 
the are the corresponding potentials (in general complex); assumed of 
known depth and radial dependence. The form of the interactions, 
obtained via nuclear models, will be discussed in chapter 6 but for the 
present discussion their detailed form is unimportant.
The principal modification to the calculation of the deuteron
distorted Xi/aves, when including an interaction of the T and/or T„ typesK i
is that certain partial waves, differing by two units of orbital angular
momentum, become coupled; the necessary generalization to the (d,p)
stripping formalism when including a T interaction in an exact finiteK
range calculation (De 70), has been presented eLsewhere.
In the following sections we first outline the complications to the 
projectile distorted waves when including spin-dependent interactions, a 
purely elastic scattering problem; then, we.shall generalize the Johnson- 
Santos LEA formalism to accept these improved elastic functions. However, 
in doing so we make no changes to the treatment of the deuteron S and D 
state functions, developed in chapter 2; to a large part now masked by the 
need for a more efficient treatment of the angular momentum algebra, for 
computation reasons.
5.1 Spin Dependence in the Distorted Waves
If in equations (2.2-3), the Schrbdinger equations for the deuteron
and proton distorted waves, (kr,p,n) and (k9,p), respectively,
Slal ~ S2a2
we allow the optical potentials U U 2 to take on their most general form
consistent with parity conservation and reciprocity, then
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He
W  ■ " ™ < rl> + + » R (r,)fR + " L (rl)fL-
+ {TUpCrj) + U p(r1)Tp} , (5.1)
W Uc2)<r2> + U 80)(r2> ' ^ i • (5-2)
re £^(i = 1, 2) are the projectile-target relative orbital angular
momentum operators (£^  = - ir^V^ ) , s^  the projectile spin operators
(i) (i) ^
and u c t Uso are the conventional central and spin-orbit components of
the interaction.
We shall consider first the rather more complex deuteron distorted
wave. The general solution of the Schrodinger equation (2.2), for x^+  ^ »
slal
in the presence of interaction Uj above, is given by equation (2.4), where, 
assuming rotational invariance (i.e. that 3^= +'Sj), the total angular
momentum, is a good quantum number)
J. X. a A XJ J.
X 1 ,rl? 9 (5.3)
with the summation over A , Aj, -j , M . In equation (5.3) we have 
allowed for the fact that [£?, T^ ] ^ 0 for i = R, P.
Substituting equation (5.3) into the Schrbdinger equation, shows
(Sa 60) that the functions x^ i^* satisfy the set of coupled radial
11
equations
Ji Ji
fe2 , v ; (ki,r) V ; (ki,r)
{ ^ 7  ' b  + Ei } — "r—  ■ / V l K l V ?  —  • :  ( 5 -A)
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where V2f, is defined in table 5.1. Also, we have defined 
1.
< J j q l u . l V " >  = I dr Y 1 , (r,a) U.(r)Y 1 (r,o) , (5.5)
II 1 11 o J J1 1S1 Jl l sl
where
M l . X i °l
L.*. s.(n a) = J  ■ (AixisiCTi|-JiMi?Yji1(i)>?s7<:cr) > (5-6)I I I  AjOj 1 1
M i J M . £
(N.B.: Yj£s differs from M  of equation (1.2) by a factor i )
al . .
here spinor x > 1S taken to represent the triplet deuteron spin space
S1
and the matrix elements of equation (5.5) are independent of Mj, by 
rotational invariance. Therefore, removing the diagonal elements of the 
interaction, to the left hand side of equation (5.4), then
X£.£,’^ kl’r)h2 „2 _ , x- . J *1*1
" UT o, (r) + E
2 ^  £ j .  y.
-I ~1~1 -
1 Upt ~ » (5,7)£m r
where
Uj r  (r) lia ) (r) + U ^ ( r ) K  t (5,Sl). ♦. «L(r)KJJt, (TL)
+ UR (r)K j r (fR) + Up(r)Kj r (fp) + Kj r (fp)Up (r) , (5.8)
with
K,. ,(;<) =' <JA’ |“ |JJl*> , (5.9)
and the coupling term
U£'£"(r) {<SJ,£'+1 + 6J ,£,'-1 j6£72J-jt1 ' '
x (UR(r)<J£'|Tr |J£"> + Up(r)<J£!|fp |J£">
+ <J£'|Tp |J£">Up(r)} . (5.10)
Table 5.1
Matrix Elements of the Spin-one Interaction Operators
J=£+l J=£ J=£-l
<J£|£ .Sj|J£> 
6<J£|T | J£>L
3<J£|TR|J£>
£
£ (2£-l) 
-£/(2£+3)
- 1
-(2£-l)(2£+3)
-(£+1)
(£+1)(2£+3)
-(£+l)/(2£-l)
3<J£|Tp |J£> £ (2£+3)-1V2
d2 . 2 d £(£+1)= --- + — *3— - -- ---£ ,9 r dr 2dr^
< J J-lIT |J J+l> = <J J+l|fR|j J-l> = {J(J+1)}2/(2J+1) ,
<J J-lIf |j J+l> = - 
P
{J(J+1)}!
(2J+1)
d2 2J+3 *d J(J+2)   +     +
dr2 r dr
<J J+l|TpIJ J-l> = "
{J(J+1)>
(2J+1)
d2 2J-1 d . (J-l)(J+l)
T - 1 “ - i
dr2 r dr
-  1 0 2  -
The matrix elements <J£|a|j£>, reported by Satchler (Sa 60), have been 
corrected according to the work of Johnson (Jo 62), and together with the 
off diagonal elements of operator T ,' given by Goddard (Go 77), are 
reproduced for completeness in table 5.1.
. . . . JiReturning to the radial functions, x 0 0 i’> clearly the index £ does
11
not enter the radial equation (5.7). The significance of £j is evident 
only when we apply the correct asymptotic physical boundary condition that 
have an incident plane wave, provided a’ = Oj, else purely outgoing 
spherical waves. In this case (Ra 64), with the expansion adopted in 
equation (5.3), asymptotically
ia,
1
£ j j
=  _ _ _  {F£i (k1r)6£^, + Cv , G ^ r )  
r-+°°
+ i (5.11)
where the elastic amplitudes C. are related to the more; usual S matrix
Ji 11counterpart, S0,0 (Jo 77), by
V i
- J i •>>
C l V  = i (so t o -■«. j. t) /2i ; (5.12)
11 11 11
being the generalization of equation (2,14).
Mathematically therefore, as a result of T^ or T interactions,R p 9 .
partial waves, of fixed J , but which differ by two units of orbital 
angular momentum couple. Thus, an incoming deuteron with angular momenta 
Jj., £^  = Jj ± 1, will have outgoing wave components with angular momenta 
Jj , £’ = J ± 1 and J , £’ = J + l, the amplitudes for which are
T 1 T
1 J 1
CT T . n and C . _ , respectively. £,, £’ are therefore referred
J j l l j J j t l  J j i l j J  +1 r J 1 * l
1 AO _1U J
to as the incoming and outgoing partial waves. Clearly from equation
(5.10) ,- the function x T T remains uncoupled, as does • the function x? >
11
this entire coupling scheme is represented schematically in Figure 5.1.
The case of the proton distorted wave, x i » is more simple. Both
a 'cr *
2 2
total angular momentum J2( = &2 + s2  ^ anc* 2^ are 8°°d quantum numbers, for 
the interaction u2 °f equation (5.2), Using the time reversal relation 
(equation (2.6)) together with the general expansion of equation (5.3) (but 
with 1'2 = Z 2 ) , then
= (-l,v/r2 ) I (*2X2S2 " °2lJ2M2) a 2X2S2 '
X2 ... . * J2a 2 ~ ° 2 "*2 X2 - 
*(-) i Y*2(r2>Y*2Q;2> . (5.13)
the sum over A^ , A£, J^, M^ . The radial functions Xn%  satisfy the
radial equation (Sa 64)
'•ft2
2y2
,2 »2( V «
dr-
- UJ I + E 2 Xt. ft2,r) = 0 , (5.14)
2 2
where, as s =1/2, J = Z ± 1/2, and therefore
-  „(?) (2)U (r) = U^'(r) + U^'(r){J9(J9 + l) - Z j Z n + 1) - 3/4} , (5.15)
2 2
while asymptotically, applying the physical boundary conditions,
id,
X/ (k2’r)
r-K»
(5.15)
These wavefunctions must now be combined within the DWBA formalism; the 
subject of the following section.
INCIDENT P/W OUTGOING P/W
Figure 5.1 Coupling scheme in the deuteron partial waves when 
including a T^/T type interaction.
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5.2 The LEA Reformulated
In this section we shall reformulate the LEA approach of chapter 2 
to include the spin dependent interactions of the previous section.
Using equations (2.4-5) the stripping amplitude (2.15) generalizes to
TD W M (d>P) - I
a’a' J 
1 2
2 2
X J<s2a^ bB.|V |sl0; a a > x ^  Ck,,r ) , (5.17)
11
where J is. the Jacobian for the transformation from co-ordinates (r,^) 
to (r^,^); all other symbols have been defined earlier. As noted by 
Satchler (Sa 64), the reaction form factor, <s202b3 |Vnp |s 1a'1aa> , may be 
expanded, in a model independent way, in multipoles corresponding to the 
transfer of particular total (j), orbital (£) and spin (s) angular 
momentum
j = b - a, s = s1 - §2 , j =  £ + s , (5.18)
in the reaction. In fact, following Satchler, we write
J<s2 ^ b6|vn p |s ia'1aa> = I r \ sj)X(r2>ri)(-) 2
x (aajm|b3)(sjq}s2 - a^lsa)(£Asa|jm) , (5.19)
where the sum is over £, s, j, m, a, A, or, alternatively
_ • 2u— 2
S.sj.lMd =i 2 r j<S2a2bBlVnpls10laa>
s a 
2 2
X (-) (aajm|b3) (SjCfjS^  - CJ2 |sa) (£Ascr I jm) , (5.20)
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with summation over a2, a, m, a, 3.
The stripping amplitude may therefore be expressed as (using equations 
(5.17), (5.19));
T..TT.A (lllOO,
T (d,p) = I j (aajm|bg)B . Ck2.kj)
jstm J
(5.21)
where 3, known as the 'reduced* amplitude, is
— r r  *
j$^a2al(k2,ki) = i 1 I (-) 2 2(s1aJs2-a^ ,|so)
(5.22)
x (£Asa|jm)
( — ) & ( +') 
dH2dJlXa -0o(k2,r2) G x(r2,r1)xa ,0 (kj.Ep , 
2 2  1 1
and the sum is over 'a1, A, a.
If we now use the expansions (equations (5.3) and (5.13)) for the
(—) >'c ( +)
deuteron and proton functions X ^ i 0 and X ^ i a > together with the angular
momentum identities (Br 62),
I (£'A'£2A2|£1A1)(£|A J ££A2I £'A') = 1 ,
A' A' £' A'12
(5.23)
S?"a2
I (-) s^iais2 “ CT2 I sa^ C^Ascr|jm> C^’A*sa’|JM)
A'A'a'a'a 
1 2 2 i
a2~a2
X (-) (£2a^s2 - 0^|J2M2)(«.'1x;«.2A),|rA') .
£'
1 1 1
s(-) J J £(J M J M Ijm)« 
1 2 1 1 2 2|J 1 6ll'S x\'s-
-2
(5.24)
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where the 9-J symbol (Br 62) has been introduced; we obtain the relation
£ -£ -£
j3 • “ *(k ,k ) = 4tt I i s£
J ~ £ V  T £ T1 1 1 2  2
£ma2a ^
(5.25)
j £ s
x HT 0 T „ . (k ,k ) J J, £’ s,J.£.a.J„£„a„jm ~1 ~27 \ 1 1 11 1 1 2  2 2
£0 s. 
2 2 2
£s j
T 0 I  0 *
2 2 1 1 1
where we have introduced the function
s 2 °2
(5.26)
x.(-) ‘ - o2| J J c £ *
and
I j S £ J  0 .. =• 4it ■ . I 1 - 2(X'1!« )' |U)
2 2 1 1 1  XX'X'xx;x2
dr
J 2X2 V ’l (5
In equation (5.27), we have defined
J ix i x!
X * V (Ei> = X^\.(k . r ^ h r ^ / r j ,  ,
11 11 1
(5.28)
J X* J X'
X£ = X£ k^2,r2^ Y£ ^ 2 ^ r2 * 
2 2 2
(5.29)
.27)
the natural generalization of equation (2.11).
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At this point we make the notation more specific; if we now assume 
that the reaction form factor is that of section 2.3, and given by 
equations (2.23) and (2.24), then substitution in equation (5.20), for 
G£sj, A’ Gives (Jo 71).
G£sj,X(S2>il) 5jjn LJ (2A sjnf<!sjn>X(E2’El) ’ (5.30)
where L, jn are the deuteron internal orbital angular momentum and the 
total angular momentum of the captured neutron, respectively. Here, 
explicitly
t j -s-£-LL Ah *■' *9*, x • n
A£sj W(Ls;s b 2;81s.3)
n n n
X W(£nS3«.S;jnL) , ' (5.31)
f£sj.n,X(^ 2, -l) = i " J Rjn£n(rn)VL(r)T£nL,£X(En’J) > <5 • 3«
in the notation of chapter 2, and where the bipolar harmonic, T0 ., is
Jt L. 36 A n *
given by equation (4.19).
In actual fact, Johnson and Santos (Jo 71) have shown that the L sum 
in equation (5.30) is redundant. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between allowed L and s values (for a (d,p) reaction), namely for L = 0(2), 
s = l/2(3/2), and therefore
G£l/2j , A^~2»£l) = 6££ A£ l/2j J Rj £ r^n^Y£ (£n  ^ ^ tt) 2vo ^  ’ 
n* n n / J n Jn n  n
(5.34)
with
A£ 1/2j (3/2)2a^ j (5.36)
n J n nJ n
A£3/2j = (3/10)2a f  H ;l(-)Jn 2 "n (5.37)
Jn nJn
j +£ ,
x {1 +■ (2j^)‘1(-) n n (£(£ + 1) - £n(£n + 1) - 6)}2 .
Returning now to equation (5.27), together with equations (5.30) and 
(5.32) for then (with s = \ , 3/2; L = 2s - 1)
£sj
I
w . v i  = 4" A^ j £_2 12 2 1 1 1  Jn - JJn
• £.-£ -L T .
x i n * l2 , (5.38)
the sum over A, A’, A^ , An, A, and where- is the generalization of 
equation (2.26), namely
_LAF
12 dH n 4 f 2^ 2 > Rj  £ • <5 - 39>2 n n n 11
In the above we used the fact that the Jacobian transforming from set (r^r^),
JiAi
to (r,rn), is J-1. The label £'^ upon £t> is the orbital angular momentum 
eigenvalue of this function, as in chapter 2.
-  n o  -
The analysis now follows that of chapter 2, precisely, upon making 
the necessary substitutions:
A2 X2 ,
X£ Cf 2) = X£ (k2,r2)Y£ (r2)/r£
2 2 2
J2 Ao
^ \  (r~ 2 y = X*2(k2>r2)Y*2<E2>/r2 •
X'l
Xq (EP = ><£.• CkI *r (Ei)/ri
J J,
" xJt <-'(E P  = x<- £'(kl>rl)Yi'(E P /ri
11 11 1
The only further approximation required is in the use of the radial 
Schrodinger equation (2.52), to obtain the finite range correction factor 
of equation (2.54). Equation (2.52) is now ho longer strictly true as
•V,
the x0 01(^1) now satisfy the coupled'equations of section 5.1% For the 
1 i
purpose of evaluating the correction term, A12> we ignore the small tensor 
force coupling term and assume that
5?Vi<5n>-% (2V * 2) tE! - = <5-A0>
therefore, the generalization of equation (2.54), is
A12(rn) = 1 " (“2/s2£d){UJ l'(r0) “ UJ 1 (xr> - uj £ <rn> _ Ed} >
11 2 2 n n
(5.41)
where U ,, UT are given by equations (5.8) and (5.15), respectively, 
Jl*l 2 2
and U. £ by equation (F.5) of Appendix F.
Jn n
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Collecting the results obtained, then for the S-state
_ i
= D0y 1 (4tt) ^'P2^ 1(*'1xP 2X2 l V n ) a i0)l2O h n0)
x F ( J , V ' V P n * n >  > <5'-«)
(cf. equation (2.56)), where
J2„ . . J1
F(J £ drA12(r)x£. (k2,yr)R. £ (r)X , (k ,r) , (5.43)
J n 0 r> n 0 0n
and therefore, substituting in equation (5.38)
t o oi = (4tt) AS j . V  i E-1 (£.*0£. O k  0)6. .
J 2 2 1 1 1  0 ££n n*Jn 1 2 n 1 2 n JJn
x F(Ji£i£t1J2£2jn£n)- . - (5.44)
For the deuteron D-state terms, then, from equation (2.74)
F2A = _ y-1(5/4,)Jd(|D2(.1f|« + a2F<2) . + G^} , (5.45)
where
= I nAi)(Li>Mp 512L'> (i = X’ 2) (5‘46)
L!M! i
1 1
and
G2A % L  ^ 3)(L,3’M3)G12L'3 • (5.47)
L M' 0
3 3
where the are given by equations (2.68-70), and
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f?a) =
12LJ dr rx£ (k2,Vr)R. £ (rH(°L'£» 0 2 n n 11
(5.48)
F(2) = Y12L’ Y 
2
J2 J1 
dr r{(0L,£ - 0£ ).(x£ (k',yr) /yr) }R. M x z £i(k i»r)
2 2 2 2 2 n n 11
(5.49)
'12L'
J, J
drX/(k ,Yr)Xj, r (k1(r){a3(6Ltll - 6 £ )
0 2  11 3n n n
+ B2(A,„(r) 1)}R- „ (r) .
12 j £ n n
(5.50)
2 ASubstituting then for F^, from (5.45) into equation (5.33), and using the 
addition theorem for the Racah coefficient as given by equation (4.9) one 
obtains, very simply, the final result that
v ;  - <20^ - lAn/2j S i2 2 1 1 1  Jn JJn
x i u - )  n r ( n v w i 2 L ;
1
+ £ r d i ^ J j L p a j F ^ ,  + £ \ £2j P 1a '1cn2o|<’o)
x (20(-0|dn0)Gl2(,} ; (5.51)
where
r(£',£ ;L*) 
. 1' 2* 1 = £ L12W(2£1 £ £ :L’£)(L’0£ o|£ 0) 21 1 n 2 1 1 2 ' n /
X (20L'o|a ’0) , (5.52)
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and r(& AjjLp is obtained upon substituting in the above, £' 
l 2 + Z^ and Lj,. •
The effect of including tensor distortion in the deuteron channel,
upon the coupling introduced between the deuteron and proton channels is
best seen by looking at the S-state contributions (s =1/2) to the reduced
amplitude 3 • . From equation (5.25), and suppressing all but the '£ sums, 
SJn 1
3 has the general structure
„ £ma20j
/9 i I
£n 1/2
Jl
ri S1
1 J:v Z 2 S 2
U/2j
I T „ ", „ . (5.53)
n l/2jn J } 1 1 > f W l V ' l
1 1
and tensor distortion has introduced an additional £* sum into the expression
for 3 • , compared with that of Johnson and Santos (Jo 71); the present 
S^n £sjn £sj
result reverts to theirs upon replacing, I f = 6 ,1- T p . So,
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
for a fixed £ (> 1) in the outer sum (equation (5.53)), the parity coefficient
u / 2 i n
in equation (5.44), for I , restricts £* to; £’ = £ , £1 + 2(J1 = £j ■+ 1), ■
1^ = ^1^1 = ^j) a.nci 5,’ - .£j, £^  ~ 2(J = £^  -'1). The result is that for a
fixed £j, and known jnJ^ n> certain proton partial waves (J2,£2) now produce non
zero S-state radial overlap integrals F(Jj£j£J^2^2^n^n^ (equation (5.43)), by
coupling to the deuteron incident partial wave, £j, through the outgoing wave
components, £J - 'Z ± 2, introduced by the tensor distortion. In figure 5.2
we indicate the quantum numbers of these additional S-state radial integrals,
zero in the limit of no tensor T^/T- forces, for the sets of values; j = 1/2R P ’ 7 Jn
£ = 0, j = 1/2 £ = 1 and j = 3/2 £ = 1.n ,Jn ' n Jn ' n
(a0b0|c0) = 0, unless a + b + c is even (Br 62),
Figure 5.
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The effect of a tensor Tp and/or Tp force is therefore to allow
each incident deuteron (£j) state to overlap with a larger number of
proton partial waves (d2 2^^  (a.similar effect is found in the D-state
amplitude $o/o* ) and thus altering the relative contributions from 
n
different terms in the sums, to the reduced amplitudes 3 •1 1 2  2 * 1 stn
5 . 3 Computational Detail
As seen in section 5,1, the inclusion of a T and/or T« interactionK P
complicates somewhat the distorted waves formalism. Computationally, in 
each deuteron partial wave (J^  state), we need to solve coupled radial 
equations. For this reason, a number of early deuteron elastic scattering 
calculations were performed (Sc 68, Sc 69, Bu 75) which included a 
interaction but ignored explicit ^-coupling; treating only the diagonal 
part of the interaction. This procedure has however been shown (Ba 75) 
not to be justified. In addition, the increased number of radial functions 
(2 per Jj value), and non zero overlap integrals involving the off diagonal 
(£j f £j) radial functions, requires increased computer time and storage 
requirements.
A computer program has been written to include, via the LEA formalism, 
the effects of Tp and T^ interactions upon the (d,p), (d,n) and inverse pick­
up reactions; the Tp interaction has been excluded from the present work.
The coupled equations (5.7) are solved exactly and the radial functions,
X obtained, used as m  the formalism of section 5.2. Inclusion of a
11
Tp interaction required considerable modification to the computer program 
DWCODE (Ha 70), operating on the ICL 1905 Machines at the University of 
Surrey Computing Unit. The availability of the elastic’ scattering code DD, 
of Robson (Ro 67a), although most useful for checking purposes (see 
following section), was not used directly in the calculation of the radial
functions £tj this would have resulted in an undesirable mixed language
program.
The coupled equations (5.7) were solved using the Modified Numerov 
or Fox-Goodwin method, used in DD, and outlined in appendix D. For. each
total angular momentum quantum number Jj(> 0) in the deuteron channel we
J1 . need to solve for five radial functions x£ £?» namely (see also Figure 5.1)
i) An uncoupled radial equation with = J y  the solution of
which has been described elsewhere (Ha 70), and is now routine; and
ii) two pairs of coupled equations, the coupled pairs being:
-•a), they are regular at the origin (r = 0), and
b) asymptotically, they are solutions of the homogeneous (Coulomb) 
equation corresponding to orbital angular momentum In particular, we
require the asymptotic normalization of equation (5.11). In practice, a
the equations, is deemed negligible when compared to the residual central
We have seen that for J = 0, there is a single uncoupled function x®
1 * t1»
A priori, all we know of the required physical solutions X£ £» i-s
that:
matching radius r^ is chosen, outside which the tensor potential, coupling
DWCODE is an ALGOL program while DD is written in FORTRAN.
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coulomb distortion. At radius r •, we assume the coupled equations
decouple, and reduce to radial coulomb equations with solutions, for
r £ r , given by equation (5,11). In all calculations to be presented,
r was chosen, due to coulomb function routine limitations (Gu 67), at 
m  7 •
30 fermis. The accuracy of this prescription when long ranged, coulomb 
tailed, coupling is present is discussed in chapter 6.
. J1 . .The regularity of the x 0 0 i at r =0, is insufficient information
11
to obtain these physical functions directly in a single numerical solution 
of the coupled equations (5.7). Numerical integration from the origin with 
a set of regular, but arbitrary, starting values for the coupled functions, 
will generate a coupled solution of equation (5.7) which, in general, does
not have the required physical asymptotic form. Clearly however this
f .coupled solution ^represented (Jj fixed)
Xjj-l Xj i + i , (5.54)
where the i serves to label ..the particular set of starting values used, 
must be some linear combination
(i) J1 J1
Xj^l = aiXj^-l, J^±l + Pi Xj i+i ,j i±i » (5.55)
of the regular physical functions.
1 Note that £j does not enter the differential equations (5,7), only £j, 
which labels the functions in equation (5.54). £. appears upon the
Ji ■................. ....... ...... ..
physical solutions x 0 o»» only through the imposed boundary condition
11
(equation (5.11)) and has no significance upon mathematical solutions 
of equation (5.7).
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In fact, we must generate two linearly independent coupled 
solutions, from two linearly distinct starting conditions, i = A, B
say. A knowledge of these anc* their first derivatives, at the
. . 1 . . . J1matching radius r^ , is then sufficient to obtain the required x^  £»>
using the procedure of appendix E. Having obtained the functions
Ji . . .  .Xp ,, evaluation of the stripping matrix then proceeds as m  the forma-
lism of section 5.2.
5.4 Program Checks
The x-;ritten computer program, based upon the DWBA reaction treatment,
falls neatly into two rather distinct parts. Firstly, one calculates the
required deuteron elastic scattering functions in the presence of a T and/K
or interaction. Secondly, the functions are combined according to the 
stripping formalism of section 5.2.
. J1
The elastic amplitudes, of equation (5.12), output by the
present program were compared, for several calculations, x^ ith their counter­
part from the much used Robson program DD (Ro 67a). The latter outputs
; ■■■'•■ ' ■ ■ ' . ‘ ■ ■ - Jiamplitudes, A Q Q i (Ro 74), which are related to the present C , through
JiVi V i
the formula
i(% +0!>;-2oo> jj
z z 1 ~  e ^ ^ ^ z  z' +  ^ z  z ’  ^ *j ^ Ay ^ Ay j A/ j Ay j Ay ^
or upon inversion
j/ "i(0» +ai;"2oo)
c< 1;.; = Aji«.i*.’ ~ £v ;>'2! •
The two programs are found to be in complete agreement x^ ith regard to these 
quantities.
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The second element of the program, evaluation of the stripping
matrix cannot be so thoroughly checked; particularly when one includes
the deuteron D-state. There are.no existing reliable D-state + T^
calculations available, since the exact finite range calculations of
Delic and Robson (De 70) have been found to be in error (De 74). However,
for an S-state deuteron, correct zero range T and Tt calculations haveK L
been performed (De 69). The present program is in excellent quantitative 
agreement with the results of these available calculations.
This is at present as far as checking can proceed against established 
existing computer codes. All indications are however that the program is 
working correctly and as intended.
In the following chapter (S + D) state + Tn calculations are presented,K
using the modified DWCODE, for the reactions-90Zr(d,p)9^ r  at 5.5 MeV, and 
28 8Pb (d ,p) 209Pb at 9 MeV and 7 MeV incident deuteron energies.
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CHAPTER 6
TENSOR FORCE CORRECTIONS'
In the preceding chapter the formal apparatus has been derived for 
the inclusion of a tensor deuteron-target interaction into the DWBA and 
its LEA treatment. The DWBA dictates that the relative deuteron-target 
wavefunction should reproduce the observed elastic scattering (G1 75), 
thus treating deuteron.break up effects only through the imaginary term 
of the optical model potential.
In chapter 3 however, the inclusion of explicit coulomb break up
of the deuteron was found to generate, in addition to the usual R-3 coulomb
T^ interaction (equation (3.45)), present in the absence of break up
(Ha 72, Ra 64) , an R_t+ T^ term (equation (3.49)) resulting from break up
of the deuteron into continuum 3P (sV = 0, 1, 2) configurations of thesf t
n-p pair. However, as of yet no mention has been made as to nuclear break
up contributions and their possible spin dependence. In this respect we
, -. , ,■ . . • . i*
shall, m  this chapter, consider the predictions of the Adiabatic theory
of Johnson and Soper, or J/S (Jo 70), and Johnson and Tandy (Jo 74), which 
treats explicitly contributions in which the deuteron is broken up into a 
relative continuum 3S^  state. Important for the following discussion 
however is that the J/S model wavefunction, unlike more sophisticated 3-body
It must be pointed out that the present, J/S, adiabatic approximation 
is entirely distinct from that of chapters 3 and 4: namely, that of 
Testoni and Gomes (Te 66),
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(+)stripping models for ip (Fa 76, Ra 75, Au 78), the three body wave­
function of equation (1.36) , retains the simple DWBA form; i.e. a
simple product of deuteron internal and centre of mass functions for 
which the formalism required in the evaluation of T(d,p) has been 
dis cussed.
In Appendix G we review briefly the theoretical and phenomenological 
evidence for the presence of rank-2 interactions in the deuteron-target 
system while in Appendix H we remark upon the effects of coupling, of
the deuteron elastic channel, to *S n-p break up configurations.
Calculations which include model T interactions are presented forK
(d,p) transitions to 91Zr at incident deuteron energy =5.5 MeV and to
209Pb at E = 9 MeV and 7 MeV. d
6.1 Tensor Forces in Sub-Coulomb Stripping
Examples of TR forces have been met in Chapter 3, in particular, as 
was stated there, the R“3 interaction (equation (3.45)), a direct result 
of the. deuteron D-state, is a particular example of the Watanabe folding 
procedure. According to the Watanabe prescription (Wa 58), if break up 
and internal distortion of the deuteron is neglected, the deuteron target 
relative motion should be described by the potential matrix U^at(R) (in 
deuteron spin space)
[u”aC(R)] , = «f>s lUp (? + V2r) + Un (R - l/2r) , (6.1)
1 1  1 1
where IK, IK( = U^) are the neutron-, and proton-nucleus optical potentials, 
assumed local; this is not however a necessary constraint (e.g. Jo 72,
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Ra 78). Conventionally (Jo 72), the IL are evaluated at \ the incident
deuteron energy, i.e. it is assumed that the n-p pair share equally the
deuteron bombarding energy. Satchler has shown (Sa 60) that whenever the
°1deuteron D-state component is included in the deuteron wavefunction | <{>
Wat . S1
in equation (6,1), then Uj contains a TR tensor term.
Johnson and Soper however (Jo 70, So 69) advocate that when including, 
explicitly, break up of the deuteron into the 3Sj n-p continuum in a 
stripping calculation, then the n-p centre of mass function should be 
generated not by U^at but by an Adiabatic potential lf^(R) , where ^
A j a! a,
[u? (R) ] . = «f> |v (U + U > U C >/D (6.2)
1 ~ il 1 P P i np
and
al al
D =<■«*»- V U  > 
np s i nP s i
The Johnson/Soper model, formulated under the assumption (Jo 70, Jo 74)
that break up is to low energy break up configurations, generates an
Adiabatic distorted wave, say, which does not reproduce elastic
. slal
scattering. Rather, in the spirit of section 3.1, x accurately reproduces
deuteron break up effects in the exact three body wavefunction but
~ 1
only within the range of V needed for the evaluation of the transition 
amplitude, T(d,p).
i • • . . . .This is m  fact the reformulated Adiabatic prescription of Johnson and
Tandy (Jo 74). This is however, numerically, negligibly different from 
that of J/S (Jo 70).
«= T O O  .. 1^
Inspection of equation (6.2) for lT^ d, together with equation (2.20)
■ al
for the product V | <p >, shows that like the Watanabe formula (equation
1 . Ad
(6.1)) the folding agents in Uj are linear combinations of S- and D-state 
terms and will generate an Adiabatic Tp potential (Sa 60, Wa 77).
T data for deuteron elastic scattering from 98Zr at 5.5 MeV and
208Pb at 9 MeV, energies below their respective barrier hieghts of 5.7
and 10.4 MeV (Kn 77), are well reproduced in the so called 'hybrid model'
of Knutson and Haeberli (Kn 75b, Appendix G); that is, if a Watanabe T
force is used. At these energies the incident deuteron has little
probability of penetrating the coulomb barrier and so corrections to the
Watanabe term at small deuteron-target separations, as proposed by
Ioannides and Johnson (lo 78a, Appendix G) and resulting from the action
of the Pauli Principle, are not expected to be felt. Further, Goddard
(Go 76, Go 77) has shown that, for low incident deuteron energies, the
effects of a Tp force upon the entire elastic scattering S matrix are
very nearly indistinguishable from those of a suitably chosen T term.K
Therefore, althoughj;Co^M^^ uses a T force obtained from
existing calculations at higher energies (Io 78) and there are large 
uncertainties in the radial shape and magnitude of the Tp interaction 
at sub-coulomb energies (Io 78b), nevertheless, the elastic phase shifts 
may be reproduced by a Tp force alone. So, while a Tp force may be in part 
responsible for the observed experimental elastic scattering T^, in the 
absence of more specific information and in view of the increased 
complexity (Go 77a) of the calculation when including a Tp force we shall, 
in the following, neglect explicit Tp terms.
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The question as to which T prescription, the Watanabe or Adiabatic 
terms, should be used as input to a sub-coulomb (d,p) reaction is 
difficult to answer. The Watanabe interaction predicts the correct 
elastic phase shifts and therefore,as stripping takes place predominantly 
beyond the nuclear surface, then provided break up channels are only 
weakly populated the phase shift is expected to determine the deuteron 
target wavefunction very accurately in this region. However, inspection 
of the measured ratios of elastic to Rutherford cross sections (Kn 75b) 
for 90Zr (Ed = 5.5 MeV) and 208Pb (Ed = 9 MeV), of the order 0.75 at 
backward centre of mass angles, shows that the n-p pair do in fact 
interact appreciably with the target via the strong nucleon-nucleus inter­
action. A priori, there is no reason therefore to expect that nuclear 
break up effects are negligible.
On the other hand, the Johnson/Soper Adiabatic model is essentially 
a higher energy approximation and has been used very successfully in the 
region Ed % 20 MeV (e.g. Sa 71, Ha 71) in reproducing (d,p) and (p,d) 
cross section data only poorly fitted in the conventional DWBA, The fact 
that the present Adiabatic approximation assumes the opposite of that of 
chapter 3, namely that the characteristic time associated with the n-p 
relative motion is long compared to the time taken for their centre of 
mass to traverse a distance over which the break up potential changes 
appreciably, need not be of great concern. As noted earlier, unlike the 
coulomb break up potential, the nuclear break up term is rapidly varying 
particularly in the important nuclear surface region.
Recent support for this view comes from the work of Cadmus (Ca 76) in 
a study of the reaction 116Sn(d,p)117Sn at Ed = 8.22 MeV; an energy at
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which the J/S Adiabatic model would not be expected to work well.
However, Cadmus finds that good agreement with cross section and vector 
polarization data is obtained when using the Adiabatic potential and, 
more importantly, that these data could not be satisfactorily reproduced 
when phenomenological potentials which fit the observed elastic scattering 
were used. While further study is obviously needed, these results hint 
that the J/S model may have a wider energy range of applicability than 
previously thought.
The spin dependence, and in particular the T component of the 
Adiabatic potential, has not been studied previously. Therefore, in the 
light of the results of Cadmus and the simplicity of applying the J/S 
method, it proves a convenient theoretical starting point for the study of 
the spin dependence of nuclear break up.
6.2 Radial Formfactors ' --
We shall assume that the optical potentials IK, U^, appearing in the
i*folding formulae (equations (6.1-2)), are isoscalar . For the present 
discussion we take this local potential as the mean of the neutron and 
proton terms obtained from the work of Becchetti and Greenlees (Be 69) ; 
evaluated at \ the incident deuteron energy, E^ .
K  is no longer assumed to contain the proton coulomb interaction. 
Effects of this term in the Watanabe folding were accounted for in 
chapter 3., while the J/S folding scheme does not, by definition, 
include the coulomb term.
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Thus, in the energy region of interest here, E^ < 10 MeV, with
i = n, p and r^  = R + 1/2 r, then
U.(r.) = U (r.) + U (r.)fc. «s./s.lV~l/ C 1 SO 1 ~1 "1 1 (6.3)
where, in the notation of Appendix F (Be 69),
Uc(r) = - Vf(xv) - iSg(xg) (6.4)
Consider the generalized folding formula
U(R)
al
= <f , I I U.(r.)|cj> > , a’ I. L i ~i 1 s,JOj 1 i-n,p 1
(6.5)
where, by analogy with the deuteron wavefunction, equation (1.1), we define
<r,p,n|f f> = I iLfL(r) M  ^ , (r,p,n) .
°1 L=0,2 L ^ LV l
(6 . 6)
Both central and spin-orbit terms of the nucleon potentials, Ik , contribute 
to the T^ term of U(R). In the special case f^ = u^ , the Watanabe model, 
formulae have been presented by Raynal (Ra 64)'and Keaton (Ke 71) for the 
calculation of this potential; the latter however contains a number of 
errors with regard to the nucleon spin-orbit contributions. Wales (Wa 77) 
has shown that in the general case, the central terms of the Ik generate, 
in U(R), a T^ interaction with the radial form
V R) - 72 dr r2 “1 UC (P>
U -o
2
72 f + u f 2 2 o P2(p)d|j (6.7)
where p = |R + | r|, y = R.r, and is the Legendre Polynomial (Br 62) of
order 2, Nucleon spin-orbit contributions to U have also been written down
R
by Johnson (Jo 78a), in the general case (equation (6,5)).
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Clearly, inspection of equation (2,20) shows that in the Adiabatic 
model, equation (6.2),
|fAd> = D XV -|(j> 1> 1 a| np np1 s j ( 6 . 8)
and therefore
D K(r) = np L
S i  f d2 + 1  £.
2P \dr2 r dr
L O H l }  _ e 
,.2  J '
uL(r) (6.9)
Alternatively, if V has the form (Re 68) J ’ np
v = V_(r) + VT(r)S + VTq(r)L.s!up C .1 hd LS  ^ “■'Inp
where S is the usual tensor operator of equation (1.8), then the f^  
satisfy (De 70)
Ad
fAd(r) = (V^u + /8 V„u„}/DC o T 2 np *
(6.10)
f2d(r) = {(VC - 2VT - 3VLS)u2 + ^  V o }/Dnp
A computer program was written to evaluate the 2-d folding, equation 
(6.7), exactly and has been checked against the Watanabe calculations of 
Keaton et al. (Ke 73). With Uc given by equation (6,4), the real and 
imaginary parts of the T potential Ik obtained from both AdiabaticK K i
Ad Q1
(|f ,> = |f f> , equation (6,8)) and Watanabe (|f ,> = | $ >) models, for
°1 al ■ si
deuterons incident with = 9. MeV upon 208Pb, are presented in Figure 6.1.
The deuteron wavefunction used in obtaining these curves was the Reid soft
Adcore function (Re 68), and the f^  were calculated using equation (6.10).
Wat > -' Ad
In both Watanabe (U^ ) and Adiabatic (U^  ) foldings, corrections due to
the spin-orbit components of the nucleon-nucleus interaction U , were smallso *
1.0
MeV
0.5
Rf m
-0.5
■1.0
-1.5
_  _  Adiabatic Watanabe ;
MeV
1.0
0.5
-0.5
Figure 6.1 Real and imaginary parts of the T„ potential U„(R)■ - K R
predicted by the Adiabatic (dashed) and Watanabe (solid) 
folding models for 208Pb at = 9 MeV. Calculations 
were performed using the Reid Soft-Core wavefunction.
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Calculations, not shown in Figure 6.1, were also performed, using equation 
(6.9), for the phenomenological deuteron wavefunction' of Hulthen and 
Sugawara (Hu 57). While the Watanabe predictions agree with those of the 
Reid wavefunction to better than 5%, the Adiabatic calculation in the latter 
case produces a potential of the same geometry, but 1.4 times the magnitude 
of the corresponding Reid predictions. Quite clearly therefore, the 
Adiabatic folding, , contains considerably more deuteron wavefunction
model dependence than the Watanabe prescription. While this should be borne 
in mind in what follows, x>;e shall not consider this point in detail at 
present.
Rather more important than the difference in magnitudes of the Watanabe
and Adiabatic potentials, is their difference in geometry. The real and
imaginary parts of potentials U„at, U^, have the familiar (Ke 73) second andK K
third derivative Wood-Saxon forms, namely
R0,UR(R) ^ ~ VR*2R {dR R dR f^XR^} ’ (6.11)
;im.UR(R) £ - V ^ R dR R dR 8 x^i^} » (6.12)
respectively, for suitably chosen V. , r^, a_. (i = R, I) and where we have 
used the notation of Appendix F. Keaton and Armstrong (Ke 73) have 
demonstrated that the above formulae provide a good description of the 
exact folding calculation, equation (6.7). This view is confirmed by the 
present work and the functional forms, equations (6.lO-ll), prove far more 
convenient at the computation stage. The strength, radius and diffuseness 
parameters of these terms were determined using the least squares fitting
i • •Wavefunction corresponding to = 4%, p(- e^ , ~ e^ ) = 1.704, = 0.
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routine of Smith (Sm 69) and the results, for 80Zr (E^  =5.5 MeV) and 
208Pb (E^  = 9 MeV), are presented in Table 6.1.
Rather clearly, apart from the relative magnitudes, which as we have
A ^ W 31
seen are expected to be rather model dependent,. Ul and Un differK R
exclusively in their diffuseness parameters as a result of the short
i • • •ranged agent, V | <j) > , m  the folding integral for the former. Thenp s i
latter therefore falls off significantly more slowly for large R.. This 
point is made very clearly in Figure 6.2 in which the real parts of K
(i = Ad, Wat) for 208Pb, together with the R“3 and R-4 coulomb T termsK
of equations (3.45) and (3.49) are plotted in the large R region. Following 
the usual practice (Bu 78, Ka 76) we shall, in the absence of a precise 
knowledge of the coulomb TR terms for R < Rc> assume (see equation (3.45)) 
that
Vf^ }(R) % rjj(R)TR , (6.13)
where
U3(R) = | QdZe2/R3 R > Rc
_ ' = Up(R ) ' R  < R , (5.14)K C C
and similarly for u!t(R) , where from equation (3.49)K
dj(R) = - (3/2)aSD(Ze)2/R1* . (6.15)
The error in this procedure for sub-coulomb incident deuterons is expected 
to be completely negligible. Using the value of from equation (3.48) we 
see from Figure 6.2 that for R < R£ (^  7.7 fm for 208Pb) the coulomb terms 
U3(R){= *1108 MeV} and U^(R){= - *1115 MeV} cancel nearly identically. TheK K
total coulomb T potential, U3 + U«, is therefore small and is also shown in K K K
Figure 6.2.,
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MeV
Re.Watanabe(-ve)
Re.Adiabatic
(-ve)
Reid Re.Adiabatic
Hulthen
(-ve)
R3 (+ ve)
.01 -
R fermis
Figure 6.2 Large R behaviour of the Adiabatic (Reid and Hulthen
predictions), Watanabe and Coulomb T_ interactions forK
208Pb. Also shown is the sum of the R“3 and R”1* coulomb
T terms. 
R
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In the following sections we present calculations which incorporate 
the various formfactors of this section in the manner described in 
chapter 5.
6.3 Calculations for the Reaction 90Zr(d,p)9*Zr at =5.5 MeV
In this section we present calculations for the transitions to the 
following spin/parity, j77, states of the residual nucleus 91Zr, with 
excitation ene.rgy E , namely E = 1.20 MeV (j11 = l/2+), E = 0.0 MeV
X  X  X
(j77 = 5/2+), E^ = 2.04 MeV (j77 = 3/2+) , previously the subject of a study 
by Knutson (Kn 77). It is not suggested that this reaction be used to 
measure D2 as the ground state Q value is 4.97 MeV and, with the target 
coulomb barrier of 5.7 MeV (Kn 77), the protons in. the final state are 
above the b a r r i e r fij; thus the advantages, detailed in chapter 2, of 
experiments in the sub-coulomb regime, with Q £ 0, do not apply.
We present the following calculations for two reasons, namely:
i) Since the original analysis of Knutson (Kn 77), an error has been 
found'(To 78) in the program DWCODE used in these earlier calculations, and
ii) to date, no quantitatively correct (d,p) calculations which include 
both deuteron D-state and a force have been published (De 70, De 74).
The curves a to d in Figures 6,3~6.5 correspond to the theoretical 
DWBA calculations as follows:
a) (full line) is the corrected (S + D) state calculation in the absence
of T forces and supersedes curve b,K ■ " - -....-.......-  -.- - • -
b) (long dashed line) reproduces the earlier, incorrect, calculation of 
Knutson, also calculated without a T^ term,
90 7rf ri nl 917rki I u ,|i j a- i
+ E= 5.5IYleU
20
0.1
- 0.1
- 0.2
0.2
22
- 0.1
60 120 180
Gcm
Figure 6.3 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers
to the 3/2+(E =2.03 MeV) state of 91Zr. The theoreticalx
DWBA curves a-d are described in the text. Curves
correspond to the value D2 = 0.484 fra2.
90"* .. f j  — \ 91 - c 4-mo.pj Zr 5'2 rB E ciui^ ir L- J*JIVICV
20
0.1
- 0-1
0.2
22
- 0.1
0 60 120 180
0 c m
Figure 6.4 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers 
to the 5/2+ ground state of 91Zr. The curves have the 
same meaning as in Figure 6.3, and are calculated using
D = 0.484 fm2. 
2
90 7 r [ H n ) 91 7rL I IU ,11 j *•! 1/2 + E=5.5IV!eV
0-2
0-1
/\
0-1
- 0-1
0 12060 180
0cm
Figure 6.5 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers 
to the l/2+ (E . = 1.20 MeV) state of 91Zr. The curves 
have the same meaning as in Figure 6.3, and are 
calculated using D2 = 0.484 fm2.
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c) (short dashed line) includes the Adiabatic TD potential of Table 6.1K
and equations (6.11-12), and
d) (dot-dashed line) includes the Watanabe T potential also of Table 6.1.
The experimental points are due to Knutson (Kn 77a). Only the calculated 
^2q ^ave been presented as we find, in agreement with the work of Delic 
and Robson (De 69, De 70), that the T^ force effects negligible changes in 
the observables da/dft and iTjj. The computer program error mentioned 
concerns only the treatment of the deuteron D-state component, which in turn 
provides only minor contributions to dcr/dft, and the calculations of
Knutson (Kn 77) with respect to these quantities remain quantitatively good.
For ease of comparison, the calculations in Figures 6.3-5 were performed 
using the optical model parameters used by Knutson and tabulated in Table 6.2. 
While agreement with experiment is in general only qualitative, no attempt 
has been made to improve the fit by arbitrary variation of parameters. It is 
apparent nevertheless, that the effect of the Adiabatic T force, as a result
of its rather short range, is considerably less than that of the Watanabe
. ~ ' + term,:while the large angle behaviour of the 3/2 transition would appear to
favour the presence of a T_ potential.
6.4 Calculations for the Reaction 208Pb(d,p)209Pb at = 9 MeV
In this section we reconsider the sub-coulomb (d,p) transitions to the 
y = l/2+(E = 2.03 MeV) and j77 = 5/2+(E = 1.57 MeV) states of 209Pb,
X  X
proposed for the measurement of D^.
In Figure 6.6 the effects of the Adiabatic (dot-dashed curve) and
Watanabe (long dashed curve) TR potentials of Table 6.1 upon the T • for the
. TT + . .j = 1/2 transition are compared with the conventional S + D state DWBA
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Figure 6.6 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers to 
the l/2+(E = 2.03 MeV) state of 209Pb. Thetheoretical
X
curves compare the results of a conventional S + D state 
DWBA calculation (Solid curve) with calculations which 
include an Adiabatic (dot-dashed) on Watanabe (dashed) T
R
force. Curves correspond to a value .I) = 484 frr.2 ,
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calculation (solid curve) in the absence of T terms. As for the 90ZrK
calculations of the preceding section, we do not reproduce the da/dQ and 
iTjj angular distributions which are presented elsewhere (Kn 77). Results 
for the 5/2+ transition, are presented in Figure 6.7.
Immediately apparent is the sizable difference in the predictions of 
the Watanabe and Adiabatic T interactions, more so than the corresponding 
differences found in the 90Zr case. Calculations for 208Pb in which a cut 
off radius, rQ, within which the force is neglected, is incremented, 
reveal that corrections introduced by the T interactions are determined, 
to better than 10%, by the potential tail region beyond a radius of 9 
fermis. Inspection of Figure 6.2 shows therefore that the model dependence 
of the Adiabatic potential will not effect appreciably the calculations 
of Figures 6.6-7; as in agreement with the observation of Delic and Robson
(De 69), we find that, for a fixed potential geometry, T_, contributions toK
' "■ j
the calculated T scale very nearly linearly with the strength of the 
interaction.
Although somewhat inconsistent, in order-to delineate T_ force effectsR
and for comparison with previous work, all calculations presented in this 
section which include nuclear distortion use the phenomenological deuteron 
and proton optical potentials of Table 6.2. Strictly, we should use with 
the Adiabatic term a central and spin-orbit distorting potential generated 
via equation (6.2). However, in view of the insensitivity (Kn 77) of the 
sub-coulomb T , and in particular the j77 = l/2+ data, to the presence of 
nuclear distortion, such considerations are deemed of secondary importance.
In Figure 6.8 the effects due to the inclusion, into an (S + D) state
DWBA calculation, of the coulomb T_ potentials U8 (long dashed curves) andI\ K
uj* (short dashed curves) of equations (6.14) and (6.15), respectively, for
.05
_  DWBA
 Adiabatic Tp
_ _Watanabe Tp22
05
60 180120
8  c m
Figure 6.7 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers to 
the 5/2 (E^  = 1.57 MeV) state of 209Pb. Curves are as
208P b ( d . p ) 209Pb V  E = 9 I M
20
•05
• 05
Coulomb Only
22
.05
18012060
®cm
Figure 6.8 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers to the
1/2 (E^  = 2.03 MeV) state of 209Pb. The theoretical curves
compare the results of an (S + D) state DWBA calculation (solid
curve) including only coulomb distortion with calculations which 
include the potentials Dj3, (dashed curve) and 1I1‘ (dot-dashed curve 
Curves correspond to a value 'I)., = O./tM fm2 .
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7T +
the j = 1/2 level are shown. These calculations correspond to purely 
coulomb distortion in both deuteron and proton channels, the results for 
which, in the absence of T„ terms, are given by the solid curves.
Calculations for the 5/2+ level are qualitatively similar and are not 
presented graphically.
A comment upon the quantitative accuracy of the adopted treatment of 
the long ranged tensor interactions is in order. As stated in section 5.3, 
the terms U* (i =3, 4), of infinite range, and which form the coupling 
term in equation (5.7), the coupled equations for the deuteron radial 
functions i» are assumed to vanish beyond the matching radius, r =30 fm.XrX m
The treatment of long ranged (coulombic tailed) coupling is a familiar 
problem in coulomb excitation (Al 56, Al 75), numerical calculations for 
which typically (Ro 77) use a matching radius r^ of the order of a few 
hundred fermis; such a radius would require considerable modification of the 
existing computer program DWCODE. The problem in elastic and inelastic 
calculations is however complicated by the fact that, unlike a stripping 
calculation in which the finite range of the neutron bound state function 
limits the number of 'active' deuteron partial waves, a considerable number 
of partial waves contribute. The elastic/inelastic partial wave amplitudes 
fall off only slowly in I and therefore an accurate treatment of each 
amplitude is required for an accurate determination of the slowly convergent 
(Ki 66, Cl 70) partial wave sums present. Knutson and Haeberli (Kn 75) over­
come this problem in sub-coulomb deuteron elastic scattering using the DWBA 
theory of elastic scattering and thus treat the R"3 T- force to first order, 
however, other analyses (Ka 76, Bu 78) which include the R”3 term in the 
Robson program DD (which has no facility for the special treatment of long 
range coupling) make no mention of the number of partial waves or matching 
radius used.
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As an accuracy check of the present calculation, the off diagonal
*1 ” 12/ *4* 1 I •!> ^
elastic amplitudes (= )°utPut by DWCODE (obtained by matching at
30 fm) are checked against their corresponding DWBA predictions. Collecting 
a number of results from the work of Johnson (Jo 62, Jo 77) we obtain-in 
DWBA, for the potential U^(R) (with R =-0)
_ 2lJiki [(M-i)q+2)P /3 n ,_2i „-3
C£*.+2 fi2 2a+3 12 V e | MH£+2 ’ (6.16)
where (A1 56)
M"3££+2 <Jpf*+2(p)p 3Vp)0
= {6 | £ + 1 + irij | | £ + 2 + in| ) 1 • (6.17)
We find that for £ < 8, agreement between the numerical values and the
analytic expression, equation (6.16), is better than 6% while for 8 < £ <15 
the values agree, typically, to of order 2%; that is, the amplitudes agree 
to one part in 10^ . The somewhat poorer agreement for small £ is attributed
to the inaccuracy of the DWBA expression rather than the matching procedure;
as confirmed by the improved agreement in the higher partial waves where the 
DWBA is more accurate.
The present work also shows that the modifications to the T > arising 
from a T force, are almost exclusively the result of the additional S-state 
radial overlap integrals, due to coupling to the off diagonal deuteron 
partial waves, which were discussed in section 5.2. These integrals are 
linear in the off diagonal amplitudes t ; off diagonal D-state integrals,
I£3/2j (equat£on (5 ,51))y are typically two orders of magnitude smaller. 
However, in turn, the off diagonal S-state integrals are smaller by two 
orders of magnitude than the diagonal elements. So, the dominant coulomb
T_. modifications to the conventional (S + D) state calculated T , are R 2q
bilinear in the S-state amplitudes (equation (5.44)) and linear in
the off diagonal amplitudes ,. If therefore, we assume a comparable 
error, of order 2%, for the diagonal elastic amplitudes, ,, then we 
estimate that coulomb Tn contributions are accounted for correctly quanti- 
tatively, with an accuracy of %  4%, in the present 30 fm matching procedure.
Hence, although a more accurate numerical study is perfectly possible,
using for instance the asymptotic series expansion method of Rosel et al.
(Ro 77), the increased numerical complexity, and corresponding increase in
computation time, were thought unnecessary for the present preliminary
investigation. Evident from Figure 6.8 is some degree of cancellation
from the and terms, as expected from Figure 6.2; their combined effect K K
relative to the purely central coulomb distorted calculation (solid curves) 
is very accurately represented by the sum of the deviations from these 
curves, but is not shown in Figure 6.8.
In Figures 6.9 and 6.10 we combine the results of this section. The
solid and short dashed curves are the results of a conventional DWBA (S + D)
state calculation and the corresponding results when including a tensor
potential {U^at + U2 + uj*}, respectively. These calculations use the value
D2 = 0.484 fm2 of the Reid soft core wavefunction. Also shown (long dashed
curves), are the results, in the absence of T forces, of an (S + D) stateR
calculation using the 'best fit1 D value, D = 0.432 fm2, of Knutson and
2 2
Haeberli (Kn 75). This value best reproduces the data in the conventional 
calculation. Calculations, not shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, including the 
T^ potential + + U^}, are very nearly coincident with the dot-dashed
curves of Figures 6.6 and 6.7.
208Pb (dT p) 209Pb 1/2+ E=9MeV
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.05
DWBA
Knutson ‘Best f i t ’ D2 -  432 
(Watanabe + T/R3+1/R4 ) Tr  . d 2 = .484
05
12060 180
® c m
Figure 6.9 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers to 
the l/2+(Ex = 2.03 MeV) state of 209Pb. The theoretical 
curves are described in the key, and in the text.
208Pb(Ip)209Pb ^  E:9WeV
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Knutson ‘Best f i t ’ ;D2= .432. 
(W atanabe +1/R3 +1/R4 )  T p ;D 2 = .484.
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Figure 6.10 Angular distributions for the tensor analysing powers to
the 5/2+'(E = 1.57 MeV) state of ^09Pb. Curves are as
in Figure 6.9.
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So, when including a Watanabe T force, calculations would indicateK
that the experimental data are consistent with an OPEP tailed interaction 
D2 value; this is particularly true for the l/2+ transition. However, 
when including a T force generated according to the Johnson/Soper Adiabatic 
prescription, the data indicate the need for a somewhat smaller D2 value.
6.5 Calculations for the reaction 288Pb(d,p)209Pb at = 7 MeV
The calculations of the previous section have been repeated at an 
incident deuteron energy of 7 MeV, for which there is no presently available 
experimental T data. Inspection of the preceding calculations shows that 
the most meaningful measure of T„ force effects is the induced percentage 
change in T2Q, at backward centre of mass angles; we take AT2Q(6^), with
7T *{*0^  = 175°, Calculations for the j = 1/2 transition show that at 7 MeV,
effects of the nuclear T forces U^at, are completely negligible with
K R. R
AT2O(0b) << For j77 = 5/2+, we find also that AT20(eb) £ -1% for U^at,
and, as a result of the slightly higher Q value we see that the reaction 
still feels the strong T force.
When including the interactions U2, , (with j77 = l/2+) thenK R
AT2o(0b) = ~ 6.7% and + 3.1%, respectively; their combined effect giving
R^20^b^ = "" highlighting the perturbative nature of the coulomb T
+ +contributions. Also, for both 5/2 and 1/2 transitions, calculated T
2q
are completely insensitive to the presence of central nuclear distortion 
(cf. 9 MeV calculations of Kn 77).
We see therefore, that the rather large nuclear Tn force contributionsK
present at 9 MeV are small when the energy is reduced to 7 MeV. Coulomb T_
R
contributions continue however to be of importance in a precision calculation
CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis we have been concerned with the quantitative accuracy 
of conventional DWBA calculations for sub-coulomb (d,p) reaction tensor 
analysing powers, Two effects, neglected in the theory (Ha 70, Jo 71)
most used for the routine analysis of experimental data, namely
a) dipole electric break up of the deuteron, and
b) the presence of a deuteron-target T^ force, have been investigated 
numerically.
While much theoretical effort has been directed at coulomb break up
effects upon the (d,p) cross section, no previous study has been made of
tensor analysing power corrections. This generalization required an accurate
treatment of the state dependence of the n-p interaction and was shown to be
most easily accomplished using a separable interaction model. Dipole break 
up corrections are shown to be small but necess.ary for the analysis of a 
precision sub-coulomb stripping experiment. An important result is that 
Knutson's (Kn 73a, Kn 74) approximate distorted waves stripping model is 
able to predict quantitatively the magnitude and energy dependence of the 
dipole break up corrections. The examination of higher multipole effects, 
not considered here, may therefore be investigated without the need for 
lengthy numerical distorted wave and finite range treatments necessary here.
In chapter 5 the LEA formalism of Johnson and Santos (Jo 71) was
generalized to allow the inclusion of deuteron-target rank-2 interactions.
T forces arising from the Watanabe and Johnson/Soper folding model theories K
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were found to differ primarily in their diffuseness; the latter being 
considerably smaller as a result of the folding over the short ranged 
interaction, Vn . An observed strong model dependence, of the magnitude 
of the Johnson/Soper term, upon V , was found to be of secondary 
importance in calculation. The diffuseness difference however, generated 
markedly different theoretical T predictions.
So, while the use of both Watanabe (which ignores deuteron break up
effects) and Johnson/Soper (essentially a high energy approximation) models
is arguable, the results obtained reflect the present theoretical uncertainty
associated with the strong interaction part of the Tn force. Coulomb TK K
forces, which are obtained from the Watanabe and dipole break up calculations 
are found, as a result of their long range, also to be of importance at all 
sub-coulomb energies; however, unlike the strong T_ force, coulomb contribut- 
ions are calculable without ambiguity.
Of the reactions considered, the j71 = l/2+ transition in 208Pb(d,p) 
208Pb at = 9 MeV is theoretically the best suited for the measurement of
• « • " ' * * * • • '  7T *fD2 (for which experimental data is available (Kn 77a)). The j - 5/2 level
calculations at E , = 9 MeV, although less effected by Tn forces (Figure 6.10) cl K
continue to show (Kn 77) some sensitivity to the. details of central nuclear 
distortion, no study of which has been undertaken here. A study of the 
reaction 208Pb(d,p)208Pb at E^ = 7 MeV would however be free of both strong 
central and strong Tn force uncertainties. Therefore we conclude that:
i) the presently available experimental data (Kn 77a), for 208Pb at
E^ = 9 MeV, cannot be used to determine with any degree.of accuracy 
until a better theoretical understanding of the strong tensor T force, 
required as input to a stripping calculation, is obtained;
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ii) this theoretical uncertainty may be bypassed by considering an 
experiment at = 7 MeV;
iii) the analysis of precision experimental data, even at = 7 MeV,
will require corrections due to coulomb break up and long range
coulombic TD forces if D. is to be determined to an accuracy of K 2
3-4%; and
iv) no correction need be made for *S deuteron break up configurations
at E, =9 MeV or 7 MeV. a
No attempt has been made here to assign a ’measured' value to the
experimental data. In view of the remaining theoretical uncertainty such 
a value would be of little significance, however, there is no evidence, at 
present, for the rather small value, D2 = 0.432 fm2, obtained from the 
analysis of Knutson and Haeberli (Kn 75).
Investigation of an experiment at E^ = 7 MeV, when performed, will 
ultimately require further consideration of
a) higher multipole coulomb break up contributions, -
b) an upper bound upon nuclear break up effects, and
c) a rigorous quantitative assessment of the approximate LEA procedure.
Certain progress has been made here with regard to suggestion a.
Tremendous progress has been made, over the last 30 years, in our 
understanding of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and the deuteron. Never­
theless, the parameter D2 (or n) remains only poorly determined. Sub­
coulomb stripping is shown to provide a simple, and potentially very accurate,
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method for the measurement of D . This new constraint would not only
2 3
differentiate between acceptable models of V but could provide valuablenp 1
new information upon the short range behaviour of the deuteron wavefunction. 
In addition, the input of a known value, into the sub-coulomb calculat­
ions presented here, would help answer the questions posed with regard to 
the form of the strong deuteron-target T^ force.
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APPENDIX A
Mongan Separable Interactions
Mongan (Mo 68, Mo 69) has proposed four separable potential models 
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction (Cases I-IV of Mo 69). These potentials 
are rank two separable interactions of the form
Vjj-(k,kf)' = g|(k)gjj(k’) - h^(k)hj(kf). , (A.l)
. 2s f-1
parametrized m  momentum space for each j, £, s ( £^ ) state of the two
nucleon system.
The case I parametrization (Mo 69) is particularly suited to treating £ = 1
states; explicitly for case I the formfactors h^, g^ are
£+1
gj(k) = CR k*/(k2 + a2) 2 ~ (A.2)
£+1 " 
h|(k) = CA kV(k2 + a2) 2 (A.3)
where C , CR, aA ’ aR c a r r y  an iroplied j> s dependence and subscripts A, R
refer respectively to the attractive and repulsive parts of the interaction. 
These potential formfactors have, for odd £, a particularly simple pole
structure in the complex k plane and in addition provide the best overall
fit to the Livermore 3Pj (Ma 68) phase shift data of the 4 cases presented
by Mongan. Explicitly, we have used the parametrization for the 3P,. states
(Mo 69);
aR(fm"1) C (MeV fm)2K aA(fm”'1) C^XMeV fm)2
j = 0 2.258 118.2 1.326 16.48
j = 1 0.697 3.498 2.322 18.89
j = 2 - 0.0 -o.o 1.509 5.349
where the last entry (3P^ ) has been parametrized assuming no coupling to the 
3F2state.
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APPENDIX B
Evaluation of the Continuum P-wave Eigenfunctions Corresponding to Mongans 
Separable Interaction
The radial function ifrj , ^  . of equation (4 .7), normalized accordingx, ;p x,s
to equation (4.7b), satisfies the radial integral equation (Go 64), with s 
conserved,
: (t) i f j, > (pr)Tjf (p,p' ;K2=p'2) _
+ j dP P2 ; ■e(P -)Un-c(p)
(B.l)
where e(p) = 1\2p2/2y( = of section 4.2) and T3^(p ,p' ;K2) is the partial
wave T matrix (Go 64). In the dipole approximation of section 4.3, then 
£ = £f = 1  and s = 1 and therefore, with these values implied
Tj!?/P,P';K2) TJ(p,p';K2)<5u , ,
(B.2)
(+) + C+) r
- £’;p£s p£ ££' *
and using equations (B.l-2), then the asymptotic form of the which
are complex, is
= (2/ir)2{jJl(p'r) + e * sin6d ( p ’) K  } (p'r) } (B.3)
asy
where h^+  ^ are the outgoing wave Hankel functions of Messiah (Me 61) and 6^(pT) 
is the usual nuclear phase shift and is related to the on-shellT matrix 
element T^(p2), by (Mo 69)
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• . i6 (^p)
T3 (p,p;p2) = T3(p2) = - (iTpp-^e sin6^(p) , (B. 4)
where
pe = p2 { ^ r 1} 1 = ppf i" 2 • (B-5)
(+)For convenience we shall calculate the real functions \pJ defined
by f
i (+) i‘5£ (p)-i (+)
(r) = e hr) . (B.6)
In the present uncoupled P-states then of equation (B.2) is given by
(Mo 68) _ . . .
VnCp,q)ri(q,p*;K2)
T^(p,p’;K2) = V3 (p,p’) + j ? £ * £ . Ndq q2  t—r 7—r— :---- (B.7)e(K)-c(q)+iq
and using the separable partial wave potential form of Mongan
vj(p,p’) = ■gj.(p)gj(pl) - hjj(p)hjj(p') (B. 8)
where g3 , h3 carry an implicit s label, then
-^ £(P V?T *K2) = (p,p1;K2)/D^(K2) ' (B.9)
where (Mo 68)
nJ(P>p ';K2) = gJ(p)gJ(p-)AJ(K) - hJ(p)hj(p')Bj(K)
-  { B h p )hh p i ) ^■hjh p ) 8jh p', ) } ch K)- ’ (b . io )
and we have defined
Aji(K) = 1 + ^  J(h,h;K)
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with
and
B h K> = 1 -  ^  h g>8;K) >
ch K> = %  h 8>h;K) ’ 
d  j, ■ f ,  2 mi (q)ni <q)g  .jJOn.njK) = j  dq q2.-^p e(q> + i'n
D^K2) = Aj|(K)Bj>(K) + {Cj>(K)}2 .
(B.12) 
(E,13)
(B.14)
(B.15)
So, substituting for hj|, gj* the Mongan expressions of equations 
(A.2-3) of appendix A (with £ = 1 understood), the integrands of the 
(m,n;K) appearing in equation (B.11-13) are even in qv Therefore, 
extending the range of integration to the entire real q axis and closing 
the contour in the upper | plane, then
a
(h,h;K) = lr(A) - il1(h,h) ,
(g,g;K) = Ir(R) - ii1(g,g) ,
C ACT?V t V\ Ptt A R (g,h;K) = £-------
fi2 (a2-a2) HK2+a2) (K2+a2)
(B.16)
(B.17)
- il1(g,h) , (B .18)
and with P, Q representing A or R, then
ir(Q) = hi -3 *2.
fi2 (K2+a2) M K 2+a2)
(B.19)
I^m.n) = .-H2L K.m (^K)n-](K) ;
• h2 £ £
(B.20)
here C^ , CR, are those appropriate to j, £ = 1, s = 1.
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From equations (B.1-2), we need only the | off shell T matrix, 
t|(p ,pf ;K2 = p'2), to calculate the ^ ( r ) , and
TjJ.^P.p'.R'2) = gJ(P)Fj(p') - hJ(p)FJ(p') (B-21)
where £ is no longer shown and where
Fd(K) = tgj(K)Aj(K) - hj(K)Cj(K)]/Dj(K2) , (B.22)
FjJ(K) = [hJ(K)BJ(K) + gJ(K)Cj(K)]/DJ(K2) . (B.23)
Using equations (B.2) and (B.21) in (B.l) therefore gives
^p£=l^r> = 2^/1T)2^i^Pr) + Fg(P>ag(p) Fj^P^Cp)} , (B.24)
where we have defined (with m = g or h),
a„(P') = . m
j2(qr)mJ(q)
dq q2 > ■.— ' - - r - r— :—  . -• (B.25)
4 4 e(p)-£(q)+m V '
The integrand in equation (B.25) is even in q, so, using the identity (Me 61)
j^(z) = (2i)'_1[h^+ (^z) - h^  ^(z) ] , (B.26)
and extending the q integration to the real q axis, then we may close- the 
contours for the h ^ ( h ^  )^ terms in the upper (lower) | plane, and we find
a|(p) = “ PTrh 2[pg^  (p)h^ (pr) + GR(p)h^(ia r)] , (B.2.7)
g I 1 ft
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ah(p) = ~ ^  ? (p)h2+  ^(pr) + GA(p)h2+  ^(iaAr) ] ,
where
G (p) = C^a2/(p2 + a2) .
Therefore, from equations (B.27-28) and (B.24)
asy
where \pj .(+) is the asymptotic wavefunction of equation (
asy
have used the fact that from equation (B.21),
[g^  (p)Fg(p) - h^  (p)Fj^ (p)] = T^=1(p2)
where T~* is the on shell matrix element of equation (B.4). y 
finite ranged function
= (2/tt) ^iJTrfi 2{GA (p)F^(p)h2+  ^(iaAr)
- GR(p)Fj(p)hf+^(ia r)} 
g 1 K
and combining terms for simplicity;
F^(p)h^+) (iaAr) - P  (p)hj+) (iaRr) ,
where
Fj|(p) = (2/ir)2p7iriw -G‘'(p)FJ(p)—2 f,A / \ rpj
and similarly for F3 with A R.
g
(B. 28)
(B.29)
(B.30) 
.3) and we
(B.31) 
<+>' is a
(B.32)
(B. 33)
(B.34)
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The phase shift «5^ (p) is obtained from equations (B.31) and (B.4) 
through the relation (Mo 69)
tan6^(p) - lmTj=1(p2)'/Re. TjJ=1(p2) (B.35)
where Re, Im denote the real and imaginary parts, and therefore the real 
function, P  of equation (B.6), is
ipl^+^(r) = R e i ^ ^  (r)/cos S^(p) . (B.36)
As checks of these formulae a small computer program was used to evaluate
the <s|(p), and the ratio Rep.. ^  (r) /Imp. ^  (r) as a function of r. The 
1 Pi pl
calculated 63(p) agreed at all energies with those of Mongan and the above 
ratio, evaluated through equation (B.24), gave the required value tan6^(p) , 
for all r. ' "
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APPENDIX C
The Function (r)
The function in the dipole approximation of section 4.3 (k = £ = 1) ,
may be rewritten using the real functions ^ ^ ^ ( r )  of Appendix B (equation 
(B.6));
H^(r) = -
o
X j dp P3*p£il)(P) uL(p) ' (c/.i)
From equations (B.30), (B.33) and (B.3) and using the reality of h2+piz) 
for z real (Me 61), then
Hl2(r) = (iaRr) - (iaAr). (0.2)
where we have used the fact that P„^T^(r)p£=l
particle equation with energy , i.e.
is a solution of the free
asy
asy
/cos fij(p)) = 0
and therefore in the notation of Appendix B
jL _
(p2+a2) ReP(p)
,2 K gdp P'
0 (p2+a2) cos<S3(p)
.3,7. J (+)
dr r V = 1  (r) uL(r) ’ (e.3)
A jL _ dp p2o (p2+a2
(p2+a2) ReF3(p); ^ r, v J r ~
~ j j dr r3*p£=l (r)uL(r) •) cos6J(p) J o v
(0.4)
where h2a2/2y is the deuteron binding energy.
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APPENDIX D
Numerical Solution of the Coupled Equations
We wish to solve, numerically, pairwise coupled second order ' 
differential equations of the form (see equations (5.7), (5.10) 
assuming a fixed J = J)
d2XT_J-l
dr2
d2xJ+l
dr'
k(r)Xj_i + i(r)XJ+1
k^ xJ+l + 8(-r)Xj_i
(D.l)
for the functions Xj_^ and Xj+ »^ where we have supressed all but the 
single important outgoing orbital angular momentum label. The functional 
coefficients k, k, g, g are assumed known for all r and inspection of 
equation (5.10) shows that g = g is the present, TR interaction, problem. 
According to the modified Numerov or modified Fox-Goodwin algorithm (Me 66, 
Ra 71, Ro 67a) solution proceeds as a step by step recurrence relation 
through a constant integration step length h.
Given the values of Xj..^ * xj+l at r and r_ll> then
K(r + h) G(r + h)‘
1/-s+J-ls-/r—1 1
*"3
G(r + h) K(r + h) ■xj+i(r + h).
u  S ' Xj_i (r)'
.9 xJ+l(r).
K(r - h) G(r - h) 
G(r - h) K(r - h) xj+i(r " h)
(D.2)
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where
(D.3)
K(r ± h) = 1 - h2k(r ± h)/12 ,
G(r ± h) = - h2g(r ±h)/12 ,
= 2 + 5h2k(r)/12 ,
Q  = 5h2g(r)/6
and similarly for K, G, in terms of k, g. Solution thus requires a
starting condition comprising a set of values for Xj_^(r),
XJ+1(r), XJ+1(r - h) for r near the origin.
As outlined in the text, two linearly independent solutions of 
equation (D.l) are needed to extract the physical solutions which have the 
required asymptotic forms (equation (5.11)). The two mathematical solutions 
(designated A and B in the text) are obtained from the regular linearly 
independent starting conditions -
Xj_l(h) = Pj^Ch) Xj_1(2h) = pJ_1(2h)
xJ+l(h) = 2pJ+l^ xJ+l^2h  ^= 3pJ+l^h^
Set A,
Xj_l(h) = 3pJ_1(h) . xJ_1(2h) = 3pJ_1(2h)
XJ+1^ = PJ+1^ xJ+l^ 2h^ = pJ+l^ 2h^ J
(k Set B
where Pj_^ and Pj+1 are regular solutions of equation (D.l) in the absence 
of coupling (g = g = 0) , obtained by expansion about r = 0 (see e.g. Ha 69).
Extraction of the physical solutions X££f (& = J ±1., = 3 ± 1) ,
from the mathematical Xj^> Xj^ (i = A, B) is the subject of the following 
appendix.
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APPENDIX E
Physical Solutions of the Coupled Equations
The numerical solutions Xj^> xj+i ^  = Appendix D, regular
at the origin, are linear combinations (for J fixed >0),
(i) J Q J
XJ-1 aiXJ-l,J-l iXJ+l,J-l
(E.l)
(i) _ J 0 J
XJ+1 aiXJ-l,J+l + iXJ+l,J+l
of the regular physical solutions X££t >■ whose asymptotic form as given by 
equation (5.11), namely
Xl£f ^
1CJ£
= § {F£(kr)S^£
+ C^, [G£,(kr) + iF^ . Ckr)]} . (E.2)
Use of the Wronskain relation (Ab 65),
w(Fr V  - V i  - F'A “ 1
(where primes denote differentiation with respect to kr) together with the 
reciprocity condition (Ra 64) ,
CJ-1,J+1 = CJ+1,J-1 (E,3)
therefore gives at the matching radius r^ ,
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and
■ w 'l 1
1 G
O
l 
. _
' H2 '
W 1
. . 4 r
W(F y ^ )  U J-1’ XJ-1 rm
W(F X(B)) J—1* XJ-1;
W(F Y ^ )  wu? J+l,xJ+l'r
nr
m
W(F fXW ) ^J+l,xJ+l'rmJ
W 1 W2
W 3 W f
W1 W2
w3 W,
r„J
'J-l, J-l
_ J-l,J+l
rcJJ+l,J-l
J+l,J+l_
(E.4)
(E.5)
where the W. are 1
1G
^aj+l
W2 = - W(GJ+1 + lFJ+1»Xj+^)r = 3a e /k ,(A)
m
ic
(E.6)
- W(GJ+1 + iFj+i>XJ+1)r 3b
m
and are evaluated numerically at the matching radius; as are the W|. The 
amplitudes are obtained by simple inversion of equations (E.4) and
“laJ-l. J 
6 J-l,£'
iaJ+l. J
V ~  W2
■«3
I 1 = J-l
-j
(A)
V
(B)
\ 1
X
 
1 
...
.
(E.7)
Equation (E.7) holds at all radii, solving for the required radial functions, 
J
X££1 *
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APPENDIX F
Optical Model Potential Formfactors
In the computer program DWCODE (Ha 70) the central and spin-orbit 
terms, u , U SQ, of the deuteron and neutron/proton optical potentials
U^Cr) (i •= d(5 1), n,p(= 2); e.g. equations (5.1-2)), defined by
U£(r) = Uc(r) + Ugo(r) Ai'*si/si , (F.l)
are
Uc(r) = Vc(r) - Vf(xv) - i(Wf:(xw) + S g(xg)} , (F.2)
U (r) = (V + iW }*2 - jx- f(x ) j . (F.3)sov ' so so r (dr so' J . '
Here X is the pion Compton wavelength with - .
ft2 = {ft/m c}2 = 2.0 fm2 ,
IT
f(x^) is the conventional Wood-Saxon formfactor
• xi i " Vr
fCx^ = {1 + e > 1 , xi = (r -r^A ) , (F.4)
where A is the mass number of the target nucleus and
g(x.) = - 4a. 7J— f(x.) ;a l' l dr i
r^ , aj. (i = V, W, S, SO) are the usual radius and diffuseness parameters.
Tensor formfactors are dealt with individually in the text of chapter 6.
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Vc(r), the coulomb potential between projectile and target, is taken as
• V3
that due to a uniformly charged sphere of radius R = r A , and (Ja 70)c c
Vc(r) = {Z Zte2/2RCH3 - (r/R,)2} r < R, (F.6)
= ZpZte2/r r > R(,
where Z , Z are the projectile and target charges, respectively.P L
The potential (Real) binding the neutron is similarly defined (with
s = J),
U (r) = - Vf (x ) + *2V - I—  f (x )1. —  (F. 7)v' so r [dr so'J s v
or for an angular momentum state j, £:
Djt(r) >  - Vf(Kv) + *2Vgo i  {±: f(Kso)} [j (j + 1) - 1 ( 1 + 1) - 3/4] .
(F.8)
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APPENDIX G
Evidence for Tensor Interactions
While all calculations (e.g. Ir 74, Ke 73, Kn 75b, Ka 76, Ba 75) 
agree that the predicted Watanabe TR interaction makes important 
contributions to the calculated elastic scattering tensor analysing powers, 
phenomenological investigations are divided in their conclusions. A group 
of studies (e.g. Sc 68, Sc 69, Bu 75, Ka 76, Pe 77) indicate the need for 
a T_ term of comparable strength and radial shape to the Watanabe form, 
while others (e.g. Ba 75, Bu 78) obtain interactions with little resemblance 
to the folding model predictions; all however obtain an optical model TR 
term. The observation of Faynal (Ra 63, Ra 64), that there is no evidence of 
a TR interaction in scattering from Ca1*0, has been attributed (Ke 73) to the 
fact that the analysing power t 21j theoretically (Jo 71a, Ho 71) and in 
calculation (Ir 74, Co 68) the most sensitive parameter to the presence of 
rank-2 interactions, was not amongst the measured data. Thus, while
suggesting the presence of a TR potential, results of existing elastic
. . . . .  *f*scattering analyses are inconsistent m  their findings and in general , fits
to the polarization variables T ' (q = 0, 1, 2) remain only qualitative.
Of great importance therefore, is the success of the ’hybrid1 model of 
Knutson and Haeberli (Kn 73b, Kn 75b) in fitting sub-coulomb scattering data.
A notable exception is the recent phenomenological study of Burgi et al. 
(Bu 78) upon 1+0Ar in which good fits, to all five observables at three 
deuteron energies, are obtained.
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They combine the predicted folding model spin-dependent interactions with 
a phenomenological central interaction and in this way obtain a good 
description of all five reaction observables for deuteron energies below 
the target barrier height. Limited success has also been reported for 
this approach by Karban et al. (Ka 76), however, the model has been shown 
to be less reliable at higher energies (Ir 74, Kn 75b).
The Watanabe model described (equation (6.1)) fails to take account 
of two major perturbative effects in the scattered system, namely:
a) the Pauli Principle (see e.g. Po 75, So 69), and
b) deuteron break-up (Jo 70, Ha 71),
known to.be of importance in the calculation of the central terms of U (R) .
Recently, Ioannides and Johnson (Io 76) and Austern (Au 76) have re­
examined the spin dependence of the deuteron target interaction, resulting 
from the inclusion of the Pauli Principle (P/P). They find that the action 
of the P/P upon the D-state component of a deuteron propagating in nuclear 
matter, introduces an interaction of the Tp type. An extended analysis by
Ioannides and Johnson (Io 78) has shown that for finite nuclei (using a
perturbation theory approach)there exists a Tp interaction of comparable 
magnitude but of considerably smaller diffuseness than the Watanabe TD force.
The P/P however, also has consequences for the T- force in the deuteronK
optical potential. The Tp force is associated (Io 78) with a rapid drop in 
the deuteron D-state probability, with radial position R within the nuclear 
volume, from that of its free space value Pp. However, in the Watanabe model 
the D-state is responsible (Ke 70) for the presence of the TD interaction. 
Calculations in which the R dependent ’deuteron1 wavefunction is folded in
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equation (6.1), show (Io 78a, Jo 78) that the result is therefore to
suppress the TR interaction within the nuclear volume, while beyond the
nuclear surface, in which region the nuclear and deuteron momentum
distributions are non-overlapping, the T_ interaction coincides with theK
predictions of the conventional Watanabe folding.
Let us consider now break-up effects:
In chapter 3 the dominant spin dependence of coulomb break-up of the 
deuteron was the introduction of an R“4 TR interaction (equation (3.49)) 
in the n-p centre of mass system. Stamp (St 70) has shown that in 
addition, break-up into a continuum 3Sj n-p state contributes only a very 
small Tr interaction, second order in the nucleon-nucleus spin orbit 
interaction, assumed isoscalar. If however the nucleon optical potentials
have an isovector spin orbit component then the elastic channel will couple
1 *f* *to the S- n-p break-up channel (Ha 74), the effect upon.-the elastic
channel being to introduce a non-local TR interaction which is second order
(Ha 70a) in the isovector spin-orbit component. Phenomenological studies
(Ir 74, Ka 76, Sc 69) agree with these theoretical results; namely, if present,
a T, interaction must be small and recent analyses do not allow for such a
term (Bu 78, Ka 76). Break-up effects within the framework of the Johnson-
Soper (Jo 70) .Adiabatic model are discussed further in chapter 6.
We comment briefly upon this effect in Appendix H.
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APPENDIX H
Singlet Break-up Effects
As was stated in Appendix G, if the neutron and proton, comprising 
the deuteron, interact with the target nucleus via nucleon optical 
potentials with an isovector spin-orbit component, then the deuteron 
elastic channel couples to singlet ( ^ q) break-up states of the n-p system 
(Ha 70a, Wa 77). The effects of singlet coupling upon (d,p) stripping 
observables, for an assumed 3Sj deuteron, have been studied previously by 
Harvey and Johnson (Ha 74), who conclude that corrections from singlet 
break-up are small, although not completely negligible at backward centre 
of mass angles. This study hox/ever concerned the reaction 5I+Fe(d,p) 55Fe 
at E^ = 23 MeV and therefore, in view (Ha 70a) of the rank-2 nature of 
singlet break-up effects upon the deuteron elastic channel, an estimate of 
their importance upon the reaction T ^  for the sub-coulomb transitions in 
208Pb(d,p)289Pb at E^ = 9 MeV, under study here, is of considerable interest.
The computer program DWCODE allows the calculation of singlet break-up 
effects, including the 3Dj component of the deuteron wavefunction the 
method having been described fully elsewhere (Ha 70, Wa 77). Calculations 
have been performed using the optical model parameters of Table 6.2 and the 
isovector coupling potentials from the work of Wales (Wa 77). For the (d,p) 
transitions to the j71 = 5/2+(E •'.= 1.57 MeV) and j11 = l/2+(E = 2.03 MeV)X X
In fact, when including D-state and singlet coupling effects in the 
approximate way described by Harvey and Santos (Ha 70), DWCODE requires 
certain corrections (To 78a). For this reason the previous calculations 
reported by Wales (Wa 77) are in error.
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states of 209Pb at = 9 MeV, we find that singlet effects upon all five 
reaction observables, da/d.Q, iT^, -T 1 (q - 0, _ 1, 2), are completely 
negligible, changing, typically, the predicted values only in the fourth 
decimal place throughout the angular range.
Clearly, singlet channel coupling may be ignored in any further study 
of sub-coulomb stripping reactions.
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